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FOREWORD African historical studies have made tremendous progress in the last three decades. This is the result of the collective effons of Africanist historians worldwide. The view, now hardly seriously contestable, that African history can be as fascinating and intellectually rewarding and enriching as any other history, would not have been taken seriously in the first half of this century. Nigerian historians played their pan- and have continued to play their part - in not only making the study of the African past a respectable and rewarding academic enterprise but also have contributed towards the widening of the frontiers of historical knowledge. Indeed, when the history of history in Africa is written, the pioneering works of Professors Kenneth 0. Dike, H.F.C. Smith, J.C. Anene, Saburi 0. Biobaku, J.F. Ade-Ajayi, l.A. Akinjobin, Tekena N. Tamuno, Emmanuel A. Ayandele, etc., will stand out as fine examples of historical scholarship. The vigorous development of African historical studies which began in the 1950s was, and has continued to be, a major contribution to the decolonisation process. African historians, quite early, assumed the intellectual leadership of this process.They reexamined various dimensions of the African past with a view to achieving greater objectivity, depth and breadth.Equally important, they also sought to show how African history could be used as a major instrument for nation-building. In short, these historians believed with Polybius, Thucydides, the Whig historians, and Croce that all history is contemporary history; that is, that we study the past not for purely antiquarian reasons, but primarily to enable us unde~tand present problems and, hopefully, prepare for the future. To do so meaningfully in a multi-ethnic state such as Nigeria, it became imperative to study ethnic and regional histories. It was believed that to understand the whole, a study of the components of the whole and how they related to one another was fu.rtdamental. It also became clear that since the frontiers of historical knowledge have been expanding especially since the Age of Rationalism, attention must be paid to the important issue of historical methodology, particularly of African history. The Department of History, University of Calabar, established this history series to ltimulate interest in the study of the past in this part of the country in particular but in historical studies in general. It



is, indeed, my pleasure and privilege to write this Foreword.Each book will be independent; but I have no doubt that they will all prove relevant and intellectually rewarding to scholars, students, and the general public. Prof. G.N. Uzoigwe, F.H.S.N. Head, Deeartment of History & Dean, Faculty Of Arts, University ofCalabar.



SepLembcr 1987



INTRODUCTION This publication is the second in a series of major research/publication projects planned by the Department of History, University of Calabar. The first in the series was "Expanding Frontiers of African History: The Interdisciplinary Methodology" (Editor: M.B. Abasiattai, Wusen Press Limited, Calabar, 1988). It examined the crucial pedagogical issue and merit of applying the "interdisciplinary" approach to the study and teaching of history, and was the outcome of a "Workshop on the Teaching of History" organized by the Department to enhance its teaching programmes. The present publication, the second in the series, aims to enhance historical research on the Cross River Region which is the locale of the University of Calabar. It was planned in an earlier tradition of "regional" histories undenaken by older sister Departments of History in the country's universities, like the ''Western (Nigeria) History Project," "Nonhem (Nigeria) History Project," the "Benue Valley History Project," the "Niger Delta History Project" and "Plateau Region History Project." These regional histories constitute the distinctive contributions of the various Departments of History to the study of the major regions and peoples of Nigeria with a view to promoting national understanding and unity and cultural integration of Nigeria's diverse peoples. "A History of the Cross River Region of Nigeria" falls under this genre. There has been a great necessity for writing the history of the Cross River Region. A priori, oral traditions and written sources indicate that the Region possesses a rich, varied history. Besides developments that occurred within it, the Region featured early in contacts with Sudanese and Equatorial Africa mainly through migrations and trade; and with the outside world through external trade. However, excepting a few scholarly studies mostly on the external trade of several of the Region's coastal villages and on several of the ethnic groups, no comprehensive history of the Region had been attempted. The present book attempts such an over-view of the Region's history. As the second major publication of the Department of History, University of Calabar, it owes considerable inspiration to the establishment of this University in this Region in 1973. Hopefully, it fills an imponant gap in Nigerian (and indeed African) historical scholarship.
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This publication is viewed as a groundwork history, that is, one that provides a broad base both in the territorial area and in the historical time covered. It covers most of what are now Akwa Ibom and Cross River States of Nigeria from Antiquity to 1985 in a manner particularly to reflect "existing knowledge and also lay bare areas of present ignorance." Such a survey, hopefully, has a wide appeal to students and the general public; enables many historical questions to be posed for further research, and portrays the historical links that have bound (and that will continue to bind) the Region. It is also hoped that with this publication of a groundwork history, more specialized studies on the Region in terms of theme or territorial area would be undenaken by interested scholars. In chapter one, Anam Ntukidem describes the land and people of the Cross River Region. Despite the diversity of ecology, and of ethnicity and social and economic practices and customs of the people, Ntukidem sees a basic cultural unity in the Region owing largely to the many years of its inhabitants' close interactions and contacts. This basic unity he hopes will continue to inform the people's attitudes and endeavours in their struggle for progress and economic development. In chapter two, N. Ejituwu discusses the origin, migration and settlement of the Andoni people. After examining several theories of their origin, Ejituwu concludes that the Andoni came originally from "Urombi" on the Cameroon Coast. He then traces their migration thence up to their eventual settlement in Western and Eastern Andoni. In doing this, Ejituwu makes extensive use of linguistic evidence and oral traditions seldom ever before brought together and analyzed in this way. In chapter three, Erim Erim similarly discusses the early migration and settlement of the peoples of the Upper Cross Region. Like Ejituwu, he uses linguistic evidence, oral traditions, and the works of earlier linguists and anthropologists to postulate an "origin" in the Central Benue V alley and Nigeria-Cameroon border areas for most of the Upper Cross peoples. From these "homelands", the people came in several "waves," beginning from about 500 B.C. till they eventually settled in the various communities in our Region. In chapter four, Jan Sterk examines the languages of the Upper Cross peoples and their genetic relationships. Using "family trees" and other linguistic techniques as well as the works of expen linguists in Nigeria and abroad, Sterk argues that the Upper Cross viii



languages, and correspondingly their speakers, are more closely related than we are normally conscious of, and indeed belong to a large language family known as "Benue-Kwa." In chapter five, Professor A. Latham discusses the pre-colonial economy of the lower Cross Region, showing the various changes and developments that occurred over the centuries. Besides the external and domestic trade of the Region, Professor Latharn examines the major industrial and agricultural production activities of the people, their means of exchange, and the consequences of the commercial and social contacts that resulted from these economic activities. In chapters six and seven, Monday Noah and Erim Erirn respectively discuss the social and political developments that occurred in the lower and upper Cross Regions between 1600 and 1900. Both authors explore the social and political institutions that developed in these regions and through which society was regulated, as well as the internal and external dynamics that contributed to social, political and economic changes. Among the mo't crucial of the dynamics indicated were the trans-Atlantic trade (in slaves up to the early nineteenth century, and then in palm produce), European Christian missions,and indigenous institutions like ekpo and ekpe which played fundamental religious, political, social and economic roles in the Region. In chapters eight and nine, Professors A. Afigbo and A. Alagoa examine the contacts and relations that existed between the people of the Cross River Region on the one hand and their neighbours, particularly the Igbo and the Ijo on the other hand. Their analyses quite clearly show the web of cultural, linguistic, commercial and social links and ties that bound (and which continue to bind) the Region's peoples with their neighbours for centuries before the coming of British colonial rule and modern transportation and communication systems. In chapter ten, Professor Monday Abasiattai discusses the colonial subjugation and administration of the Old Calabar Province by the British. He shows that the dominant method of subjugation was through military conquest, although other methods like diplomacy and conversion to Christianity were imponant in weaning the people from opposition to British penetration and rule to acceptance of this rule and the new economic opportunities created by the colonial situation. After briefly discussing the central ix



government maclunery, Abasiattai exar:tines in-depth the l~al government system through its success1ve s~a~es o_f the Nat1ve Courts and Warrant Chiefs; the Nauve Admm1strat1ons; and the County, District and Local Councils. The chapter ends wi_th an ov_erview of the economic and social development of the Provmce dunng the colonial period. In chapters eleven and twelve, Devendra Misra and Henderson Tapela respectively discuss aspects of the coloni~l _e~onomy o~ ~he Cross River Region, v1z: Lebanese econom1c act1v1t1es and Bnush colonial labour policies and practices. Misra's chapter shows the courage, adaptability and business acumen of the Lebanese who arrived in Calabar as immigrants as from 1900. Seizing economic opportunities created partly by Calabar s position as port, commercial entrepot and protectorate anJ provincial capi~aL the Lebanese raised themselves from penUI)' to relative affluence b)' the late 1930's through trading, real-estate and entertainment businesses. Harsh economic conditions of World War 11 and increasing competition by Igbo traders adversely affected the Lebanese in Calabar as from the 1940's, driving many of them to other Nigerian towns, and those who stayed back, to new economic endeavours like transport, oil and petrol distribution and money-lending businesses. Nevertheless, the chapter shows that through their thrift, business acumen and keen survival instincts, the Lebanese have managed to retain their prominence in the economy of the Cross River Region as well as to contribute to the Region's economic and social development. On its pan, Henderson Tapela's analysis reveals the problems of unemployment, underemployment and rural-urban migration in the Cross River Region in the light of the colonial government's labour policies and practices. These, the analysis shows, were mostly laissez{aire: neither did the colonial administration expand markedly to provide much employment, nor did the colonial government intervene significantly to legislate about employment and wages. The chapter also discusses the migrant labour of Cross River peoples panicularly to Femando Po, highlighting British policies on recruitment. and the ill-treatment and exploitation of the labourers by planters in that Island. At several places, Henderson Tapela, himself a Central African, compares, in an illuminating way, Britain's



labour policies and practices in Central and East Africa, where white settlers tremendously pressured Britain to grant them privileges over the Africans, with Britain's policies in the Cross River Region. In chapter thirteen, Monday Abasiattai discusses the advent. spread and impact of Christian Missions in the Lower Cross Region. The chapter indicates that from fledgling footholds in Calabar, Christianity expanded as the missions multiplied and spread gradually from the coastal footholds to the Region's heanland. The greatest expansion occurred during the 1910's and the 1920's, that is, following the colonial subjugation of the Region, the imposition of a Pax Britannica and the development of modern. communication infrastructure, all of which greatly aided the missionary enterprise. Above all, perhaps, the chapter attributes the missionary success to the missions' sponsorship of Western education, Western medicine and "modem life" generally. These greatly appealed to the people and served to daunt opposition to Christianity spearheaded by traditional priests (oku), ekpe, and ekpo heads and other practitioners of the Region's Traditional Religion. As the chapter shows, Christianity an its handmaid, Western education, became the greatest agents of social change throughout the Region (as indeed in many pans of Black Africa). In chapter fourteen, Akpan Ekpo discusses recent economic, political and social developments in Akwa Ibom and Cross River States within the national context. Particularly he makes an in-depth study of the economy of these states, analyzing the major sectors and illustrating these with supporting statistical data. The chapter also contains illuminating statistics comparing and contrasting certain development indexes of Akwa Ibom and Cross River States with those of other states in Nigeria. The chapter concludes with certain policy recommendations intended to boost the economic,political and social development of these states and by implication, of the nation as a whole. In a book of this nature, where experts write on the areas of their major interest, readers may find differing perspectives, emphases, and even style. Nevertheless all the contributors have written with an unmistakable sense of profound commitment to scholarship and zeal to expand knowledge about this important region of Nigeria. It remains for me to thank on behalf of the Department of History, University of Calabar, all those who made the publication xi



of this book possible. They include the Governing Council of the University which funded the project and the publication of this volume, and the University's successive Vice-Chancellors: Professors E.A. Ayandele, A.N. Mohammed, 1.8. Mohammed and C.E. Effiong without whose suppon and encouragement the Project would have failed. I also thank the successive Heads of the Department: Professors O.E. Uya and G.N. Uzoigwe, for the guidance and encouragement they provided for the Project; the authors, who co-operated so splendidly to see the project through; and the secretarial staff of the Department for typing several drafts of the manuscript. Professor Monday B.Abasiattai Department of History, University ofCalabar.
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CHAPTER 1 The Land and People of the Cross River Region A.E. Ntukidem



The objective of this Chapter is to provide the background necessary for the understanding of the Cross River Regional History, a historical research project that treats the Cross River Region as a Unit. The relationship between the people of the Cross River Region and its land resources is a vital basis of the people's history. Like all other regional histories, theirs is a record of human endeavour embedded in a co-operation, conflict, interaction and inter-relationship. Its exposition, analysis and synthesis depend upon understanding the complex physical, human, internal and external environments in which actions take place and the people who have shaped these environments within and outside the region. Thus, the study of the Cross River Regional history seeks to illuminate and link what is general with what is unique and singular in and around the Cross River Region, its land and peoples. This implies that sketches of the struggle and the results of such struggles for the resources upon which life's work in the region is based will be made. The Chapter presents the mode of existence of the several million people who inhabited and exploited the region in the past, and still do so now; The socio-political and economic processes that bring about changes in the environment, culture and human organisation of space are points that will emerge in the course of the presentation of this general introduction. The diversity of the people's culture, their customs and tradition, language and crafts, high-lighting what is peculiarly theirs are examined. All of these activities together within a time perspective build up the region's history which is properly the theme of the book. It must be emphasised that the best that can be done in this circumstance, because of space and time constraints, is to present a sketch where details will be further highlighted in other Chapters and the vast bibliograph)' that accompanies each Chapter. Within the context of the recent interest aroused in regional and ethnic history in Nigeria, the Cross River Region, more than anywhere else in West Africa, I offers an opportunity for the study of diverse ethnic histories, contrasting economies, arts, music, migration, cultural integration, evolution of settlements types, etc. It



is in these respects that researchers have noted a conglomer~ue ot ethnic groups and customs which point to the dynamic process of interactions and adjustment of the human groups that inhabit th~ region, to the environmental influt>nce within and around it.2 It is in the study of this region, ,and within the fields of interest indicated above that the pervasive interest by Nigerian historians in colonial institutions, personalities, leadership styles, wanton rivalries, wars, strifes, and exploits will be reduced; so that the true meaning of human existence which should be sought in the nature of adjustments that the ordinary man in the Cross River Region has been able to establish within his regional environment among friendly as well as hostile neighbours may fonn the real focus of historical writings and research. What shall emerge from the Cross River Regional History Project is a cultural history. The history of migration of the peoples from different regions into and out of the region at different times, the products of their endeavours, their trade activities, politics and social organisation adopted by the people in order to relate among themselves and to the other people who live within the sphere of influence of the Cross River system and utilise the river; its water, flood plains, inland lake basins and other resources of the Cross River Regional environment for their personal good or toward their communities' own ends. The significance of studying the history of the region therefore lies in understanding the people and how they have utilised the resources that the region offers them. By pinpointing the key factors that have affected the development of the Cross River environment or the influences that have led to the frustration of such development and studying problems which at different times have promoted co-operation, co-existence and conflicts among the various communities that inhabit the basin, the Chapter prepares the reader's mind to everything that follows. To get to grip with the analysis, the Cross River Region is here tentatively defined as the entire basin of the Cross River including the peripheries (See Fig. 1.1). By peripheries we mean those areas which lie outside the Cross River basin directly but which have been indirectly influenced by the river, and its people, and/or have been influenced by the cultural, commercial and physical environment of the Cross River. In the context of this presentation, land refers to the visible habitat of a people, a habitat that includes animals, plants, water, minerals and other elements that are often taken for granted,
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but which support life. Above all, there is the cultural environmem which is inherited by the present occupants of the land but was bestowed on them by prosterity through activities that were compelled by necessity, changing circumstances, environment and mental attitudes. The idea of the region also needs brief discourse. First, a region is an environment in human terms, the physical system upon which people are set and upon which people act and react. What is meant is that the environment influences people's customs and behaviour and is in turn, influenced by people. 3 The essential feature of the human environment is its dynamic nature. The importance of this feature will be seen in due course, but a glimpse of the issue involved is given if, beginning from gathering of natural resources in their raw state, to the production of finished goods, their distribution, or exchange of surpluses, mankind and communities are regarded as making history. The people of the Cross River Region have cultivated the soil, exploited riverine resources, devised their own technologies or artefacts, acquired from their practice and experience and from neighbouring peoples ideas in their production complexes. No one knows for certain when the first man appeared in th 1• Cross River Region. But since the last recession, plants, animals and human life in different communities have enjoyed an uninterrupted existence in the current warm and moist environment. 4 Several animal and plant species have flourished il the basin's forest and several ethnic groups inhabited its tropical and sub-tropical forest and grasslands. Within Nigeria and in the Cross River territory of Western Cameroon Republic, the resources of the vast region have been exploited, explored, hunted and gathered. The land has been farmed extensively for so many centuries, while its minerals have been exploited in and out of season. We now understand that one of the earliest attractions of the Western Europeans to the Cross River Region was its famed silver deposit. 5 Mter successive waves of migrations and counter-migrations, those who have now established permanent communities in the basin include the peoples listed below in Table 1.1.
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The land area covered by the Cross River system measures about 22,800 square miles or approximately 62,840 square kilometres. That coverage is about twice the land area of Akwa Ibom and Cross River States put together, or one-and-a-half times the area of



Switzerland or Denmark. It would cover the whole area of Lagos, Ogun, Ondo and Oyo States of Nigeria put together. It is about 6.80% of the total area of Nigeria. Of the total area, 13,200 sq. km. lies within four states, namely, Akwa !born, Cross River, Imo and Anambra, while 4,100 sq.km. is in Benue State, and 5,500 sq. km. in West Cameroon. 6 Let us now take the regional question. No one would expect the region over which the Cross River exercises some influence to coincide with its basin. Its influence area goes farther than the basin. That is inevitable since, in many areas, the basin's edge is not coterminous with the ethnic groups that inhabit it, but traverses ethnic groups and clans and separates them into other river basin systems or political and administrative regions. For instance, the lbibio on its lower right bank have more than half the members of their people outside the basin. The same is true of the area inhabited by the lgbo as a whole. Half the area of lgbo land lies outside the western and north-western sectors of the Cross River basin. The Idoma, Tiv, and the Egede peoples in Benue State live partly within the Benue River Basin and partly within the Cross River Basin; while in the eastern frontier of the basin, its watershed splits such widely scattered peoples as the Ejagham, Bokyi and Ododop and even smaller ones like the Efik people. 7 In an historical sense, the Cross River region includes all the areas with which the people of the Cross River Basin, had, and are still having, all forms of contacts through ancestral affiliation, past and contemporary migrations, politics and commerce; the twentieth century arbitrary demarcation of administrative units or states, notwithstanding. The region includes the basin and its outliers and a good part of the south-eastern part of the west African sub-region of which it is part. Even those areas where long distance trade in the past had popularised salt from the Afikpo region and iron works from the Oban of Cross River Basin, might be regarded as part of the region.8 The history of the Cross River Region goes back in time beyond the period when the carved basalts in Ikom (Akwanshi), usually known as the "Cross River monoliths" were fashioned.9 It is of interest to know who made them and for what purpose. Scholars would have to dig beneath the earth to unearth the significance of the ceremonial pottery products now being discovered in excavations over a great pan of the left and right banks of the Calabar River, in 6



Qua-land and in lkot Obio Offiong in Nsit lbom. Archaeologist have to excavate the hills in Nkim ham to understand the culture that called into being the metal smithing furnaces and stone tools of neolithic age discovered accidentally along a road cutting in 1975 by Nicklin.IO Leading up from these, the history of the region would look into the area over which the versatile Aro traders and the Efiks conducted their trade (in and outside the basin) in all types of wares, including slaves during the 18th century, and in which the people of the Cross River Basin traded in palm oil during the 16th - 19th century. The history would also embrace the territory or the sphere of influence of the Eze Nri, 11 the great ancestral leaders of the Eastern lgbos, the territorial and strategic locations over which the Akpa's (before the Efiks and Umon) waged local wars to maintain control over trade routes within the Cross River region, or to extend their influences and control over the resources of the Cross River region.l2The whole region over which Nsibidi, an indigenous signwriting discovered in the area, was used is included; as well as the land of the rafia cloth, in which manilla and cowries were extensively used in domestic trade.13 The Cross River Region,to my mind. includes the whole territory over which, in part, city states, segmented lineages, age-grades, and secret societies once played some important roles in community government, the entire trade area monopolized by prominent Eflk traders and by King Jaja in their hey-days. The extent and coverage of all these amplify the difficulties of clearly demarcating the Cross River region. The land within and immediately beyond the basin covers a great variety of soils, vegetation, animal life, mineral resources and a large number of peoples already indicated in Table 1.1. Our concern here is with how, within the unity of the basin, there were considerable diversities and disparities to make life within the region challenging and the people capable of making diverse responses. Out of a very extensive region covered by the Cross River system three language groups are recognised. Below this level the diversity of the ethnic group and of native religious beliefs ironically depict a type of uncommon unit. Economic pursuits now span a wide range of varieties but in spite of the great diversity, agriculture predominates. The physical features that most characterises the region are the forested highlands in east and the cuesta to the west; both are



adequately covered with forest and the grassland. The contrasting environment offered by forest and grassland have given rise to some determinist speculations regarding the level of social organisation within the Cross River region. For example,. some writers, wishing to lay stress on the proness of grassland environment to nurture "higher" forms of societal organisation like state systems have attributed the segmentary social organization of the Cross River people to their forest ecology. The following exposition will shed more light on the land and people of the Cross River Region and furnish the historian with the much-needed background to the understanding of regional exploits, drawing attention to the particular influences that have helped the different peoples to make history.



THE LAND In considering the land of the Cross River Region, we present briefly, the physical environment of the basin as it affects man. The land enjoys abundant sunshine and rainfall like other regions within the equatorial zone. The temperature is usually high, with a daily average of 29°C to 32.22oc. The average rainfall is about 2286.00mm over the basin, varying from 3048.00mm in Calabar to 4318.00mm in the Eastern Highlands East of a line drawn through Calabar and Ikon and 1016.00mm in Gboko, up in the high plateau that is covered with tropical grasslands. This physical environment provides two marked seasons, the rainy season which begins at about the middle of May and lasts till the middle of October, and the dry season which takes up the remaining months. Usually during the rainy season, break in which two weeks remain dry is observed. This feature which had given rise to what used to be called the "August break" and leads to second peak after September is no longer regular. Other places along the coast such as Eket, Oron, Ebughu and Calabar have some appreciable rainfall throughout the year; whereas, some places in the grassland have up to, and often times more than, three months of dry, rain less season between October and March. It is in the basin of the Cross River, or shall we say in the Cross River Region, especially to the East, that the smooth north-south trending in the climatic belts that characterise the rest of West Africa suffers some significant distortions. The phenomenon is panly a result of the elevation in the landmass, towards, East and Central



Africa. some of which are the Cameroon Mountains, Adamawa Highlands, the Oban and the Boji-Katsina Ala Massifs. The elevation affects the air mass and wind belts. More rain falls in the eastern section of the basin thus giving rise to richer vegetation. lkom records 2667.00mm against l981.2lmm in Afikpo. Both towns are on the same latitude and barely 100 kilometers apart. In fact, a straight line drawn from Oturkpo to Calabar does not only divide the basin into two equal parts, but it also separates the drier western part where a lot of commercial and agricultural activities have taken place over the last five centuries from the wetter eastern region which is still very sparsely inhabited and is in most places given to high forest vegetation. The wettest places within the basin are around Ndian Estate, east of Calabar and Ebughu on the Atlantic Coast, while elevated places along the plateau in the north-east also enjoy heavy rainfall. The driest places are in the northern and northwestern parts of the basin. A cool air mass which affects the entire region from after mid-December to late February blows with mixed consequences. Known regionally as the hannattan, the cool air affects the skins of human beings and animals but is generally believed to be congenial to plants. In the highly leached, heavily eroded areas to the west and south-west, the land of the Cross River Region is poor in some basic mineral nutrients. Such conditions are common in the western parts of the basin below the N sukka cuesta. On the other hand, the region contains some of the most fertile soils in I.kom, Ogoja and Obudu. In those areas, the soil is formed from a breakdown of the highly mineralized igneous rock extrusions in the basin. All types of tropical tree crops, especially oil palm, rubber, coffee and cocoa do well. Along the alluvial plains a great variety of vegetation and soils exist. They are within the flood plains of the Cross River and the other tributaries on the left flank of the basin's marshy mangrove soils. These alluvial soils are farmed annually shortly after seasonal flooding. On the upland soils fertility varies from one community to another depending upon the rainfall and parent-material from which the soil is formed. The variety of landforms found in the Cross River Region are in turn clothed by vegetation that show a bewildering variety. From the coastal marshes and the swamps that mainly support screwpines. giant palm and mangrove trees, innumerable species of oil and raffia palm are common features. The uplands beyond the coastal plains



are dominated everywhere by palms. Oil palm are found growing wild and in great profusion especially, in places where people are continually shifting from well-established settlements of dilapidated mud-wattled houses. It is common to observe that in the heavilypopulated western parts of the basin, after several years of farming, a degraded form of tropical rain forest characterises the landscape except along the water courses. In most cases, the cultivable areas have been farmed for so many decades by the rotational bush fallowing system of agriculture that without appropriate fertilizers or manure, yields are no longer appreciable. The land has supported the people for so many centuries that in most place3 where continuous cropping is now the rule, many young adults have been thrown out to the urban centres to find clerical jobs and allied occupations. The beauty of the cultivated landscape of the Cross River Region stands out when, on the approach of the dry season, a colour contrast is emphasised between farmlands at different stages of maturity and new shoots and flowers on clones of the tropical forest trees. Under the mixed cropping system practised over the region, fanners grow different crops on the same parcel of land at least for two years before they abandon it as fallow. The crops are grown at appropriate times to meet their needs. In essence, the tropical rain forest which covers a good part of the coastal plains has been reduced to a mosaic of settlement clusters, palm groves, food crop farms, fallow-lands, bushes for shrines and small patches of high forests that mark the location of clan shrines and fountain heads. The laner are areas where fanning is strictly forbidden. From the coastal plains one goes into the riverine areas of the Cross River where isolated patches, and in a few instances, large expanses of fresh water swamps are found in depressions. These swamps which are usually colonised by tall grasses and other waterloving plants soon after the floods have subsided are very extensive below Itu after the Cross River makes the last big bend in its course. Where the lowlands give way to undulating upland topography, thick forests are found. Extensive areas of high forest are more abundant on the left-bank of the Cross river, from Calabar through Oban to Ikom and beyond. The forests are broken only at few places by cocoa and oil-palm plantations and small areas of traditional settlements. On the northern verge of these forest-lands, especially on the north west sector, grasslands dominate. There are tall 10



seasonally regenerated grasses amidst scatrered trees which have resisted annual burning. Economic activities within the region are distributed mostly in accordance with the natural resources mentioned already, especially where there is no urban influence. Every community tries to produce its own food, although, very few of these communities depend entirely on their own production. A high degree of complementarity exists between the riverine environment of the lowland and the plains adjacent to it. While fresh and salt-water fishes, oysters, eels and shrimps are abundant in the riverine regions, cassava, maize, yarn, plantain and vegetables flourish in the plains and the uplands. In the interior lowlands, where annual flooding occurs along the embayments in the Cross River course, opportunities are provided for the cultivation of late or early crops such as Okro, vegetables, cocoyarns and water yams, Fishes which are available at all seasons enrich the diet and economy of the region. On the Obudu plateau cultivation of grains, beans, peas, rice, cotton and domestication of animals are the main occupations of the people. In recent years the governments in Nigeria and the Cameroon have taken advantage of the temperate grassland conditions to rear cattle on a large scale. In the west bank, an activity that complements the cultivation of food for family consumption is the harvesting of palm fruits from trees that are in semi-wild state. The bulk of the palm oil and kernel which go into external trade, and which supports domestic industries and home consumption are produced by small peasant farmers in little quantities. Not much has yet been done to exploit the vast forest region which lies mainly on the left bank of the Cross river.14 The population in that area is extremely scanty and the land is heavily forested. The principal openings in the forest areas are those created ,through the introduction of plantations of rubber, oil palm or cocoa trees. The agricultural potentialities of this region shall be tapped when more farmers are attracted to the region and good roads are built to link the communities. We must take due cognizance of the special feature of the seasonally flooded lowlands along the embayment gulfs in the Cross River basin in Abakaliki, Afikpo, parts of Idoma land, Obubra, Ogoja and Ikono. These are the new rice fields, Rice cultivation was introduced by the Swedish Mission into Abakaliki region around
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1947. Today its cultivation covers extensive areas in the flooded land. The activities we have identified by no means exhaust the list of agricultural pursuit in the Cross River Region. But farming activities are generally supported by indigenous crafts that go with them such as rope-making for palm oil industry, canoe-building, fish traps and net-weaving within the fishing communities, smithing and implement fabrication among upland farmers. In many local communities, local crafts such as raffia-weaving, pottery, basketmaking and the weaving of cane chairs and climbing-ropes are assuming greater importance. A few communities such as Ndomanang in Ikot Ekpene and Ikot Andem ltam in Itu Local Government Area have recently obtained national fame for their raffia-works and cane weaving, respectively. Brass decoration and beads embroidery give Calabar a national reputation Settlement patterns in the Cross River Region are not uniform. The western parts of the region present very high densities and intense dispersion. Compounding the very high densities are modem towns within the basin such as Calabar, Uyo, Ikom, Ogoja, Ikot Ekpene, Oron and Itu. The region south-west of the basin resembles one huge agglomeration backed by the triple forces of hoe technology, retail trade and the integrating influence of administrative activities. Amidst these high densities and intense dispersion, the important administrative and commercial towns mentioned already have grown up and have managed to develop into complex social communities and economic structures. In contrast to the highly dispersed villages of the rain forest zone, settlements in the grassland region of the Cross River Basin, especially, the right bank of the Cross river system, are highly agglomerated.15 Examples abound over the region, especially, along the Cross River banks in Ikom, Obubra and Biase namely, Ebom, Apiapum, Ugep, Agoi Efut, Mkpani, Akparabong and Akpet. Some of these towns were, until recently, indigenous towns in their classical form. Other towns of this region are the newly established administrative headquarters with modern trappings. Two very important towns in the Cross River Region are Calabar which is the Chief Port and the Capital of Cross River State and Uyo which is the capital of Akwo Ibom State. Although casual on-lookers would not easily notice it, the towns and few large settlements within the regional setting provide a dynamic and rapidly changing 12



environment within the region.Each decade provides a different type of environment from the ones we knew before. Commercial transactions arising from a vigorous north-south trade in food-stuffs and exchange of industrial raw materials and crafts, repair .activiti~s. services of all sorts, food processing and complex mdustnal undertakings are the salient features in these towns. The urban environment in the Cross River Region is yet to provide the kind of opportunity that people of Yoruba origin enjoy in South- Western Nigeria or the one that occasioned the struggle for control of transsaharan trade routes between rival empires in northern-Nigeria between the 16th and late nineteenth century. The People, their Customs and Culture The Cross River Region has within it a large number of ethnic and sub-ethnic groups, clans, village-groups and villages that speak no less than fifty different languages and several dialects. In order to meet the people, let us begin a tour from the far end of the basin, that is, from the principal source of the Cross River system, around the edge of the Mamfe plains in West Cameroon, which is presumed the "original homeland" of the Bantu speaking peoples of West, Central and Southern Africa. As we follow the river down stream into Nigeria we come across the Bokyi, Etung, Ekin, Ejagham peoples of the upper middle course. Out on the north western flank are the Ogoja, Yala, Egede, Tiv, Igala, Idoma, and the Wawa Igbo. The lgbos of the west and south-western parts of the basin occupy a very prominent position. Towards the lower course, the Mbembe, Bahumono and the Yakurr peoples inhabit the basin. And finally, at the lower reaches- towards the estuary- the lbibio and Efik have remained fmnly on the right and left banks for some centuries now. The Efik in particular have enjoyed the greatest opportunities that agricultural and commercial activities within the region have afforded. Outside the basin, in an anti clock-wise direction from the source region in the Cameroons, there are the Bamileke, Bamoum, Tukars and Nso of the Cameroon; the Jukun, the !gala, the lgbo and Ogoni to the West and the ljos of the Delta. In Nigeria the peoples that inhabit the Cross River Basin are administratively divided into five Nigerian States namely, Akwa !born, Cross River, Imo, Anambra and Benue. In the Republic of Cameroon, the Mamfe Province of 13



Western Cameroon occupies the source region of Cross River's headwaters. Table 1.1 shows the relative population of the ethnic groups thar inhabit the basin with the corresponding areas of territories occupied by the different groups. The population data shown are based on the 1952-53 Nigeria National Census. They do not, in all cases, give the total population of the ethnic groups mentioned since in many cases the large and small ethnic groups that lie at the edge of the basin have their populations spread within the basin as well as outside it. The diversity of ethnicities poses a very special problem in the region. Unfonunately, there is a limit to which oral traditions of the different ethnic groups inhabiting t;,e Cross River Region can extend into the past to give some clues about the people's origins. In any case man was known to have lived in the outskins of the Cross River Basin before the early Iron Age which in African is dated between 300 BC and 600 AD. Some anthropologists claim that most of the ethnic groups found in the Cross River Region today owe their location there to recent migrati0n from Central Africa. Within the basin, however, the Ibibio, who occupy a large area within and outside the extreme south-western edge of the basin, are perhaps the oldest, having been in their present location for so long that memories of their migration or ancestral origin outside the Cross River Region are hazy. But their language still bears strong structural relationships to the Bantu stock. As already pointed out, on the basis of linguistic affinity, the people of the Cross River Basin belong to two sub-groups, the Kwa and the Benue-Congo (by Professor Joseph Greenberg's popular classification). 17 The K wa are located mainly in the western sector of the basin, while east of the basin and beyond the basin proper are those who speak BenueCongo and related languages (including Bantu). Centuries of interactions between these two have led to some mutual acculturation, including word borrowing and adaptation of each other's social and political institutions. According to popular speculations on the peopling of this region, the eastern and mid-eastern groups within the basin arrived in their present abode as a result of different waves of migrations, following their great exodus from a region in the Central Benue valley. IS The first group of these migrants appear to have been t~e lhibio who now occupy the fanhest South-Western end of the basm, 14



while the last groups were probably the Tiv, Etung, and Bokyi peoples whose affinity in language and culture with the peoples to the east in the Cameroon, is srill strong. Between the first arrivals and the last successive migratory movements and settlement, secondary and subsequent locations and relocation of the peoples have taken place. Increase in population, growth and spread of su~cessful settlers have generated a whole gamut of ethnic groups and a multiplicity of languages within the basin, to the extent that an African scholar has noted curiously that it is difficult to fmd such a diversity anywhere else in West Africa. 19 No one can say for certain how long the different peoples have inhabited the areas they now occupy. The near loss of memory of earlier migration routes or of their own origins is not a true test of the age of their existence. Human activities in the Cross River Region go back in time to antiquity. Some of the classic features which today beckon for further exploration and interpretation are the Cross River monoliths. The story of those strange and fascinating figures carved from basalt and granitic rocks, which are probably the oldest remains of an ancient civilization is yet to be told. Moreover, within the Cross River regional environment an accidental discovery of bronze work in lgbo-Ukwu, near Awka variously in 1938 and 1957 has led to the confounding archaeological treasures. One may also call to mind, the spectacular discoveries of iron implements at Itu-Mbonuso in the Old Calabar Province during the first decade of this century by Major Leonard, a British Political Agent. The exquisite beauty and the quality of finish on the implements (which were later taken to the British Museum) astonished the Major, and raise doubts in his mind that the archaeological finds could have originated from the region. All these point to the fact that the Cross River Region has in various localities nurtured and fostered activities and civilizations of varying sophistication, magnitudes and intensities over several centuries. As we have shown, the several million peoples within the basin are basically rural farmers, hunters and fishermen. Over the centuries, they have cultivated tropical food crops, tubers, grains, vegetables and cereals for their food, and have gathered wild and semi-wild oil palm fruits, rubber, animal skins, timber, indigo, quinine, and minerals such as salt, lead and zinc for exchange. They have been engaged in fishing on the coast, in the inland lakes, and I5



along the river banks. Hunting in the forests and fanning the rich and well-watered grasslands of the nonhem interior have provided opportunities to many. These activities and the diversity in the geographical environment within the region have, in the past, provided, and even now still provide, opportunities for engagement in industries and crafts whose products as the discoveries in IgboUkwu show, wereJrized outside the immediate confines of the Cross River Basin. Within the basin itself, trade and exchange of the products promoted contacts and intercourse among the communities. Exchange of forest and fann products or tools and implements fashioned by the people for their work, was evolved between the forest people east of the basin and the fanners in the grasslands, between the fishing and salt-making communities of the coast and along the river banks, and the cassava and yam cultivators of the rain forest. Such activities were conducted at different scales. In sum. sufficient foods was procured for the families and the different communities and enormous surpluses remained for interregional exchange in years of plenty beyond the harvest seasons. Oil palm was produced for the purpose of external trade and internal consumption. It remains the single most important product of the rain forest of the Cross River Region. It was the initial attraction of large number of European firms such as John Holt, Miller Brothers, Patterson Zochonis and the Royal Niger Company which metamorphosed into the United African Company (UAC) that later had an abiding business interest in Nigeria.



Social Organisation The social organisation of the people is similar to what is commonly found in tropical Africa. Throughout the Cross River Region, the village, comprising a number of extended families, is ruled by a chief or a village head. The village has remained an allpurpose unit for social organisation and produ~t~on. Many communities within the basin still preserve age-old tradinons of agegrade organisations in conjunction with the so-called "secret societies." These two jointly provided the administrative frames for the regulation of the communities in the past. In a few cases the agegrades number more than five. But it is usual to have the young adults, the senior adults, and the group of r'amily heads. The people of the Cross River Region live in a male-do:ninated world. The conduct of affairs of the so-called secret societies ~~ lli



secret 10 female and non-members. Intrinsically, the secret society is a way of socializing members of the communities into the world beyond their households, their extended families and lineages. h is a kind of voluntary association that strengthens group solidarity. Admission of members to the societies is on payment of fees and on fulfillment of certain rights and obligations. These done, a member cuts his social links with non-members and remains faithful to oaths taken during his initiation rites. Throughout the region, the secret societies perform judicial functions, lend hand in village administration and render all kinds of assistance to make sure that community works and services are done. There are hierarchies of societies for different ages and all kinds of ceremonies and social events. Some, like the well-known Ekpe cult in Efikland and Ek0ng Nkemba in Ibibio are multi-staged. The simple ones have no hierarchies. Once a member pays his fees and has his initiation performed he becomes a member for life, unless when through default he is degraded and suffers a loss of membership. In the multi-stage entry, fees are scaled according to hierarchies, the higher the stage, the more the fees. In some communities the desire to belong to these societies give young men the incentive to hard work. Membership is a proof of their prowess and provides assiduity to climb to the highest social level. In recent times, however, Western education has changed or affected or indeed taken over the functions of many of these practices. In the fore-going discussion, attention has been drawn to the fact that the communities within the Cross River Region are now firmly established in their localities. Most of these communities struck a favourable balance between themselves and their environment. This is due in part to the new forces of change and stability among which we must recognise Western education, Christianity, politics and international trade. It is only proper that one does not feel that history of the Cross River Region begins with the period of contact with Western powers-from the fifteenth century when Portuguese navigation sailed the coastal regions of West Africa. Exploratory visits on regular basis gave way to the notorious slave-trade, which was later abolished and legitimate trade in export crops took over. Over time, Christian missionary activities considerably changed the traditional out-look towards religion and humanity. Perhaps the most important force over the last three hundred years since contact was established with Western Europe, and 17



especially, since the British took adminisrrative control, has been the welding together of the diverse ethnic groups partly through British colonial administration and partly through Western education and trade. New forces such as Western education, religion and politics have increasingly blended together the peoples of the region, who, we have noted, had had considerable contacts and intercourse over the centuries among themselves. The new unifying forces may be noted. Western education, for example, has narrowed down language barriers between ethnic groups and has drastically reduced educated people's dependence on land and farming as occupations while politics has heightened expectations and compelled rapid development of services and infrastructure. Lately, on the other hand, however, the unifying process have tended to sharpen belongingness of people at the clan and local council levels at the expense of national consciousness. These are perhaps evidence of abiding and ever changing relationships between people and land. Where once the Cross River system was the main artery of communication within the region, connecting the people on its left to those on its right banks, the development of expressways which now traverse the basin on the western edge through Imo and Anarnbra and on the eastern edge through Calabar, Ikang-Ekang, Ik:om, Gakem Katsina-Ala to Maiduguri provide the linkage. (See Fig. 1.2). new human settlements as well as agricultural projects along these routes have enhanced the value of land, induced its more economic usage and enforced a re-appraisal of its value. At present, the Cross River Region is unfortunately attached to the productive system of the capitalist world, having been removed from the past position of self-sufficiency into a dependence relation with the first world production systems. This means that the people and the ethnic communities of the region have now moved from the exclusive membership of village, ethnic and tribal communities to become largely peripheral members of a larger regional unit - the Nigerian nation. An aspect of Nigerian's evolution is that the non· Igbo people of the former Eastern Region of Nigeria wit~in the Cross River Basin has sustained their demand for separate existence as had political unit within Nigeria from 195~ until the civil war. Despite the creation of the South-eastern State m 1967_, further state demands persisted till Akwa Ibom State was created m September 1987 from Cross River State. 18
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It must be observed that the development of social services, Western education, health and infrastructure have paved the way for the rise of urban and political elites who lay claims to group leadership and seriously undermine the authority of the traditional rulers. Moreover, with the changing communication links - from natural route-ways provided by Cross River and its tributaries to modern highways, from tom-tom drum-beats and horn whistles to radio and television, from gossips at market places to community Newspapers which cover news from the whole country and can be preserved in many forms, the peoples' perspectives have been broadened. Such changes have enhanced the abandonment of territorially delimited citizenship, condemned narrow-minded ethnicity and limited cultural associations. The many ethnic communities within the Cross River Region will henceforth no longer see themselves in isolation. They are now part and parcel of the Nigerian nation and of a new and more extensive world that is shrinking as discoveries in transport and communication, and advances in knowledge and technology make the world even smaller. Conclusion This study has succeeded merely to point out a definable region over which the Cross River maintains influence. Much of the contribution that the people of the region have made to the history of Nigeria and that of West and Central Africa is yet to be un-earthed assessed and transmitted. But focussing on the land and peoples of the Cross River Region, it is hoped that readers have been given the proper perspective, the background and the kind of relationships that the ethnic peoples, collectively and individually, have forged through the world of their environment and experience with the land and other peoples of the immediate environment. We have also shown the variety of resources and activities which· the diverse environments have been able to sustain. As the overall study focuses on different historical times and aspects, it is hoped that the salient feature of each epoch will be drawn out in other Chapters. For the moment this Chapter has characterised the differences and similarities in customs and traditions with respect to land-those differences which provide the background for competition, conflict and co-operation which together form the materials for history. The variety in the Cross River Regional landscape and its peoples have provided and 20



urtured the collective and individualistic character of the people. Vhat now remains is to interprete and document these within their roper contexts. Rderences
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CHAPTER 2



The Lower Cross Region: Andoni Migration and Settlement N. C. Ejituwu



ttroduction The Obolo (Andoni) live in the estuaries of the Imo River. They Ill themselves "Ebi-Obolo" shortened" Obolo" and earned "Dony" r "Andoni) from European traders who came to the Niger Delta om the end of the 15th century. The Obolo are a fishing people and :ttle in approximately one hundred and fifty towns and villages aditi.onally broken into Western and Eastern Andoni. In 1976, the asir Boundary Adjustment Commission accepting the lmo River as 1e boundary between the Rivers State and the then Cross River tate, placed Western Andoni in the former state and Eastern Andoni 1the then Cross River State. The headquarters of Western Andoni Ngo and that of Eastern Andoni is Okoroete. The ritual :adquarters of the two segments is Agwu-Obolo, while the ;clesiastical is Ikuru Town. Following the creation of Akwa !born tate from the former Cross River State in September (1987), astern Andoni is now in Akwa Thorn State. Although the Obolo live in the Niger Delta, they had their :ginnings in the Nigeria-Cameroon border. The tradition of 1igration from there is strong and relates them to the Ibeno and the ron. Also, it speaks of a strong contact with the Efik-Ibibio and the koi. The Obolo maintain contact with the place of origin by their mual migration from the Niger Delta to the Cross River and the io Del Rey area of the Cameroons after fish movement. Thus, the udy of Obolo migration is not only properly within the periphery f the history of the Niger Delta but is also within that of the Lower ross Region of Nigeria. Obolo migration is known to have occured by the 13th century . 1 hus, their migration predates the arrival of the Europeans to the iger Delta. This fact raises the question of methodology because 1e arrival of the Europeans is often associated with the availability f documedts and, ultimately, with the beginning of African history. ince Oboto migration occured before the Europeans arrived, this 23



study will depend on non-European sources. It will depend u Obolo oral tradition and other materials of local origin. But Obolo oral tradition is not history in its final form. It is on!: the raw material which, if properly handled, could yield valuable historical information for the reconstruction of Obolo history. To extract the historical content of the oral tradition. we will use the inter-disciplinary approach to history. This means that we will support the oral tradition with evidence derived independently from disciplines related to history, - disciplines such as archaeology, linguistics and ethnography. The result of the synthesis of the evidence from the different sources will then be supplemented with archival evidence, if any. The Europeans came to Andoni probably in the 15th century but definitely in the 17th century. 2 In either case, Obolo migration had already taken place. But the records that they left of Obolo culture when they arrived are still valuable. A study of such records will give insight into the practices current at that time as well as those that have changed. We will also be able to relate Andoni of that time with the present. Archival evidence is valuable in another way. Obolo oral tradition was first recorded by the Europeans in 1930. Since then, a number of new versions have emerged. The earlier version is more respected for the fact that it is likely to be free from the problem of feed-back, Obolo society being largely non-literate in 1930 and not likely to have been able to transfer information from documents into their oral tradition. Thus, using the inter-disciplinary approach to history, we will try to provide answers to the questions of Obolo origin, migration, causes and directions of the migration; stopping places and the duration of each stop, and whether any segments were left behind. Finally, we will try to know whether the place they finally settled had been occupied by earlier settlers and, if so, whether the Obolo absorbed them or were themselves absorbed.



Obolo Tradition of Origin In his "Intelligence Report on the Andoni", Dr. M. D. W. Jeffreys states that the Obolo claimed that they migrated from Benin after an initial movement from Egypt. From Benin, they moved south to the Niger Delta and then east through the ljo countries to Ramby in &he Nigeria-Carneroon border. Shortly after their arrival, there, they made a complete turn and returned to the Eastern Niger 24



Delta through the Efik-Ibibio counrries. In the Eastern Niger Delta they settled at Egwede. There, they also ~ited Yok-Oho/o, their national gocf.3 As said earlier, this tradition was recorded in 1930. Since then many new versions have emerged. The major difference in the versions is the elimination of either the Benin or the Cameroon factor but all have the factor of corrunon descent from Obolo and the sharing of a way of life. Dr. G. I. Jones, studying the versions, observed that there were contradictions in the claims. The Obolo, he said, would not have had variants of the story of origin and migration if they had derived from a single ancestor. The story of the movement from Benin through Ijo counrries to the NigeriaCameroon border and back to the Niger Delta through the Efiklbibio countries was an attempt by the people to reconcile the contradictions. 4 These criticisms indicate that our initial task in the use ofObolo oral tradition for Obolo history is to subject the major claims to critical analysis. The Benin factor in Obolo tradition of origin has been found to have no foundation. It is felt that it derived from the prejudice in the Niger Delta against groups ignorant of their origin. And so, where a group no longer remembers its origin, it often chose one that was respectable and distant enough to pose no danger to its independence. Benin, with its large empire and elaborate cultural system, satisfied these objectives. That the Obolo may have known Benin more by reputation than by actual contact is revealed by the fact that nothing more than the name is mentioned. In the story of the movement from Benin to the Nigeria-Cameroon border, there is no reference to stopping places. The only instance when places in Ijo countries were cited was when they arrived from the Cameroons and spread westward to present day Ayama and Nembe areas of the Eastern Niger Delta. However, more important in weakening the claim of Benin origin is the fact that the Obolo may have settled in the Niger Delta long before the dispersal of groups from Benin. The dispersal is placed between the 15th and 17th century when Benin embarked on a scheme of conquest and expansion. 5 But, as said earlier, the Obolo may have settled in the Niger Delta by the 13th century. This date is derived from an archaeological evidence on Ogoloma (Okrika) whose founder is reliably established to have lived with the Obolo before founding Ogoloma. The first evidence of human existence in 25



Ogolo is 1255 A.D. and Ogoloma tradition states that by the time the Okrika arrived in Andoni the Obolo were already established and had an advanced tribute system and that it was the rigour of the tribute system that forced them out of Adoni. 6 From this information, it was estimated that the Obolo may, at least, have arrived in the Eastern Niger Delta by 1200. Their claim of Benin origin is not founded in reality and Benin must have been chosen because of its reputation. Also, it is in the context of deliberately choosing a place noted for its reputation that the Egyptian factor in the tradition can be understood. The Egyptian factor may also have come from the influence of Christianity and Islam acting through the medium of colonialism. Historians are all too familiar with the "Harnitic Hypothesis" which sought to have given outside origins to African peoples like the Obolo who have elaborate indigenous social and political systems and explained such anti-historical currents in terms of the need of colonial authorities to deprive the African of his pride and self respect. Finally, Dr. Jeffreys recommended that Obolo language be compared with Bini language to test whether the Obolo were of Benin origin. As a preliminary effort in this direction, a lexicostatistical comparison was made of the two languages. The study involved the use of a comparative word-list which consisted of basic core vocabularies. This means that equivalent in Obolo of the 100 word list was compared with the equivalent in Bini. Two words were established as cognates if they had the same or approximately the same meaning and at the same time displaced regular sound correspondence. The result was 18%. However, linguists insist that speech forms which are less than 86%, using the word-list, should be regarded as different languages. The study, therefore, shows that there is no special relationship between the two languages beyond what would be expected of languages as differently related as Obolo and Bini. This position is confirmed by the classification of Obolo as Benue-Congo and Bini as Kwa; the two are distinctly related by being within the NigerCongo family of languages. Thus, the Obolo and the Edo are two different peoples and the Obolo may not have come from Benin. Of the Cameroon factor in the tradition, the Obolo claimed that they migrated from "Urombi" in the Rio del Rey area of the Carneroons. Unlike the tradition of Benin origin, mention is made of stopping places. These include Ibeno, Oron, Ekoi and Efik-lbibio 26



areas. When cross-checked with the Ibeno, Oron, Ekoi and Ibibio, we found some agreement. In a memorandum to Dr. Jones in 1956 when he was inquiring into the status of Chiefs in Eastern Nigeria, the Ibeno said that the majority of their villages in the Qua Iboe area of the Akwa Ibom State maintained that they originally came from Ramby (lrombi) in the Cameroons. Thence they voyaged with the Obolo to the Niger Delta; and it was from Andoni that they migrated to Ibeno The colonial authorities were well aware of the idea of the relationship between the Obolo and the Ibeno. In his Intelligence Report on the lbeno, for instance, Captain J. C. Cook states that the Ibeno were neither lbibio, Igbo, Ogoni nor Eftk; they were Andoni; and Dr. Jeffreys had an Ibeno man, Mr. R. lbok, write for him, "A Note on Andoni Fishing." Mr. lbok wrote as an Obolo man. 8 Of the Oron, the Obolo say that Obolo, the founder of Andoni and Oro (Vkpabang), the founder of Oron, were from the same stock. Chief A. M. E. Mba and Chief 0. V. Akan of Oron, infonned the writer that the Oron said that they were ancestrally related to the Obolo. This relationship is also expressed in their cultures. For instance, like the Obolo, the Oron had a tradition never to sell their kith and kin into slavery. Rather, an Oron or Obolo man found guilty of a crime punis~able by death was summarily and publicly executed. Equally, ~htle t~e 


who studied the cultures of the two peoples suggested that the Obolo were "Sudanic-speaking" and the Ibibio actually Obolo-speaking. He says: "The Andoni language was the original Sudanic language which suffered a Bantu impact and gave rise to Ibibio language." A lexicostatistical comparison of the Ibibio and Obolo languages shows a score of 36%. This is high and indicates a close relationship but the Obolo explains the incidence of Ibibio elements in their language in terms of the contiguity of their territories and the strong contact of history between the two peoples. It is possible that the Ibibio and Obolo may have radiated from the same place.



Obolo Origin The Obolo are neither Ijo nor Ibibio. They are a distant ethnic group.l 0 The pattern of their settlements and those of the Ibeno and Oron stretching along the coast from the Niger Delta to the Cross River and beyond to the Rio del Rey area of the Cameroon where there are still some Ibeno villages, suggests very strongly that the tradition of migration from the Ramby area must be respected. In it could be found some of the answers to the questions of Obolo origin. The Obolo call the place "Urombi", the Ibeno "Irombi", the Oron "Idombi" while documentary evidence has it as "Ramby". Ramby is today known as "Bamusso" and is located on the Ramby or Kole Coast. Bamusso was assigned to the area by the Germans who controlled it before the First World War. Bamusso is now a sub-district of Ndian Division of south-West province of the Cameroon. But despite the official designation of the- place as Bamusso, the owners, the Bakole, have continued to call it Irombi. Their ancestor, Kole, was a fisherman who migrated westward~ from Duoala to Ramby estuary when he found the Duala coast too rough for fishing. The Bakole speak the Kole language which is a branch of the Duoala language, and are)"elated to the large number of Bantu-speaking people, particularly the Lundu, who inhabit the Nigeria-Cameroon boarder-land east of the Cross River and the area south-eastwards to Zaire. The logical question is: How, if at all, are the Obolo related to the Bakole? In an interview with Chief Henshaw E. Mbulla, the Paramc ruler of Bamusso, no direct link between the Obolo and the Bako1 could be ascertained. However, there was certainty of the ancestral relations with the lbeno and the Oron.ll The Bakole relations with 28



the lbeno were clear while their relations with the Oron were only inferred. For instance, one of their gods had to make an annual journey to Oron to confer with Ekong-Ese, one of Oron water deities. Like the lbeno, Obolo and the Oron, the ancestors of the Bakole were a fishing people and had to remain constantly close to the sea to enable them to fish. A lexicostatistical comparison of Obolo and Kole languages shows a score of 24%. The score is evidently low but Andoni is not geographically contiguous with Ramby and the agreement that the Bakole were related to the Ibeno and the Oron makes it significant. The Bakole are Ban tu and are patrilineal in their descent system. The Obolo are patrilineal. Dr. Jeffreys is not correct in his claim that the Obolo were matrilineal. Because of this error, the British colonial authorities had problem in identifying the proper descent system in Andoni. Thus, the Obolo may, in fact, be of the Bantu. The Ramby area was predominantly a Bantu area and, as said earlier, the Jexicostatistical comparison of the Obolo and Ejagham languctges shows a score of 37%. Ejagham was specifically selected because it is a "true Ban tu" language. 12 In conclusion, the Obolo may or may not be ancestrally related to the Bakole but their migration from the Nigeria-Cameroon border has a strong support. Further investigation will possibly give greater i..r1sight into this problem. For now, however, we will accept the idea that the Obolo were of Ramby origin and were probably of Bantu stock. Obolo Migration Whether the Obolo were Bantu or not, their migration was caused by the Bantu expansion. The Ramby area was not only a fishing zone but also a conflict zone. Dr. Edwin Ardener observes that many writers of the 17th century had written of the conflicts and of how they were the casual factors for the Ban tu expansion.13 Dr. Jeffreys specifically placed the Obolo in the context of the conflicts. He said that the Ban tu tried assimilation of the Obolo and when they failed, they started to marry-off the women and kill-off the men. That it was this factor that set Obolo and his followers moving away from Ramby. The other reason given for the movement is ecological. Food such as plantain (Musa cultiver), banana (Musa sapientum) and cocoyam (Xanthosoma sagittifo/ium) became plentiful during the 29



first few centuries of the first millenium and the consumption of the surplus food led to population explosion.l 4 The Bantu and others moved out of the area in search of fresh environment to conquer. Some Bantu speakers moved through Zaire, producing the Zulu, Nyamwezi and other Bantu and Swahili-speaking peoples of southern and East-Central Africa, while others moved into presentday Nigeria and formed the Tiv, Ekoi and others. The Ban tu expansion altered the human geography of many parts of Africa. Thus, even if the Obolo were not Bantu, their migration from the Nigeria-Cameroon border will have been caused by the Bantu migration. And so, the dating of Obolo migration has relevance to the dating of Ban tu mifation. The initial movement of the Bantu is dated about 200 A.D. 1 By 500 Bantu speakers had spread widely. However, Dr. Ardener, indicates that movement from Ramby area was still on by 1600. But since the Obolo may have settled in the Niger Delta by about 1200, their migration must have occured between 200 and 1200. Obolo oral tradition states th~_Obolo and his followers moved west and then north-west along ffie Rio Del Rey and eventually crossed to the Cross River. Ibeno tradition adds that the Obolo and the lbeno moved together along th~ east bank of the Cross River until they got to present day Calabar. Oron tradition, on the other hand, says that the Oron moved west to the. Rio del Rey ( Akpa Usakedit) went further on and reached and crossed the Cross River at its estuaries. One factor that made movement easy was probably the relative shallowness of most of the rivers at the time. Because of the fact that most of the rivers in the Lower Cross Region and the Niger Delta were probably shallow, the Obolo and the Ibeno crossed them by fording. Where a river was deep and difficult to cross, they made canoes or rafts from a wood called uno. The special advantage of uno wood was that it was soft and canoes made of it did not sink but floated when they capsized. Another factor that made movement easy was the advantage the Obolo derived from their experience as fishermen. At present the Obolo are capable of entering into the Atlantic Ocean without the fear of losing their bearing. This is because they have knowledge of the movements of wind, star, and moon and their effects on tide. By this knowledge, they set their directions and, ultimately, simplified their movement on the sea. Their ancestors, being a fishing people, 30



must also have had this knowledge and taken advantage of it in their movement from one body of water to the otlaer. However, the Obolo and the Ibeno say that they tried to settle at Obutong in the neighbourhood of Calabar but that the area had been occupied by an earlier group probably the Qua of Calabar whom the Bakole said were also from the Ramby area. The Oron speak of the Obolo and the Ibeno living with the Abakpa as canoe-makers. Eventually, the Obolo and the Ibeno left the area. They crossed from the eastern to the western bank of the Cross River and regrouped with the Oron. How long they lived with the Qua or Abakpa, we have no idea. Also, we do not know whether any segment was left behind. Ibeno tradition states that lbeno segment left with the Oron was the Okobo clan, Afaha Okobo. This is confirmed by the Obolo. Some Oron are convinced that·Afaha Ubodung, one of the eight clans of Oron, was the Obolo segment left with the Oron. In other words, the Oron agree that, at this point, the three peoples re~~~· . Like the case of Obutong!•Oron area was already occupied by the time the Oron arrived and they had to conquer the original settlers. They say that the Own belonged to a race of warriors, deriving their martial quality from a war god called Ubukho. A study of Oron culture confirms these claims. Phi lip N sugbe studying Oron Ekpu (ancestor) figures, drew the conclusion that the Oron must have had to conquer the Ibibio original inhabitants of the area to have been able to ljve where they are now because, as art work, the Ekpu figures were different from the an work of the lbibio and suggest different origins for the two peoples. 16 Evidently, there was hostility in the area and the Obolo and the Ibeno had te move on. Oron tradition says that the Obolo (Ubodung) cut-off and took away one of the hands of Ubukho. They moved down the Cross River and at Qua lboe area, they split, one segment settling down while the other moved on westwards along the shore of the Atlantic ocean until they got to the Niger Delta.
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Early Obolo Settlements The Obolo say that when they arrived in the Niger delta, the Eastern Niger Delta had not yet been occupied. Because of their primacy in the area, they had the freedom to choose the best sites. 31



They chose the Andoni River which was then the biggest river in the area and founded Egwede on it. Obolo rradition of primacy in the Eastern Niger Delta was crosschecked with the rraditions of some of their ljo neighbours and found to be reliable. For instance, Ogoloma (Okrika) rradition says: "One thing is clear and that is: you have Andoni and Bonny there before all these peoples; where they came from, we have no idea but it was they who controlled ldontoro, the Big River. "7 Okrika tradition, in essence, is saying that while the ljo were moving eastward from their Central Niger Delta nuclear home, the Obolo were moving westward from the Nigeria-Cameroon border and they met in the Eastern Niger Delta. The ldontoro (Andoni River) of the Okrika is likely to be the Bonny River which is now the largest river in the Eastern Niger Delta unless we can accept the Obolo and the Okrika idea that, in the past, the Andoni River was the largest river in the area and its present relative shallowness to the Bonny River was the result of silts. If the tradition of the primacy of the Obolo in the Eastern Niger Delta is correct, then the Obolo must have arrived in the area before 715 A. D. which is the date of the foundation of Ke, one of the early Ijo settlements in the area. 1s The Obolo say that as a result of their primacy in the area; they occupied not only the best sites but also spread from the Imo River westwards beyond Nembe (Brass). Significantly, Nembe tradition, independently, speaks of the existence in Nembe of an old settlement called "Oboloma" founded by "Obolo."I9 We are not certain whether Obolo of Nembe is the same as Obolo of Andoni but the inference is that they were the same but the Ijo, coming in a larger number than the Obolo, must have pushed the latter out. In fact, Nembe tradition also speaks of phasing out of Oboloma and some other early settlements in the area. Another settlement of great antiquity was Ayama. "Ayama" means "New Settlement" and is located east of Oboloma. Again, we are not certain whether Ayama emerged from the ruins of Oboloma but Ayama featured in Dr. Jones study of Obolo settlement of Bonny Island prior to the arrival of the lbani to the Eastern Niger Delta. To discuss the different patterns of early Obolo settlements, Dr. Jones developed two theories, namely: "The Ayama Cycle" and "TheAlabie Cycle."20 Under the Ayama Cycle, he states that Bonny Island was originally occupied by the Obolo. Living with them were 32



the Finnema and the Abalama. However, the Obolo moved out of Ayama and settled on the Andoni Mainland and fished in the Andoni Flats. The reason for moving to the Andoni Mainland is not known. As a fishing people, the Obolo had no land hunger; their interest was probably mainly in the quality of the fishing grounds selected and the Andoni Flats are some of the best in the Eastern Niger Delta. It is presumed that the need for choosing a better fishing ground must have been one of the major factors for the movement. The lbani (Ebinya) arrived and settled on Ayama. Professor K. 0. Dike dates the foundation of Bonny after the arrival of the Europeans and the start of the overseas trade but Professor E. J. Alagoa dates it before it. 21 Evidently, this is one of the problems for future archaeological investigation although, if the Obolo had earlier settled on the Island, little would come out of such investigation for Ibani would only have superimposed their culture on an earlier Obolo one. On their arrival, however, the Ibani drove the Abalama into Kalahari areas and Finnema split: one segment moving into Kalabari to form the village of Tombia, while the other segment remained and became the Brown House of Bonny. The remaining Obolo villages on the island, such as Asarama were removed in the later part of the 17th century. Under "The Alabie Cycle," Dr. Jones described the Obolo settlement of the Andoni Mainland. To provide a broader basis for discussing it, we will have to substitute "The Alabie cycle" with "The Egwede Cycle." As said earlier, Egwede was the first Obolo settlement in the Niger Delta. Dr. -Jones has himself recorded this tradition, calling it "Egwerede. "22 One version of the story of early Obolo settlement said that Egwede was found by Obolo but another version claimed that Obolo had died in the course of the migration and that Egwede was found by Ede Ogwuile (Ede the Great). This latter version is likely to be correct from the fact that "Egwede" means "Ede's Home." If this version is correct and Obolo of Nembe was the same as Obolo of Andoni, then Oboloma was older than Egwede. Again, this is a question for future archaeological investigation. In any case, all agree that the image of York Obo/o was first sited at Egwede. Attached to it was a House of Skulls which Barbot said was in 1699 full of the skulls of Obolo enemies killed in war and had in
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September 1904, when it was destroyed by a British Punirive Expedition, well over 2000 skulls.23 Egwede grew and segmented. The segmentation resulred in rhe founding of secondary nuclear settlements such as Unyangala, Alarna and Agana. A further segmentation resulted in the emergence of more nuclear settlements such as Ataba, Unyeada, Okede and Ilotombi. We will presume that, although Obolo oral tradition speaks of the derivation of these villages from Egwede, some of then, may, in fact have had independent origins and are therefore, manifestations of waves in Obolo migration. Some of these villages must have been in existence by the 15th century. Captain Pereira, a Portuguese sailor, mentioned the Andoni River, calling it Rio de San Domingos and stated that he mentioned only rivers on which there was trade. 24 One of these villages, probably Asarama., sited on Bonny River at that time, had a population of about 2000 people who engaged in salt making. This village had been identified with Bonny, others identified it with Kalahari village of Bille and others with Asarama (Andoni). 25 This problem has arisen from the fact that Pereira did not differentiate the peoples that he saw when he came. Rather, he lumped them together as Ijo (Jos). The ljo, he said, had spread from the Western to the Eastern Niger Delta and it is obvious that Pereira grouped the Obolo as ljo. By the 17th century, however, European writers had produced clearer pictures of the Obolo, Ibani, Kalahari, and the Okrika. Of the Obolo, Dr. Olfen Dapper, using information collected before 1641, speaks of an Obolo village on river "Loitomba" which the Portuguese had called Rio de San Domingos.26 "Loitomba" is obviously a derivation of "Ilotombi" on the Andoni River. The Obolo village had contact with the hinterland and sold slaves to the Europeans. James Barbot and John Grazilhier also speak of their visits to Dony Town from 1699 to 1704. From the map they left, it is clear that the "three parcels" or wards of Dony Town, were Unyangala, Agana and Egwede. The three villages are still very close and appear as a sing\e village..Z1 Meanwhile, the foundation of Eastern Obolo had not been laid. So were the Obolo villages in Kalahari, Okrika and lbeno. These villages had their origins in an 18th century Obolo Civil War. Details of the causation of the war are not available but all seem to point to one direction, namely: economic decline. The involvement of the 34



Obolo in the overseas rrade was declining and :"'!nah Bigct. the King of Andoni, sought a re-organiwtion of the trade to place himself in a position to be able to wage a war with Bonny which, according to Obolo tradition, was refusing him access to European trade at Bonny, the Andoni River having silted and not capable of receiving heavier British vessels. He was opposed by other Obolo traders who, like him, were not only wealthy but ambitious. The result was the Civil War and the eventual emigration of the founders of Eastern Obolo. Also, the Kala-Ido in Kalabari agreed that they moved out as a result of the Civil War. They probably moved after the Andoni-Bonny War. (c.l702-1708) because, they claimed that they were actively involved in the war against Bonny. On moving out, they split, one group going to Kalabari to form Kala-Ido while the other group moved north and formed the Okuru of Okrika. The Ibeno also said that they moved out about the same time and found Ubenekan, Okoroutip, Atabrikang and Ntafit (Ntafri). There was also a movement of Obolo population into Eket area of Ibibio.2 8 Ibeno village such as Nkpanak however, claimed non-Obolo origin. Some colonial authorities accepted this claim in their view that the Ibeno were not of Andoni but had come from the "east side of the Old Calabar River." 29 This, eventually, supports the Jbeno claim of migrating from the Nigeria-Carneroon border. Each of the migrating Obolo group had its cult linked to YokObolo. The Ido had Yok-Obolo as their national god until the 19th century when this shrine was destroyed by the Baptist Mission. The Ibeno had Yok-Obo/o (Abasi-lbeno) and his influence went beyond Ibeno into the neighbouring areas. Eastern Obolo, like the Western, still has Yok-Obo/o as their national god. The Ibani were also influenced. The lbani adopted Iguana, the symbol of Yok-Obolo as the symbol of Ikuba, their national god. 30 Iguana was destroyed in Bonny in the 19th century by the Church Missionary Society led by Bishop Samuel Ajayi Crowther. After the Civil War, the Obolo moved the image of Yok-Obolo from Egwede to Alama and, instead of choosing their priests from the Irarons of Egwede as before, they chose them from the Eh ohs of Alama.31 Ehoh lineage was made up of the Ekohs and the lfope. The Obolo also chose priests from the Adaria. These had the responsibility to keep all the gifts made to the deity. The major significance of this new development is that the Obolo started using foreigners in their ritual offices. According to Dr. Jeffreys. Ekoh 35



was Efik-Ibibio, while Ifop and Adaria (Orasi) were ljo. 32 The Obolo changed "Alama" to "Alabie" which in Ijo means, "Obolo sanctuary", and, because of the influx of people to the new place, Alabie became the cultural centre of Andoni. It is now called "Agwut-Obolo." The interaction of ljo and Eflk-Ibibio elements in the elevation of Alama is the basis of Dr. Jones' "The Alabie Cycle" and his conclusion that Obolo Society was a mixture of Ijo and Ibibio. It is evident that there was an original Obolo group that was neither Ijo nor Ibibio. Dr. Jones' contribution, however, is reasonable in suggesting that Obolo society may not be as homogenous as the oral tradition tends to make it. Conclusions~



The Obolo may have come from the Nigeria-Cameroon boarder. Obolo elders say that when they sing their ancient songs, they used the original Obolo language. Oron tradition identifies the language with "Usakedit" and locates its speakers in the Ramby area. Obolo language has been classified as Benue-Congo. Other groups in the Niger Delta whose languages are equally classified as Benue-Congo are the Ogbia, Ogoni, Odual, Mini, Bukuma, Abua, Kugbo and Ogbologbo.33 The implication is that the Obolo and these peoples had radiated from a common place. One simple reality is that the Obolo, having probably lived in the Niger Delta for over a thousand years, are properly a Niger Delta people. From the little village of Egwede, they expanded into some seven or eight secondary nuclear homes from which were derived the one hundred and fifty towns and villages that now constitute Andoni. Subject for further investigation is the origin and significance of the world "Moko" or "Moco" used by early European writers to designate the area where the slaves sold to their nationals were obtained. "Moko" is obviously a derivation of "Moko", the Obolo name of the lbibio. Its disappearance from current usage is, according to Dr. Jeffreys, one of the results of the rise and dominance of Bonny in the overseas trade from about the 18th century and substitution with "Qua", word for "Ibibio. 34 · History is the study of the interaction of the factors of change and continuity. The above mentioned change and continuity in the trade suggests the possibility that the Obolo r;nay have been dominant a.t its early phase. They may, as they churned, have been 36



the sole middlemen between the Ponuguese on the coast and the hinterland to have been able to bequeath their culture to the Niger Delta environment. Okrika oral traditional says that, in the past, "To go to Andoni was to go to the Whiteman's country for there it was that the Europeans anchored their ships. "35 The extent of the involvement of the Obolo with the Portuguese could be gauged from the ability of the King of Dony Town to speak Ponuguese language fluently. The King also appeared to have been Christianized by Catholic Priests who were sent in from Brazil and St. Thome from time to time. The English and the Dutch expelled the Portuguese ~nd then moved to Bonny and Kalahari respectively. With the expuls1on of the Ponuguese and the change of the locus of the trade, Andoni declined. The second is that the Ibibio area must have been the place from where the earliest slaves were obtained. As said earlier Barbot, referring to the period before 1699 said that Andoni (Dony Town) had episcopal links with Brazil and St. Thome. Such linkage would provide the Obolo the opponunity to send slaves and other items to the New World. In 1699, the Obolo provided Barbot with slaves and livestock. There is the story of the existence in the New World of a group of ex-slaves known as "Mocoes. "37 The Mocoes are likely to be the descendants of early Ibibio slaves sent to the New World through Andoni and, if so, there is the need for a study not only of Andoni-lbibio contact history but also of the role of the Obolo in the early history of overseas trade. Finally, this study has not answered all the questions of Obolo origin, migration and settlement but has filled a gap in our understanding of the subject and identified areas for further research. It has demonstrated that the present is a product of the past and through a combination of evidence from different disciplines. we can relate the present to the past. However, because of the the fact that the migration occurred many centuries ago, we will presume that many of the changes that occured had eluded us. In this regard, we can say that many of our statements are very bold. Such statements, however, derived from our view that it is necessary to place on record at every stage our knowledge of the subject and any errors and misconceptions will be corrected by the work and insight of the next generation.
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CHAPTER 3



The Upper Cross Region: Early Migrations And Settlements E.OErim



The area under consideration is bounded on the east by the Republic of Cameroon; on the west by both Imo and Anarnbra states; on the north by Benue State, and on the south by Odukpani and Calabar Local Government Area of Cross River State. The Cross River remains the main thoroughfare running from Calabar through Ikom where it enters the Republic of Cameroon. The area is enclosed by longitudes 7030 and 90 East and latitudes 4030 7° north. It is an area of diverse physical features as well as heterogeneous ethnic groups. Indeed, the ethnic diversity and linguistic heterogeneity which characterise this region of Nigeria are perhaps without parallel in any region of Africa. The diversity is so marked that settlements which are two to three kilometers apan speak languages which are mutually unintelligible. Some scholars with some justification have referred to this region of Nigeria variously as 'human clusters', 'a splinter zone', 'a cultural museum', and 'a cultural watershed in the History of Africa.' Today (1987), the major administrative divisions include Odukpani, Akamkpa, Obubra, lkom,Ogoja and Obudu (See fig.3.1 for peoples of this region). This chapter is concerned with the early migrations and settlements of the disparate groups which today inhabit this region. But first. it is essential to tackle the question of origin since this question is widespread among the peoples of the area. The story of the peopling of this region of Nigeria over the centuries is by no means clear and much research is needed before the major outline of that story can be settled. Indications are that, largely because of its strategic location, this region, in an indetenninate period, long before the Christian era, must have been the ancestral homeland of some peoples who later dispersed to other regions of Africa for safety. Who these ancestors were, why they left and what routes they took and when, have all been subjects of intense speculations by many scholars. What follows is a brief review of some of these speculations, particularly on the origins of peopies of this region in the dim past 40
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Speculations on the early history of the Upper Cross region fall into three broad categories. In the first group are those speculations produced by early colonial administrators who worked in this region in the early 1920's. In the second group are speculations of linguists who, over the decades, have carried out a comparative study of the various languages spoken within the region with a view to determining who their ancestors were as well as seeking to know the directions of their migrations. In the third group are the speculations of some informants who take interest in their past. Admittedly, the efforts of each group have been extremely useful in fostering our understanding of the complex story of the peopling in this region of Nigeria. However, these efforts have not altogether clarified the issues at stake. What will be attempted below is a critical review of each of the above categories of speculations. In the 1920's, some British colonial administrators made determined efforts to discover in every case the ancestors of the disparate groups which they were called upon to govern. One of these was the striking personality of Sir Herbet Richmond Palmer whose views on the subject evidently influenced later colonial administrators who also tried their hands on the issue of origins. Essentially.Palrner and his students put forward what amounts to the old fashioned Hamitic hypothesis. Reduced to its bare bones, Palmer's theory was this: the original inhabitants of the Upper Cross region were Egyptian adventurers. Between two thousand and one thousand two hundred years ago, Egyptian influence spread right across the Sudan from Darfur to the Benue and the upper Niger by way of Lake Chad, the Y o and Shari rivers."2 Subsequently, between 760 and 1400 A. D, waves of Hamitic adventurers later founded kingdoms in Borno and Baginni and perhaps also in the Kororofa and Jukun countries of the Benue basin.3 From Kororofa and other areas under Jukun influence "civilization spread to Hausaland, Kamerun, Yoruba and Borgu". 4 In any case, Palmer said, from about 700 A.D missionaries of culture ranged over all Nigeria penetrating "beyond the more open bush country into the dense forest of Adamawa, the upper cross river.s The Jukun, continued Palmer, later established an empire which reached its apogee towards the end of the sixteenth century; and Palmer claimed that "their dominion extended south to the Cross River and even to the Atlantic"·6
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Palmer believed that the ancestors of the Upper Cross region sprang from "the generalized culture of the early Hamitic people. "7 It was these offsprings he variously referred to as either Akpa or Ekoi or Semi-Bantu. However, he had difficulty resolving the meanings of either Akpa or Apa. The easy way out was for him to equate Akpa with "Aro" all of which he believed could be applicable to Jukun. In other words, it was, in his view the Akpa who later abandoned the Upper Cross region westward to become the Aro of modem day Imo State of Nigeria. In the words of one of Palmer's students. Settlements of the Akpa were placed near the settlements of the inferior peoples (the Igbo and the Ibibio) to keep an eye on them and while respecting the customs and social organisation of these people the Akpa superimposecl on them their political structure.8



On the arguments linking the Akpa of Aro legend with the Ekoi, Mathews, Palmer's student, claimed that the tern Idoma is applied to the non-Jukun over whom they ruled. To him, the Akpa are related to modem Y atche of Ogoja Local government Area. 9 Palmer's ethno-history, especially his literal approach to the complex peopling of this Upper Cross region is both naive and unscientific. His theory is based on the unproven assumption that the original inhabitants of the region were descendants of Egyptian adventurers who later adopted the terms Akpa and Ekoi. If the former later migrated westwards to become the Aro of Imo State what then became of the Ekoi people? Mathew's circuitous argument is also not helpful on the early history of this region. All in all, none of the above views has succeeded in clarifying the complex problem of the origins of the peoples of this region. Talbot's effort is also less helpful. Unlike Palmer however, he indirectly admitted that this region was originally inhabited by a group he labelled "Semi Bantu".IO Thus, he merely acknowledged their presence in the region from the dim past. He further admitted that it was indeed the ancestors of the "Semi Bantu" who played host to the "Egyptian adventurers" of Palmer's fame. Evidently, Talbot must have been impressed with the widespread existence in the region of polished and carved stone monoliths locally called Akwanshi.II He also believed that these monoliths found particularly within modem lkom and Obubra Local Government Areas formed part of the precious metals which had existed in several parts of Nigeria including the Upper Region. As 43



far as he was concerned,"the ancient mines in Ogoja Province may possibly have been worked under the direction of Egyptian prospectus of millenia B.C." 12 However, when these missionaries departed, for undisclosed reasons, they left behind. remains of many cromlechs consisting of circles of stones about 11h feet in breadth and standing over 5 feet out of the ground, with rude faces carved on them and exaggerated novels, which last feature shows partially the negro tough ... Probably, the cromlechs origionally marked the tombs of kings, and they are still used for the celebration of rites in honour of dead ancestors as are in many cases menhirs, of which a great number yet exists all over the Cross River region extending right down to the sea.IJ.



Like Palmer before, him, Tal bot has merely touched a tip of ID iceberg on the complex peopling of this region. We shall next turn to the linguists and see what light their works shaded on the past of the peoples of the Upper Cross region. Linguists have classified the diversity of languages spoken in this region as Bantu, Bantoid, Semi-Bantu and Ekoid. 14 Today, peoples who speak Bantu languages or its sub-division occupy nearly three quarters of the African Continent, south of the Sahara, their greatest concentration occurring within the Eastern, Central and Southern Pans of the continent. In spite of their modern spread, however, linguists have come to the general conclusion that the Bantu languages definitely form an organic unity suggesting common origins for its ancestors. In the words of one linguist, "their ancestors are thought to have descended from the same immediate parent language. IS Greenberg sees a close affmity between the diverse languages of this region. According to him, these languages could be divided into the Niger-Congo; the Benue-Congo and the Benue-Cross. In other words, he sees the Bantu languages as a genetically related subgroup of a larger and geographically extensive sub-family which he calls "Benue-Congo"; itself a sub-unit of a larger group of related languages called "Niger-Congo"; scattered throughout west Africa.i 6 As a result of these striking morphological similarities, including common innovations, Greenberg argues that the Bantu homeland was in the central Benue valley along the present NigerianCameroon border which was the same general area of the homeland of the other Benue-Congo languages. From this rather well-defined region, he concluded, the Bantu began their later migration. I? \
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Thus, geographically, the Upper Cross region may have been a cultural watershed in the past. In other words, the languages spoken in this region therefore, "form a bridge between the languages of the Guinea Coast to the west and Bantu languages to the east." 18 It was thus solely on the basis of linguistic evidence that Greenberg concluded that the Benue-Cross valley was the ancetral homeland of the Bantu speakers.Furthermore, his analysis suggests that the peoples inhabiting the entire geographical areas watered today by the Cross and Qua Iboe rivers formed a cultural continuum with the peoples of the central Benue valley to the north. Finally, his language map also provides useful hints on the possible routes that the Bantu ancestors took in their south-eastward migrations into other regions which today form their locale as well as providing various forms of contacts between the Bantu ancestors and the present inhabitants of the Benue-Cross valley. Below is a critical review of how the modern inhabitants or the Upper Cross region explain their past. Finally, we shall also show the extend to which these traditions confirm, refute or seek to modify Greenberg's linguistic hypothesis or even earlier speculations on the past of the peoples of the Upper Cross region. 11 Traditions of ongm suggest three discernable waves of migrations into and around the Upper Cross region over the centuries. These include traditions claiming autochthony; traditions claiming origins around the Nigerian-Cameroon borderline; and traditions claiming central Benue valley as the ancestral homeland within the Upper Cross region. With regard to these traditions claiming autochthony, there are several communities within the region which no longer remember any other ancestral homeland outside their present locale. These communities which include the Nnam, Abanyum, Nta, Nselle, are anxious to establish the fact that their ancestors in the dim past did not originate outside their present settlement within Ikom and Obubra Local Government areas of Cross River State. Interestingly, this genre of tradition is pervasive in those areas where carved monoliths abound. It is more prevalent in the present day - Ikom and Obubra Divisions, particularly in areas between latitudes 6 and 6.30 at longitude 8.20 and 8.40 East, covering four hundred hectares of land.l9 45



This is the modem homeland of the N selle, N ta N narn and Alok clans. Informants make two major claims on their past. On the one hand, they claim that their founding fathers originated form their present locale and therefore did not come from elsewhere. On the other hand, some informants claim that it was their ancestors who carved the beautiful monoliths which today dot their landscape. On the claim that is was their ancestors who carved the monoliths; Patridge was informed at Alok that: Our fatha put the stones there. We think they gm them out of the river, the warer made them snooth. Our forefather cut the faces and we think they wue cut with stone and iron ... Each face represents one of our fonner chiefs but we cannot remember their names ... Nobody knows how to cut the stones thus ... Our f


In Nta, Weir was informed that: Akwansi is a name applied to any collection of stones or monoliths either owned by the entire c18n, the village or the family. The clan and the village AkwanSI are to be found in the bush or the playground, the family Akwansi in the house of the head of the family ... Eacb monolith and stone represents an ancestor.. 21



One notices in the two traditions quoted above some air of vagueness in the claim of ownership of the monoliths. This is even more evident in the third tradition which Patridge collected in Nta. Said some elders, "the stones were very old, they have been carved by the forefathers of the present occupiers of the land and were sacred to the ancestors; no one had carved stones in this manner within living memory."22 Indeed, a large number of small undecorated stones of ellipsoid, cylindrical, and other regular shapes are today found in some houses, compound, and sacred places of the Nta, Nselle and Alok. As a matter of fact, some of these monoliths today serve as memorials to family ancestors of each community in the region The~ are, however, some considerations which make it difficult for us to accept the above traditions all of which associate the stone carvers with the present occupiers. The most important fact is that, so far, and in spite of Palmer's theory, no strong corpus of oral traditions have been collected to enable us establish valid historical traditions there. Rather, a few attempts have been made but without success. In 1967, for example, Allison attempted collecting some traditions but failed because "ownership of stones is understandably regarded as evidence of the ownership of the land on which they stand and no one whatever admits the possibility of any Alcwanshi 46



having been carved by any one better than the masters of the present occupiers. " 23 All in all, we need extensive field work among the present occupants, coupled with archaeological investigations to help us establish the validity or otherwise of the claims of the present occupiers. What probably happened was that in the dim past, the entire region may have been inhabited by a people which today are either totally and culturally "assimilated" or indeed had "departed" as Palmer would have us believe. These earlier settlers may have been replaced by more immigrants who today claim autochthony. Indeed. fragmentary evidence available to us seems to confinn this view. According to Talbot, C. 1000 AD.: ... the region was invaded by the Igbo ancestors who overwhelmed pan of the semi Ban tu (world) driving others to Lhe east Some of the laucr were left in isolated communiues such as the Effiom and Okpoto sections of Orri ... what particular areas were so inhabited could be guessed from the present spread of monoliths .. 24



As indicated earlier, a considerable field investigation would be needed in order to make the major outline of the story clearer. With regard to those traditions claiming origin from the Nigerian-Cameroon border, one common feature among them is the belief that each settlement consists of "descendants of a putative ancestor whose original homeland was in the Nigerian border within the Republic of Cameroon"_25 Several such claims, exist but for reasons of space limitation we shall draw our example from the modern Bokyi communities of Ikom Local Government area. Bokyi elders are firm of the view that their founding father, Bisong Bokyi's "original homeland" lay in modern Mamfe division of the Republic of Cameroon. For reasons which we shall seek to clarify later in the chapter he abandoned his ancestral homeland and made a fresh home in modern Ikom division of Cross River State of Nigeria. According to this version, the present day - Bokyi population of nearly seventy thousand souls are direct descendants of Bisong Bokyi. The skeleton of that story is given below by Out Ojong Okoru: Bisong Boki is our founding father. His original Homeland was Nchang near Mamfe Division in the Cameroon.He had several wives and children. Later, he moved from Nchang to Danare and founded Lhe following Bokyi seulemenlS- Bodom, Dadi, Oyie, Bagie and Baijua. His children wfto today number in thousands later founded other setllements which include Kekukesim, Kajifu, Betime Biassmedu and Npiat We are children of Bisong Boki... 26 47



The above tradition contains several interesting, historical issues which will be critically examined later. In what follows, we shall consider the last example of traditions claiming origin from the Nigerian-Carneroon border. The following tradition was recorded among the Akpet of modern Akamkpa Local government Area. The Akpet and the related Ehom all claim common ethnicity with the Biase.V Their elders point to the direction of Nigerian border with the Cameroon as their ancestral homeland. Their founding father, they claimed, later abandoned that region for a second homeland within the Calabar estuary sometime in the fourteenth century. Subsequent migration from the second homeland brought the Biase including the Akpet, to their modern habitat. The gist of that story is preserved thus: le came from the Cameroon area in the past from where they to the Calabar the QIW ... lal.er abandoned tha1 area fer our home....28



In those days, our ancestors lived with the Efut or the but for numerous reasons ~Efik as well as thearea.Abakpa present mi



One thing is clear. From the three traditions so far considered, the Nigerian-Ca.meroon border formed a commonwealth of diverse ethnic groups. How that homeland later disintegrated leading to the eventual dispersal of most groups into various regions will be considered shortly. What is fairly certain so far is the westward direction which several groups took in their search for new homelands. While the exodus continued, it would also appear that the new homeland was also receiving other waves of migrants from the north in the region of the Central Benue Valley. Indeed. there are clear indications of close historical relations and cultural contacts between the Upper Cross and the Benue regions in the past. The links were so close that it has been described in certain quarters as being "a cultural watershed in the history of Africa. "29 Linguists have classified the various languages spoken in this region as Benue-Congo; a sub-family of the larger Niger-Congo family of Africa languages. It was also on the basis of the linguistic evidence that the presence of speakers of the K wa subunit of the Niger-Congo family has been detected within an area occupied ~edominantly by the Benue-Congo and Benue-Cross speakers. Such pockets include the Yala of modern Ogoja. Ikom and Obubra local government areas. 31 We shall now examine their historical tradition to confirm or refute the linguistic hypothesis proposed above. 48



The general impressions one gets from the tradition of those groups which abandoned their ancestral homeland within the Benue valley for new settlements within the Upper Cross region is that "their ancestors had come from funher nonh." 32 In other instances, elders of those communities involved t~stify to the above impression when they claim that "the site of each town is to the south of the former", 33 implying obviously- the direction of movement. Available evidence from the Yala elders drives home the issue of nonh-south movement. In the worlds of one Y ala elder. Our homeland was ldomaland near Tiv people. We once lived there with several other groups whose names I no longer remember. Later and for reasons of continuous warfare, our fathers left in anger for Ogoja country before moving into our present town on this river bank ... 34



It is thus clear that historical tradition of the Yala informanu; coupled with the general impression of nonh to south movements validate the linguistic claim that pockets of Kwa speakers wondered off their homelands in the north and moved southwards into a predominantly Benue-Congo homeland. One vital link is missing in all the discussion so far on the past of the peoples of the Upper Cross region. Both the oral traditions and the speculation of the ethno-historians have failed to provide a chronological framework for the past of the people of their region: In the section that follows, an attempt will be made to provide a time frame within which one could discuss past events in their correct sequence. Ill There are three related aspects to the problem of origins of the diverse peoples of the Upper Cross region. Unfortunately, no scholar has been able to distinguish between these aspects. This explains in brief the apparent confusion which attended the effon of the Palmer and Talbot schools referred to earlier. The first aspect relates to the general theory of the genesis of the entire Negro race of which the inhabitants of the Upper Cross Region form a part. The second deals with the sub-group of that race to with several Nigerian ethnic groups, notably the Igbo, ljo, Yala and Bokyi belong; and the third has to do with the tie frame in which the human drama took place in the past. With regard to the origin of the Negro race, it must be realised that this genre of history properly belongs to the general trend of 49



African pre-history. However, a few points which touch upon our present exercise would be highlighted. The Negro race entered human history in that area of Africa "lying along the latitude of Asselar (to the northwest of Timbuktu) and Khanum at which two places the remains of the earlier representatives of this race have been found."35 The significance of the above is that it has laid to rest, at least for now, the Palmerian ghost of Hamitic hypothesis. In effect , the people of the Upper Cross region are not of Egyptian ancestry after all. On the issue of differentiating the people of the Upper Cross region from the original Negro race, we have to rely heavily on linguistic evidence in the absence of both ethnographic and archaeological data. The vast majority of the languages spoken in this region belong to what has been referred to as the Benue-Congo sub-family of African languages. On the basis of glottochronological evidence, linguists have come to the general conclusion that these languages started diverging from the protolanguage, that is, assuming their distinctive and individual forms, at least 2500 years ago. 36 In other words, about that time, the commonwealth of ethnic groups began to disintegrate leading to the exodus of several groups seeking for safety elsewhere. What remains uncertain is where the differentiation took place, that is, whether these ancestors came with their original tongue or they picked up their present languages after the exodus. This issue may be left for the archaeologist to establish the relative age of the present occupiers of the Upper Cross region. From what has been said so far on the Upper Cross region in the past, a synthesis may now be attempted. Before 300 A.D. the entire region of the Nigerian-Cameroon border may have been thinly populated by the ancestors of several disparate groups; with the greatest concentration around areas of modern central Benue valley. This is probably where Greenberg refers to as the ancestral homeland of the Benue-Congo languages. It was also from this general area, according to Roland Oliver, that the Bantu speakers began their later migrations which spanned several centuries.~7 In all probability, the first waves consisted of small groups moving here and there. Then, much later, the Benue-Congo speakers also migrated about 2500 years ago., that is, about 500 B.C. During this flfSt phase, at least five to six groups were involved. Their modem descendants include people from the towns 50



of Ukelle, Koring in Ogoja; Umon in Biase; Okoyong (Kion~). Ododop (Korop) and Akpet in Akamkpa Local Government Area. 8 It would appear that this first wave used the Cross River as thoroughfare. However, at Ediba, the group split "with Akpet and Okoyong descending the river down to its estuary; then ascended the Calabar river and established the Okoyong area, later spreading to Akpet".39



The use of canoes as well as crafts on the Cross River at his early date by the immigrants suggests that their ancestors had acquired knowledge of somewhat advance" technology before their eventual departure from the Bantu homeland. If this line of reasoning is tenable, then it would find suppon in Roland Oliver's findings which attributed the Ban tu expansion to "the coming of iron Age, with its attendant improvements in wood-work, boats, tools, and weapons ... above all, weapons for hunting and fishing. "40 Furthermore, the Bokyi elders would also have us believe that their ancestors left their original homeland in the Cameroon largely because of warlare with their over-populous neighbours over salt production and distribution in their ancestral home in the Cameroon. It would also be recalled how Greenberg associated the Bantu migrations at this early date with the introduction of new crops from South-East Asia It is, therefore, reasonable to associate the early migration of some groups within the Upper Cross region with the Bantu expansion from the Nigeria-Cameroon border. Indeed, about 300 years later, the Bantu homeland again split leading to the second wave of migration westwards into the Upper Cross region. 41 The major dispersal centre for this group appeared to be the modem Ediba settlement. The groups involved would seen to include the following people: Mbembe, Agbo, Assiga, Agoi Yakurr to mention the important areas. It was from the Ediba settlement that "small groups went to establish themselves in the forest area in what is the Cross River State today."42 Finally, in about 300 A.D., a third migration took place. We are told that apparently their ancestral homeland was now "empty" but the leader of the migratory group later "established a foothold near present-day Epenti, spreading out and driving the Kukelle and Koring peoples to the nonh into the present Savannah area of Ogoja province. "43 The diagram below tells the story of migration in the most dramatic form. (Fig.3.2)
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Thus, by the sixteenth century, Fig. 3.3 represents the settlement panem within the Upper Cross region. About the same time, those pockets of Kwa speaking ancestors had also made new homelands within the Upper Cross region. It must be noted, however, that the human drama which took place within this region spanned several centuries. It did not take place within one decade; nor did it involve massive movement of groups under a putative founder. Evidence shows that it was a slow historical process which spanned hundreds of years; involving small groups of people in search of new homelands; moving here and there under different leaders and circumstances. However, by the sixteenth century the major outline of their present settlement had emerged as indicated in Fig.3.3. 52
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FIG.3·3 SETTLEMENT PATTERN OF UPPER CROSS REGION, 1600-1900
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CHAPTER4



The Upper Cross Languages in their Linguistic Context Jan. P. Sterk



The purpose of this Chapter is to describe the internal genetic relationships of the languages that form a group which linguists have called "Upper Cross" spoken mainly in the Cross River Region of Nigeria. 1 To situate these languages in their proper context, the linguistic situation of the Cross River Region will be described generally. A hypothesis will then be presented as to how the Upper Cross language came to settle down in the areas they now occupy. This hypothesis will take into account the conclusions about their genetic relationships arrived at earlier. The internal genetic relationships of a language family describe the varying degrees of closeness of the member languages of the family, resulting from common linguistic development. When three languages, A, B. and Care related in such a way that A and B are closely related, while both have a similar distant relationship to C, this is represented in the family tree of* ABC as is shown in Figure 4.1.2
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Fig. 4.1. Example of Family Tree



This means that *ABC were once one people; then C broke off and moved away, leaving *AB for a time as a single group. Eventually this group too split up into A and B. From the moment, a group of people who speak the same language split up, and the parts begin an independent existence away from each other, their speech will begin to differ. The degree of differentiation will be greater, 56
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roughly in proportion to the increase in the time since the break-off, as well as to the increase in geographical distance from each other. There are about 60 distinct languages spoken in the Cross River Region , and all are related in varying degrees, Figure 4.2 shows the major languages of the region, as they form part of the Benue-Kwa branch of the gigantic African language family called Niger-Congo, which spreads from the far extreme of West Africa down almost to the Southemmost tip of Southern Africa.3 The Cross River Region lies very near the centre of this multi-coloured linguistic tapestry, as its own linguistic diversity testifies. In order to be able to situate the Upper Cross languages in their geographical context, a complete linguistic map of the Cross River Region is given in Figure 4.3. In a monochrome map of this size it is not possible to indicate all the linguistic divisions, but four have been marked: Bandi (broken line contour); Upper Cross (shaded contour); Lower Cross (dots contour) and Ekoid Bantu (line-dot contour). 4 To determine genetic relationships, linguists often use a tool called lexicostatistics. A set of commonly used vocabulary items is compared from language to language, and the languages that share the highest percentage of this common vocabulary are said to be closest related. On the other hand, languages that share only a small number of these vocabulary but have gone their own ways in a great number of others are said to be distantly related. Languages that do no share any items (except may be through borrowing or through chance) are said not to be related at all. Let us say there are five languages; A, B, C, D, and E. When we ask from the speakers of each: what do you call '1 hair" in your language, and A, B. and C say kittu/u (or some form like that), whileD and E have a form like sin or cin, we score with A, B, and C one point for relationship, and we also score one point forD and E. But we do not score any points between A, B, or C and D orE: sin and cin are cognate with Kittulu. When comparing many items in this way, we can establish percentage-wise how a group of languages is internally related. These relations are sometimes called cognacy relations. A second method of establishing genetic relationships is by looking for common lexical innovations. If in a group of languages one complete section has a cenain vocabulary item that no one else in the family has, it may be a strong hint that this section is genetically bound together. Only after they separated from the
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remainder ?f the group could they then have innovated for that vocabulary uem. 5 The Upper Cross languages are spoken mainly along the banks of the Cross River. During research, I collected 36 word-lists from speakers of these languages, and I obtained two more from fellow linguists (Effiom from Prof. R. Armstrong, and Korop(Ododop) from Mr. T. Cock. I was able to compare, therefore, 38 word-lists Some of these lists were so similar that one could not call them samples of different languages, but rather of closely related dialects [f the cognacy relationship is, say, over 90%, we may say that th~ speeches of these speakers represent mutually understandable dialects, rather than distinct languages. The Upper Cross languages are named and numbered A,B.C for convenience in Figure 4.4. Sets of languages that we~~ suspected of being related dialects rather than distinct languages were given the same letter code. Note that the listing is not in alphabetical order, and that, for example, the group K-Q includes H and I. A
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We now come to the study of the genetic relationships of the Upper Cross languages. We first use the Iexicostatistical method, and we apply it to those languages which we suspect of being related dialects rather than distinct languages. To simplify our work we take 85% as the dividing line between the two. 6 The sets we investigate first are A (four members}, B (three members), A 1 with all of B and C, B 1 with A3 and A4, and all of B with C. The results are tabled in Figure 4.5. AI 1\2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3
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Fig 4.5: Relations of Koring (A), Kukele (8), and Uzekwe (C)



This table allows us to establish all of A as related dialects, the same for all of B, as well as all of B with C. We can narrowly separate B (and C) from A as distinct languages. El and E2 were found to have a cognacy relationship of 98%, and they clearly are mutually related dialects. Fl, F2, F3 and F4 have cognacy relationships that hover around the 85% mark. This is shown in Figure 4.6. Like with A and B above, it is a border case. The decision is made here to consider them as related dialects rather than distinct languages. F1 F1 F2 F3 F4
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Fig. 4.6: Internal Relations of Agwaagwune (Aicunakuna) (F) 61



Fig. 4.7 shows the relationships of all of K, and clearly they are related dialects. KI K2 K3 K4 KS K6 93 S'6 95 95 95 Kl 92 so so so 93 K2 100 94 95 92 96 K3 IOO 95 S'6 so 95 K4 S'8 95 94 so 9S J(5 95 S'6 so 95 K6 Fig. 4.7: Internal Relations of Mbembe (K)



Figrue 4.8 shows the relations of J, L1, L2, M and N, and this allows us to separate J, but to consider L 1, L2, M and N together as one language. J J Ll
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Fig. 4.8: Relations of Lok3 (I), Legbo(L), Leyigha(M), and Lenyima(N)



Figure 4.9 gives us HI and H2 as well as 11 and 12. while H1 and H2 are a border case for being considered one (as will be done in this study), 11 and 12 are considered to be separate. H, of course, is distinct from I. HI H2
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Fig. 4.9: Relations of lkom/Oiulumo (H) wilh Lokukoii/Lubico (I)



Finally, in Figure 4.10, we compare R1 with R2 and S1 with S2. We find that for R we have two related dialects. S 1 and S2, though slightly below the cut-off point, will be considered here related dialects too. RI R2 SI
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Fig. 4.10: Relations of Ukpet (R) and Kiong (Okoyona) (S)
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In order to compare lexicostatistically the distinct languages we have isolated, we will not compare all the dialects of one with all the dialects of another. The method adopted here is to select one member as representative of the group. Those so selected are A I, Bl, El, Fl, Kl, Ll, Hl, RI and SI. We add to these the languages that have been considered distinct, this is D, J, 11, 12, 0, P and Q, and we can table the lexicostatistical relationships of the group. This is done in Figure 4.11 below. In order to determine which are the sub-groupings that can be set up by analyzing this chan, we have to determine a cut off point below which a percentage difference is no longer meaningful. The point chosen here is 3%. This means that if two languages are separated by less than 3 percentage points, they are treated as a unit. We now examine each line horizontally and see which percentages are meaningfully different from others. By applying thjs method we can clearly set up the following subgroups: Al-Bl, ElG-Fl, Kl-J-Ll, Hl-11, 11-I2, 0-P-Q and Rl-S I. On a second level of relationship, we can tentatively group D with Al-Bl, and then defmitely separate A to Fl from all the others (Kl to Sl). Still, on a second level of relationship, we can subgroup Hl with Kl-J-Ll and also with I2, 11-I2 with all the languages except Al-Fl and Rl-Sf isolated earlier. AI Bl D El G F1 AI- 84 n 68 tD 63 (J) (6 64 63 Bl 84 o n (J) (J) 68 (6 El 68 tD (J) 76 75 G tD 64 68 76 67 F1 63 63 (6 75 67 Kl S6 S6 54 54 54 j) J 54 53 54 53 53 52 Ll 58 58 ({) 58 ({) ss HI 47 47 49 47 49 45 11 46 46 48 49 48 45 12 47 47 44 48 51 44 0 47 49 47 4S 47 44 p 4S 46 4S 4S 46 42 Q 44 4S 47 45 46 43 RI 54 ~ SI SI ~ 49 SI 46 44 44 47 47 41
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FiJ. 4:11: Lexicoatatiatical Relationships of Selected Upper Cross Languaacs



This analysis is not without problems. I will list them briefly: A 1 and B 1 are both close to D, but D itself is only close to A 1; -both 63



9 and Fl show a ~lse percentage-wise relationship to El, bur El



Hself appear~ equtdtstant !O both. Based on evidence to be given below, we wtll group E wtth G; -Kl-J-Ll have close relationships with A to Fl; -as with G, Fl and El above, we find that Kl and J are both close to L1, but L 1 does not show the same clear-cut relationship to either. Since no additional evidence will be available, these three have been left as coordinate branches on the family relation tree below; -Hl and Il have some high percentages with members of other groups, notably G; 0-P-Q share low percentages with HI with whom they are supposed to form a subgroup; R 1 has often high percentages with other languages, while S 1 often shows markedly lower percentages. An analysis of this kind is seldom completely clear-cut, and the above table (figure 4:11) is typical of its kind. I do not think however, that the problems encountered are sufficiently serious as to invalidate the conclusions drawn in Figure 4.12, which is a (slightly expanded) family relationship tree based_ on the results of the analysis of Figure 4.11:7 To examine further the evidence obtained, we look at another source of classification, one mentioned earlier: that of lexical innovations. Here we compare all 38 word-lists, not just those selected for the lexicostatistical count. 8 The following are the subgroups that can be set up, with the vocabulary items they have innovated,-either by creating a new word, or by jointly borrowing it from neighbours, e.g. Efik. A-B(C), solid evidence: *-tulle 'hair' (vs, "sslno) *'-llak 'urine' (vs. various roots elsewhere) • ·- gg~ 'jaw' (vs. *'-bem, *'-gba and others) •mma 'run' (vs. *llep(p) (V) and others). *kke 'remember' (vs. *batt6k, *bene, *dYam6 and others) E-G, fairly good evidence: *-bbOko 'urine' (vs. various roots elsewhere) *tYet 'stink' (vs. *ddyo:ma and others) *ttY. 'put on clothes' (vs. vanous roots elsewhere)



E-G-F, fairly good evidence: ,... -t6n 'heart' (vs. *' -ppyam, *' -ttema and *-kondoli (?)) ,... -pit 'penis' (vs *' -tiba, *' -n6ma and and *-dit (?)) 64
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A-B(C)-D-E-G-F), solid evidence: *' -bbw6:k 'five' (vs. *' -tYe:n), •·-mm~ & belly' (vs. *'-ttu, * -p6ttf and others) *-takada 'fat' (vs. •· -ya:ld and others) *kkwun 'spit' (vs. various roots elsewhere) K-J-L(M,N), good evidence: *kkpe 'sell' (vs. *tYan, *kildo and others) *muna 'build' (vs. •kkw6m, *ttYen and others) .... -man a 'we' (vs. *nOdo and *'-bAn) A. Koring B.Kuklele C. Uzekwe D. Hohumono E. Ubaghara G. Umon F. Agwaagune K. Mbembe J. Lok 3 L. Legbo N. Leyigha Hl. Ikom H2. Olulumo I 1. Lokukoli U. Lubilo 0. Agoi P. Doko Q. lyongiyong R. Ukpet Sl. Kiong S2. Korop
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Fig. 4:12: Family Tree showing relations of the Upper Cross Languages. 0-P-Q, weak evidence: *' -nihru'guinea-fowl' (vs. *' -kwo:n (t3.k) and others) I-0-P-Q, strong evidence: *-kpam 'rainy season' (vs. *' -te:bl and others) *kpat 'laugh; (vs *kkek, *ma (me) and others) *meri 'close (a door)' (vs. *pe:n and others) *-kwom 'name' (vs. *' -kwodv and *' -dYenno 66



H-1-0-P-Q, weak evidence: *kinno 'pound' (vs. *tim, *tubf and others. The meaning 'pound' often overlaps with 'dance'). K-J-L-(M,N)-H-1-0-P-Q, fairly good evidence: *k6k(k)6(d6) 'show' (vs. various roots elsewhere) *da:k(k)f 'like' (vs. various roots elsewhere) Reduplication in 'housefly' *' -kklnna; 'knee' •· -dunf; and 'smoke •· -kkonno. R-S fairly good evidence: *ngba 'mouth' (vs. various roots elsewhere) *-ton 'road' (vs. various roots elsewhere) *-koko 'feather' (vs. -kkeda and others) The differences with the evidence obtained through lexicostatistics is: a subgroup A-B-D is not evident, and E-G link up versus F. The evidence for 0-P-Q, moreover, as well as for H-1-0P-Q is weak. The absence of evidence for A-B-D does not contradict the earlier findings, but the evidence for E-G, in a way, does. In Figure 4.12 this new evidence has been incorporated, and E has been grouped with G. It is now possible to formulate a hypothesis as to the origin of the geographical location of the Upper Cross languages in the linguistic context of the Cross River Region today. Since most of these languages are located along the Cross River, I am posing that the people who spoke the languages that were ancestors to the ones spoken today (i.e. *A-S) descended the river by boat, coming from what is now Carneroon. I presume the land along the river was occupied by the Ekoid Bantu peoples (see (Figure 4.2). The proto-Upper Cross group split into the three groups we know: *R-S settled at the mouth of the river, *A-F settled somewhere around present-day Obubra and Ed.iba, while the remainder, *K-Q settled inland, probably West of the river. Later this last group came back (pushed by the expansion of the lgbo people towards the East?), made an intrusion into *A-F, thereby pushing *A-B(C) to the North, and leaving *D and *E-F, where they are today. At this point K-N stayed at the river while H-I-0-PQ moved inland to the areas where they are found today. In the mean time, R and S find themselves pushed Northwards (S2 Eastwards) by the expansion of the ancestors of the Efik (which also dislodge the Ejagham, and may be the Efut/Lundu), with the result 67



that both R and S disperse among the peoples already established, and that Sl, Kiong (but not S2, Korop) went on to near complete extinction through absorption by the Efik. Admittedly this hypothesis is only a rough sketch, but its simplicity may be its strength. Other theories are possible to explain the evidence of the genetic sub-grouping but they could appear to be more contrived. Information is needed from other sources, of course to supplement what is found here. Strongest is the linguistic evidence for the intrusion of •K-N into *A-F. Whatever hypothesis is developed from other sources should take this into account, without, moreover, contradicting the overall picture of the internal genetic relations of the Upper Cross languages that has been drawn here. Notes 1. The research on which this study is based was fmanced through two grants oblained from the Senate Research Committee of the University of Calabar. My sincere appreciation goes to the members of this Committee and to the University who made my work possible. My gratitude also extends to all those I have met during my travels in the field, and who have assisted me b)' supplying da1a on the languages they spoke, as well as to those students of the University who did the same on campus. Since their number may easily surpass a hundred. it would be unfeasible to name them all. Finally I wish to extend my appreciation to several linguists for their assistance and encouragement I wish to mention especially Mr. T. Cook and Mr. F. Dimmenijakara dialect); e11fa (Mbembe, Ogada dialect); egba (Ikom, Aji jikpo dialect); ebia (Ukpet, Betem dialect), etc. Through the formulation of different sound laws we can show how the present-day forms all derive from •-bbwa. 3. The outline of this classification was taken from a~ entitled "Lan8W!ge families of Africa," published in the Department ofLinguistics and Nigerian Lan~ge of the University of Ibadan m 1973. Credit Tor the pans ttiat are repri)duCed here was given to J. Green, K. Willaimson and T. Cook. One big difference/ however.._ with the Greenberg classification is the bringing together o Kwa and tsenue-Congo into one group. This was fllSt fomlally proposed in P.R. Benneu and J.P. Sterlc (1977), and the group was then calfed Eastern South Central Niger-Con.so. The name s-enue-Kwa was suggested at a recent West Africa Linguisuc Congress by Dr. John Bendor· Samuel. 4. The outline for this map is based on a Federal Surveys Map entitled "South· Eastern State of Nigeria" firSt published in March 1968. Additional linguistic 68
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information was obtained from T. Cook, R. Armstrong and P. Bruns. a Lutheran missionary. All help is hereby gratefully acknowfedge. These rules for establishing genetic relationships are not air-tight, however, since sometimes linguistic changes spread over an area in waves, iJw;pcctive of genetic boundaries. Moreover, th1s may not only affect the use of cenam words, but may affect Lhe whole language itself. This is called horizontal spreading or language shifting. It may mean, for example, that a particular pcoJ)le tOday may speak the language of its neighbours, and that they do not speillc their own languages anymore. A superficial study would group them genetically with the1r neighbours, while in fact they belonged oriEinally to quite a diiTerent family. Their present linguistic relallonships, there!ore, do no more reflect their historical origins. For more on this, see Newman (197C). all the same, the conclusions reached here do provide an insight into Lhc overall linguistic structure of the group, and provide a solid ba~e for further study. a1 Lh . . . . . . There are sever me ods of domg lex1costallsl.lcs. For a thorough discussaon see Dyen (1962). A different mettiod is used in Bcnnet and Sterlattem in U_pper Cross, as opposed to those which have almost as many iiifferent reflexes as there are languages. Admittedly Lhis may cause Lhc ~rcentage-wise degree of cognacy retween the languages to rise. In addition, 1f two languages have two cognate reflexes for the same item, both are counted. This explains why B1 and B2 (See Figure 4.5) have a 104% degree of co~nacy; they share several doublet reflexes for the same item. G. D1mmendaal (1978) proposes a slightly different 1ree which has a division into four grouJ)S mstead of my three. They are (using my symbols): A-N, R, 0-P-Q and S. Within A-N he has two main subgroups: A-G and I-N. The main differences with my tree, therefore, arc: I hnk R with S as a separate group, and I bring 0-P-(J together with 1-N. A minor change is the position {m my tree) of J {Lok3) with K-L-M-N. Although it is not practical to reproduce the word-list here, they are available for consultation and reproduction. References
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CHAPTER5 The Pre-Colonial Economy: The Lower Cross Region AJ.H. Latham



In studying the pre-colonial economy of the Lower .er?~' region, it must not be assumed that what happened at th~ begmn1ng of the colonial period also happened previously As Dav1d Nonhru~ has shown, the Intelligence and Assessment reports of the 1920~ and 1930's can be pieced together to provide a description of the economy in those years. But it could be misleading to think that the economy was like that earlier. 1 So this Chapter will examine our knowledge of the Lower Cross economy according to the historica) sequence of the information available. Then it will discuss the nature of the economy which has been revealed.



11 1668-1713 It has been said that the Portuguese were the first Europeans to come to Calabar, but of this there is no proof.2 The first information about the economy of the Lower Cross River comes from the visit of John Watts, an English sailor who spent several months ashore at Old Calabar in 1668. Although the authenticity of this account has been disputed. it does seem to be based on genuine information. The fact that it mentions Old Calabar, the Cross River, and Parrot Island, confirms that the basic geography of the estuary is known by this time, and as the purpose of the voyage was to buy slaves for Barbados, it is clear that the slave trade had begun. Another ship had been there about a year earlier. As regards slavery, the slaves sold to the English were prisoners taken in war, but there were also domestic slaves. There is a very interesting description of the inhabitants' bows, arrows, swords and lances, the bow being four feet long, the arrows two and a quarter, and the lance about five feet. Iron beaten with stones was used in their manufacture, the swords being engraved with flints, and the lances tipped and similarly engraved. Many also had swords of iron work, and they were unacquainted with firearms. As for other crafts, there is an accurate description of the tapping of palm wine, and references to 70



canoes, stools, earthenware pots, and gourds and calah:1,hc~ :l' utensils. The King and great mer-. ·;.ore large -.~ aistclotll~ ..... ; ,;-,nL' l!h 1t is not clear whether the cloth was made locally o::- imported. Of great importance are the several references to the cop]Jer rod currency. indicating that the economy was already monetised. Lendmg further authenticity to the account are references to palm oil, sugar cane. yams, cocoyams, tobacco, cocks, hens, parrots, parakeets. sea cows, alligators, cat fish, albarc.:ores, wild boars, elephants. deer. monkeys, baboons, dogs, buffaloes and bears. At first sight the references to buffaloes and bears seem peculiar, but they tend to confum rather than deny the validity of the account. There were certainly wild buffaloes in the district at later times, called edirim. and also sloths easily confused with bears. ~ore evidence confirming the authenticity of the account comes from Ardner who has identified two of the words quoted as linguistically correct for the area, and one is tempted to identify the name of the king "E-fnme" with the Efik name Efion. Does this make Efion Ekpo, one of the two Efik founding fathers a documented historical figure?3 From other sources the English are known to have continued trading at Old Calabar in the 1670s and on his voyage to Guinea in 1678/9 Jean Barbot met an English ship which had taken ten months at Calaba.r to purchase 300 slaves, of which between 125 and 130 had died, together with the Captain and 10-12 of the crew. A French manuscript edition of Barbot's subsequent book in the Admiralty library, dated 1683-8 states that the English did their main trade at Old Calabar, taking 5-600 slaves a year, which was more than any other country. This suggests two ships a year. The manuscript also says that the Dutch did not use the river because it was so unhealthy, and the currents across the estuary ran so strongly towards the Cameroon that .the ships had to sail south to Cape de Lope before turning west. So extra time was put on the voyage which was prejudicial to the ship and the slaves. The 1732 English printed edition of Ba.rbot includes the visit of the ship Dragon to Old Calabar in 1698. Of the 212 slaves purchased, 102 were men costing 40-48 copper bars each, 53 were women from 28 to 36 coppers, 43 were boys from 20 to 40 coppers, and 14 were girls from 17 to 30 coppers. The goods given in exchange included iron bars, copper bars, rangoes and other beads, pewter tankards and basin, linen, kniv~s. and brass bells of various sizes. Valuing these goods in cooper rods, iron bars were the most important item, with 37.5 per 71



cent. Brass bells came next with 30.6 per cent, rangoes and orher beads 13.7 per cent, and cloth a mere 2.6 per cent. A further comment says that purple copper annlets from Loanda deS. Paolaa in Angola were a good article for trade and that the Portuguese who were by then trading there canied a great quantity of them. What is of particular significance is that there is no mention of salt, liquor, or firearms. In a different section of the 1732 edition goods suitable for Old Calabar are mentioned, although it is not clear which years are meant. These are similar to the Dragon's goods, but the cloths are described as blue rags and striped Guinea clouts, the bells as shores bells and hawks bells, and the beads as very small glazed yellow, green, purple and blue. The Dragon's visit also gives other information about the economy, for rods were paid for plantains and game, and Duke Aphrom, King Robin, Captain Thomas of Salt Town, William King Agbisherea, Robin King Agbisherea and King Eyo are mentioned as suppliers amongst others. This suggests that provisions were being supplied by the heads of Duke Town, Old Town, Tom Shorts, and two Ibibio or Egbosherry towns. King 0:;') cannot have been of the Eyo family of Creek Town, whose founder died in 1820. But he may well have been Eyo Ema, son of Ema, the other legendary Efik founding father. It is clear that at this ti111~ the various Cross River communities could trade directly with the Europeans, and the Efik had not yet established the monopoly which they were later to operate.4 The next account we have is that of Williarn Snelgrave who was at Calabar in 1713. He confirms that there were several "petty princes" but says that the chief was called Acqua, clearly a reference to the Qua. The peQIIle were still anned with bows and arrows, and used swords and bifbed lances as in Watts description 45 years previously. They were afraid of muskets and pistols. Snelgrave bought a little boy who was to be sacrificed to Ekpe (Egbo) for a bunch of sky coloured beads wonh about half a crown sterling. He shipped over 300 slaves, and refers to the tapping of palm wine.5



Ill 1762-1805 After Snelgrave's account in 1713, there is a gap of some 50 years in which there seems to be no information. Then comes a mass of material, showing considerable changes had taken place. Gamer Williams' book of the Liverpool Privateers includes letters 72



fonn chiefs in Calabar trom 1-/62 ro 1776, which, besides showing that Efik traders were now litaate in English, reveal other infonnation about the economy. There are several references to Ekpe, and the river had been sounded. The harbour due system known as "comey" is in operation, and paymem is made in coppers The slave trade was continuing,and pawns or hostages, usual!~ small boys, were taken by the ships to ensure that credit given to the local traders was rapid. There is much information on the good~ traded, iron remaining important and brass bells and beads also being sold. A wide range of cloths are mentioned, including nicconees, romales, chellos, cushtaes, photos, chints and Guinea stuffs. So there seems to have been a wide variety of merchandise being imported than at the end of the seventeenth century. Brandy appears for the first time, and firearms and gunpowder figure in some quantity. So during the 50 years since Snelgrave, firearms have been introduced. This must have had far reaching effects on the domestic economy by out-dating the bows, arrows, swords and lances of the past. But as we don't know much about the manufacture of these weapons, we cannot assess what the consequences were for those who made them. They may simply have turned to repairing guns, and making shot. Coinciding with this information are the accounts of various English seamen included in the Enquiry into the Slave Trade. covering the years 1763 to 1778. Isaac Parker of the Larham spent several months in Calabar in 1765, and went on slave catching expeditions whilst there with an Efik chief. The canoes were fitted out with ammunition, cutlasses, pistols, powder and ball, and had two three pounder caJ;Jnons, one fixed in the bows and the other in the stem. On the first expedition they paddled up river until they came to a village, hid in the bush until night, then siezed e\'eryone they could see. At another village they took 45 slaves. About a fortnight later they made a similar expedition. Emphasising that these were raids, no trading goods were taken in the canoes. Apan from Watts, this is the first infom1ation about how slaves were obtained. Parker recalled how Dick Ebro the Efik chief he lived with had many slaves of his own which he employed cutting wood and fishing, and going upriver in his canoes. James Morely who visited Calabar several times between 1763 and 1774 confirmed that this was the way slaves were taken, but added that people were also sold for adultery and theft. Other references are made in these accounts to 73



the provisioning of the slave vessels with yams and palm oil, and Captain John Ashley Hall mentions the copper rods which were used as money. He also said that slaves and a little ivory were traded, and that he thought most of the slaves were taken in war rather than kidnapped. He described canoes arriving from upriver containing 30 or 40 slaves with their hands tied behind them.7 Adding to our know ledge of these years is David Richardson's work on the Williarn Davenport Papers, especially his analysis of 19 cargoes shipped at Liverpool for Old Calabar between 1768 and 1783. By percentage of value in sterling, textiles led with from 30.9 per cent to 44.9 per cent, with Indian textiles ranging from 8.3 per cent to 30.2 per cent and Manchester goods from 11.4 per cent to 24.9 per cent. Copper goods came next with from 11.7 per cent to 22.7 per cent. Bar iron ranged from 2.7 per cent to 14.0 per cent and brandy from 3.1 per cent to 13.7 per cent. Arms took from 4.0 per cent to 10.8 per cent, gunpowder from 4.6 per cent to 9.9 per cent, and beads from nil to 6.7 per cent. This confirms that since the Dragon in 1698 textiles have become the leading item of trade, and bar iron has become proportionately less important. Copper and brass goods were still important, but beads seem to have diminished. Arms, gunpowder, and brandy were now substantial items of trade, whereas they had not figured at all in 1698. 8 Further investigation of the Davenport Papers reveals that salt was already being imported into Calabar, so ending speculation that the salt trade only began with the development of the palm oil trade. In 1771 the Lord Cassiles shipped 452 bushels of salt, and large quantities were also taken on other ships. Both copper and brass rods were being imported, and both cost the same, showing that the brass rod was not a nineteenth century "debasement" as has been sugge~ted elsewhere. Another interesting point is that stockfish was some~mes imported, the Hector shipping a ton in 1771 and taking more _m 17?6. As for exports, ivory and palm oil from Calabar was reachmg Liverpool by way of the West Indies, the Lord Cassiles bringing 105 tusks and 7 puncheons of palm oil in 1773, and the M ay bringing oil and Ivory in 1774. These papers merit further close examination.9 All the information so far discussed is from European visitors, and it tells us little of the domestic economy. The first real insight comes with the Diary of Antera Duke of 1785-8. From the very earliest information we have in 1668 there are references to the 74



copper rod currency, and the Diary makes it plain that they were used in the 1780's as a means of payment throughout the Lower Cross River, at Calabar, Ekricock (lkot Offiong), Enyong, and also in the Cameroon.t 0 Much of the basic economy of the region is revealed, including long distance trade in basic foodstuffs. Yams were brought from Boostam (Umon) and supplied to the ships in large quantities, 6,000, 1,500, and 1,000 being supplied at different times, at ten yams for a copper. So the slave trade provided a stimulus to commercial yam growing inland. Mimbo or palm wine was important in the local economy, and this too came from Umon. There was a mimbo market, and not only did Duke have a mimbo wife, but he planted trees himself. As for livestock fanning, there are many references to goats, and even two to cows. 1 1 As for specialist skills, there are several references to fishermen, one being his own man, but others being "Egbosherry" or lbibio. In another revealing entry he pays the smith one rod, five Boostam yams and a jar of mimbo for putting leg manacles on one of his girls. This shows that smiths worked for ;ayment, and were presumably independent men and not slaves. 1 There are frequent references to domestic slaves, who were often used in sacrifices associated with deaths and funerals. Once Duke "makes doctor" with a young boy slave. He had many slaves of his own, which he used to work in the bush, to paddle his canoes, and to trade for him. He sold one of them to a slave ship.I3 Slaves seem to have been obtained in many different ways. On one occasion he and his men join Tom and John Acqua to catch men, and on another he captures people from Andoni. Once he kidnapped a Bakassy gentleman and two of his slaves and carried them on board a slave ship. He also mentions one of the Captains carrying off 32 men and a woman from Tom Shotts, in retaliation for robbing his longboat of trading goods. But not all the slaves were obtained by force, and it is quite clear that they were bought when available throughout the Efik trading area from Umon to the Cameroon. He sent his brother to Umon to trade for slaves, and Oprer Antera to Enyong for the same purpose. His son brought him a slave from Orroup, and Eshen Duke brought him seven slaves from the same town, probably Ododop up the Qua river. When he went to the Cameroon on business he was given a boy slave, and he purchased a slave in Bakassy. In one of the most interesting parts of the Diary he went on a business trip to Enyong . and bought a slave at Tom 75



Ekrikock (Ikot Offiong). Whilst there he saw his Umon canoe coming back with slaves and yams. A further aspect of the slave trade in these years is that the Captains were still taking pawns as hostages for the goods they gave on credit.1 4 So Antera Duke's Diary gives us the first proper insight into the economy of the Lower Cross River, and the Efik trading area running from Umon to the Cameroon. The overall impression is of a complex exchange economy, in which money and markets were vital. The very word market is used at least six times. IS The last account of the period before the British abolished their slave trade is that of Nicholls who was in Calabar in 1805. He tells us that most of the slaves come from "Ekricock (lkot Offlong), Tebac, (Oron) Eericock Boatswain, (Umon) and Ebeo (lgboland); sometimes some Brassy (Bakassy) slaves and Cameroons slaves." In another references he says that he is sending to the Cameroon beyond Rio del Rey for a canoe which will cost him at least 300 rods. A rod was worth rather more than a shilling, and was used to purchase titles in Ekpe. More generally he tells us that Tom Shotts point should really be Tom Salts point, a name the people there gained many years previously by making salt their only article of traffic. Uwet to the north east only traded in yams to Calabar, and yams and plantains were sold to the ships for the middle passage. Yams were priced at 10 per rod, which was the same as quoted by Antera Duke. Sugar cane grew abundantly, and there was a provision market held every morning by the women to the east of the town. That is the first reference to this important part women played in the economy. He even gives the prices for provisions, one rod buying 2 sticks of sugar cane, 3 little fishes, 4 eggs, or bunches of plantains. Two rods bought a fowl, six a stick of dried fish, and thirty a goat. A small cow cost between a hundred and two hundred rods, worth about £7 .lOs. Nicholls also tells us that the Calabar people paid the King of Acqua money for permission to stay at Duke Town.f6



IV 1812 - 1891 The next information we have concerns the emergence of the palm oil trade as a separate business, not an adjunct of the slave trade. Attention has already been drawn to the fact that the Davenpon papers show several hundreds of bushels of salt were a 76
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Palm Produce Exports from Old Calabar, 1812- 1887



common feature of the cargo of Liverpool ships sailing for Calabar in the 1770's, and that these same ships were returning with puncheons of palm oil after completing the round trip from the Wesr Indies. Robertson, Bold and Adams between 1812 and 1822 all refer to the importance of salt in the oil trade, Bold Pointing out that the crew was the measure for both oil and salt, weighing 56 Ibs when filled with salt and 72 Ibs when filled with oil. In his lists of goods for buying 10 crews of oil each included 10 crews of salt. Adams' list of goods to purchase 100 tons of oil included 100 tons of salt, and he adds that as salt was cheap in Liverpool and in demand at Calabar, the ships generally took the amount of their registered tonnage in salt. So it seems that the early palm oil trade involved the exchange of equivalent quantities of oil for salt, plus other ttading goods. What John Tobin and the other key figures in the early palm oil trade seem to have realised is that the relatively small quantities of salt which each of the various slave vessels had taken out could now be loaded in bulk in one or two shps, and exchanged in Calabar for the oil in bulk which the slavers had previously brought back a few puncheons at a time. In this way there was the basis of a new trade. Salt of course was not the only basis of trade for oil, and an analysis of Adam's cargo suitable for buying 100 tons of palm oil shows 46.5 per cent of the cargo to be textiles by sterling value. Arms took 134.2 per cent, gun powder 10.7 per cent, salt 7.1 per cent, and liquor 4.7 per cent. Assorted beads, iron bars, copper rods, hardware, earthenware, and haberdashery accounted for the remaining 17.6 per cent. Low value iron and copper goods seems to have given way to high value textiles and armaments. 17 Salt continued to be an important part of the trade and in 1845 Old Calabar imported 2,984 tons of salt, plus 797 bales and cases of cottons, 15 bales of silks, 1,240 barrels of gun powder, 248 cases of guns, 788 hogsheads of rum, 147 tons of bar iron, 136lh tons of copper rods, 145 puncheons of earthenware, 16lh tons of hardware, 295 hogsheads of tobacco, 10 bales of woollens and 51h tons of cowries. Calabar took twice the amount of salt going to Bonny, although Bonny's overall trade was more than double Calabar's. The palm oil trade expanded during the nineteenth century, the annual average tonnage of palm oil exports between 1812 and 1817 being 1,200 tons, and 7,000 tons being exported in 1887. From
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1869 palm kernels were also exported, reaching 10,000 tons in 1887. A regression on the available figures suggests an annual growth of the tonnage of palm produce exports of 3.11 per cent, as shown in Figure 5.1. How this vast increase in exports was made possible has been a matter of discussion. Bold's account of 1822 names Ek:ricock (llcot Offi.ong), Egbosherry (lbibioland), Aniung (Enyong) and Little Cameroon (Rio del Rey - Cameroon) as sources of oil, and it is interesting to note that the Ikot Offiong and the Cameroon had been sources of slaves in 1805. Ibibioland was the major source of oil throughout the century, its main market being at Ikpa. But it was also the leading source of slaves to the internal slave trade in these years, according to Goldie. Slaves and oil came simultaneously from other parts of the Cross River trading area. Oil came from beyond ltu, for in 1836 Beecroft went there to solve a dispute which was interrupting supplies. And when he ascended the river to Akunakuna in 1842 he found that yams, fowl, goats bullocks and slaves were available for trade, but that the oil which had previously been sold down river to Calabar was being sold to Igbo traders who took it inland to sell to New Calabar and Bonny. He watched the women of the district boiling the palm oil in local earthenware pots. In 1851 the oil supplies coming through Umon were esdmated at 1,600-1, 800 puncheons annually, some 640-720 tons, perhaps a fifth of total exports. Umon continued to be an important source of oil, and in 1888 the Akunakuna were still producing oil. Itu itself was a major oil market in 1851, and in 1888 and 1892 was supplying both slaves and oii.19 Oil came from Idua and Adon near Oron, in the late nineteenth century, and Okoyong, Odut, Uwet and Ekoi, these last two being sources of slaves as well. The Cameroons also supplied oil and slaves to CalabaF. 20 So it seems that both slaves and oil were channelled through the market network of the region. Although Northrup has suggested that the hinterland trading network and sOurces of oil and slaves were different this does not seem to be confirmed by the evidence. Even the Aro, the key slave traders of the Upper Cross River also dealt in oil. For it can only be they who were the lgbo traders handling Akunakuna oil that Beecroft mentions in 1842. The Aro had crossed the river in the early years of the century, and were expanding southwards with their trading colonies towards Uwet, to get closer to the European shipping. 79



Their traders were visiting Calabar in the second half of the ceruurv. In 1873 their chief town south west of the river was Onongwan~. and they were dealing in oil and yams. They ~till dealt in slave~. and in 1883 Beedie met an Aro man at Ikpem beyond Umon with a number of little children for sale, and was offered a little l!irl for HOO rodsorabout£10-12.21 ~ But how could both oil and slaves come simultaneouslv from the same regions? Surely the export of labour would ;nake the production of oil more difficult? In 1872 Robb noted that the oi I was sold by the Ibibio in pots, the largest not over a gallon. Men procured the nut, and the women manufactured and sold it. This was confirmed by Livingstone in 1873 who added that when the kernel trade began it was the women and children who cracked the nuts to get the kernels. We know from Beecroft that women prepared the oil in Akunakuna. The fact that women processed the oil and sold it in small quantities explains why in I H22 Bold said that European goods coming to Calabar were exchanged for rods at the local market as the suppliers would only take rods for their oil. This was confirmed by Beecroft in 1851. European goods would have been of too high value to exchange for small quantities of oil, but a woman could sell oil for individual rods until she had saved up enough to buy the things she wanted.22 So it appears that the production of oil was peripheral to the main activity of the economy, the growing of provisions and craft-work. Men were only needed to cut the bunches of fruit at harvesting time, and women then to process and sell it All was needed was a little extra works in the season. Similarly, the enslaving of someone would only happen from time to time due to misdemeanour, local dispute, or poverty. The slave trade and the oil trade were not the central activity of the economy, but the luxury tier. This is why they could both run through the same trading network in the nineteenth century both before and after the end of the external slave trade in 1841.23 Palm produce and slaves were not the only exports from Calabar, and Bold in 1822 mentions ivory, pepper, and redwood. Later in the century the Ekoi region provided ivory, rubber, and ebony, and kola nuts.24 Turning to the agriculture and crafts which were the basis of the domestic economy, it is clear that although the role of women has been neglected, they had a very imponant pan as shown in the palm produce trade. Grant in the 1820's said that women did all the 80



agriculture, and although this is probably exaggerated, they did much of the farm work. Often the wives of great men had their own farmers and people working on them. Because of their fanning they dominated the marketing of provisions, and they are often referred to at Ikot Offiong market in the late nineteenth century. The also prepared the catch of fishermen, and in 1872 Ibeno fishermen from near Tom Shotts lived in the towns where the outcast mothers of twin children lived, employing them to sell the catch at Ikot Offiong and other markets. Women were active in general trading too, and in !he 1850's King Eyo had many hundreds of women to carry salt for him, and to sell his goods.25 As for crafts, pottery making was a woman's craft, presumably an outcome of their household activities. They made pottery at Nkpara on the Old Calabar River in 1847 and 1855, and earthenware was made at a large village near Ikot Offiong in 1859. As the Akunakuna women boiled oil in earthenware pots, and the Ibibio sold oil to the Efik in pots, it is likely that the expansion of the oil trade increased demand at the local potteries. Certainly they survived despite irnpons of earthenwares.26 The Ibeno were the long distance traders in fish and shrimps of !he region, and in the 1870's there was also long distance trade in yams which came down river from Umon and beyond, as they had in Antera Duke's day. There yam growing was a major commercial activity, and Umon traders came as far south as Ikot Offiong. Yams also came from Uwet, as they had in 1805.2 7 Palm wine was another important product, and in 1869 it was plentiful at the village of Nkim in Itam, and in Ibibioland generally. The trees were deliberately planted and each village had their own. Even little boys had trees and knew how to tap them.Akaba (Okobo) or Erimimbo in Adon territory near Oron was another source of palm wine.28 Of crafts, the blacksmiths were very important, and in 1832 Coulthurst noted that the "mechanics" were Igbos. King Eyo had several blacksmiths who were slaves, one being a man of substance with ten wives. When he died in 1854 there were funeral sacrifices. The blacksmiths made staples, clamps, shot, needles, and fastened brass leglets on ladies of high estate. They made the small market coppers worth about a halfpenny from the large rods worth about a shilling, and they understood brass founding. In 1870 a blacksmith was brought to Duke Town from Enyong, and in 1878 Ross watched a blacksmith at Bayi Barumbe in the Cameroon, who used palm kernels as fuel. The local carpenters had previously used axes 81



made by the blacksmiths, but by the middle of the century these had been displaced by English tools. 29 The weavers of the region used unspun fibre from the palm wine tree, to produce cloths five or six feet long, and two to two and a half feet wide. Although Manchester cloth had driven it out of the Calabar market by the middle of the century, it was still produced and worn in other parts of the country. It was made near Ikot Offiong in 1859 and in 1869 Robb described its manufacture there by the Ibibio, the material being striped and checked, as the fibre was previously dyed black, red, yellow or blue. This cloth was also worn in Arun beyond Atam, and in 1884 Peebles saw many of the people of Oban weaving grass cloth on a simple loom. Cotton cloth of a strong spun thread came from the Niger region, which was dyed with indigo, some of it being woven in broad pieces and others in narrow strips which were sewn together. In 1869 cotton was grown, spun and dyed in a distant part of Ibibio,and at Ufun in Atam in 1883 Beedie saw women spinning cotton with a kind of distaff. A related skill was making twine, ropes and nets, which was also done near Ikot Offiong, and at Ebom beyond Emuramura. Wicherwork came from Akunakuna. 30 Another vital craft was canoe building. Because of the availability of trees this seems to have been confined to Akunakuna and the Cameroon. Nicholls in 1805 reported that he had to send to the Cameroon for a canoe which would cost him 300 rods although it was not large, and Goldie in the middle of the century confmned that canoes came from the Cameroon. In 1869 Robb described the building of canoes at Akunakuna, trees being cut in the forest often at some distance from the river, then dressed and pushed to the waterside. There they were roughly hollowed out and sold to the Akunakuna people who finished them and sold them to the Umon, who in turn sold. them to the Efik. Large canoes cost from £10 to £15. Canoe making continued there and at Amuramura in the 1880's, and Gartshore measured one which was feet long. Clearly they were major items of capital expenditure, but it is not known how their building was financed, or if the workmen were individual craftsmen, wage workers or slaves.3 1 The agricultural produce and craft-goods of the region were distributed through the major markets at Umon, Itu, Ikot Offion, Ikoneto, Ikpa and Calabar. The mesh of this intra-regional trade was controlled by the Efik. Dr. Robb reported in 1872 that they bought
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up the produce of the Cross River and sold it to the European traders. No member of any other ethnic group was allowed to trade directly with the ships under pain of death, unless he flrst became naturalised among the Efik. Even the people of Ikoneto and lkorofiong, although they were Eflk, could not go on board ship without someone from Creek Town or Duke Town to accompany them. The Eflk did not allow the Ibibio to trade in provisions with Umon, and they would plunder any Tom Shotts men who tried to buy food for themselves at the Cameroon. The only exception was that the Umon people could bring their yams down to the markets at Itu and Ikot Offiong. The Efik also tried to control the market forces of the region in another way, for Goldie mentioned in the same year that the Duke Town and Creek Town traders had taken the mbiam oath to keep to certain prices and measures when buying oil at the markets. To many of the people of the Lower Cross River one of the benefits of the Colonial period was the breaking of this Efik monopoly. 32



V Now we come to discuss the nature of the economy. Some believe that pre-colonial economies were a kind of communal welfare system where market exchange had no place. But others think that the rod currency operated in the two and half centuries before annexation suggests that the Cross River was a market economy then, for money is not required where market exchange does not exist. That the rods were a true money is shown by the fact they were subject to the quantity theory, and depreciated as their supply increased during the nineteenth century.That market forces were operating is revealed by the fact that prices of food changed according to changes in supply conditions due to harvest fluctuations, seasons, and war. Yams at Calabar cost twice as much as they did at Itu, and twelve times as much as at Ebom above Akunakuna, showing the cost of transpon and local duties as they were brought down river. That this was no mutual welfare system is also proved by the existence of the slave trade, for a person sold into slavery was never going to enjoy a reciprocal gain from his vendor. Indeed, the slave trade implies that this was more of a market economy than modern economies. For slaves could be bought and sold whereas they have been excluded from the market in modern times. Another of the benefits of the colonial period was the banning 83



of slaves from the market in the interests of public welfare. The Eflk attempts to control trade on the river is another indication that this was no reciprocal welfare system, as they were trying to gain at the expense of their neighbours.33 If this was a market economy, was it also capitalist? Cenainly it was in the sense of an economy using capital for its production and exchange of goods and services, as is clear from its use of tools and canoes. The rod money also represented substantial investment in the system of distribution. Credit, that key instrument of capitalism was used, and Ekpe society, an ingenious capitalist institution designed to control its abuses. It is not known however, if interest charges were made. Capital was owned individually, not communally. So if capitalism means the direction of industry by owners of capital for their own pecuniary gain, and the relationship which is established between them and the wage earners they employ, the Lower Cross River was capitalist. There major traders like Great Duke Ephraim and King Eyo 11 owned trading goods, canoes and farms, and used their capital for their own gain. Although wage labour was not involved, slaves received real incomes in terms of food and accommodation, and were also used as capital goods just like outboard motors or tractors. The economy was no less capitalist than the slave economy of the Southern States of America. Whilst it can clearly be argued that commerce in the region was capitalist, it has been argued that agriculture was not. But there was certainly commercial yam growing beyond Umon and around Uwet, and provisions everywhere were grown both for home use and the market. Even if all provisions were not sold to the market they could have been. If palm produce did not seem to require investment, the fact that the oil palms were not cleared when bush was cut back for planting shows a deliberate economic preferences for their output to that which would have been obtained by replacing them with other commercial crops. They were a clear economic return from the following period of the local system of shifting cultivation. If land was bought and sold it was because there was an abundance making it unnecessary to allocate it by price. But key sites did involve payments as the Eflk paid the Qua for their right to stay at Duke Town, and they paid the people of Ikpa for their market site there. Late in the century Joseph Henshaw bought land at Oron. As for the social flexibility associated with capitalism, this was marked despite slavery, as the careers of great trading slaves 84



like Yellow Duke and Black Duke make clear. The social tensions which resulted may have been behind the prevalence of witchcraft activity in the region.34 To close, it is worth suggesting that archaeological evidence might advance our understanding of the development of the economy. An excavation at Ikpa Ene, or Old Eflk island where the original Eflk settlement is said to have been could give us insight into that formative period in the region's economic history. Similarly, work at Tom Shotts should tell us when local salt making was displaced by imported salt. Lastly, archaeology might explain why Adiabo was called Guinea Company in Antera Duke's Diary. Was there a trading post there early in the eighteenth century? If so, an excavation would perhaps help us understand what was happening during that vital fifty year gap between 1713 and 1762 for which we have no information. References I. David Northrup, Trade Without Rulers, Pre-Colonial Economic Development
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CHAPTER6



Social and Political Developments: The Lower Cross Region, 1600-1900 M.E.Noalt



Introduction The Lower Cross River region is a vast area encompassing many ethnic groups. For our purpose, however, this chapter is concerned with the areas occupied by the lbibio, the Annang, the Efik, the .. Oron and parts of the Eket peoples. The ever-changing political 1I boundaries and ethnic claims may have the effect of shrinking the , area under study but this study focuses on the area designated by the l. former colonial masters as Old Calabar Province. ' The Lower Cross region is flat and low-lying and is 'I characterised by its mangrove swamps with its many creeks and rivulets. The region is drained by four important bodies of water the most important of which is the Cross River. The other rivers include the Qua Iboe, the Imo and the Akpa Yafe. These rivers with their numerous tributaries and creeks provided excellent means of communication especially at a time when road transportation was scanty and far between The region can be conveniently divided into two main occupational zones. Though not mutually exclusive, those who live by the river banks and along the estuaries of the region's numerous rivers engage mostly in fishing, while those who live in the upper and drier parts are mostly farmers. Before European arrival in the area in the fifteenth century, the products of the farm like yarns, palm oil and vegetables constituted the main items of trade which were exchanged for the products of the sea which included shrimps, fish and salt manufactured from the salt water. Locally produced crafts of various descriptions including woven goods usually made out of raffia and from barks of trees, carvings and pottery formed parts of the merchandise. Edible roots spices and honey were also important trade supplements. The localization of certain raw materials to an area led to some degree of specialization. Thus people who lived in areas abundantly endowed with clay were pot makers; others were weavers and 90



carvers depending on the raw material in their areas. There is also evidence that some of the people made toois and implements out of iron. 1 The people also drew from their forested environment such materials which they needed in making their fermented and nonfermented drinks and other stimulants. It is not possible to discuss in any detail the range of economic activities in the area before European arrival. What is attempted here is to give a general picture of economic life in the Lower Cross River region including the period before 1600, in order to avoid the impression that economic activity began with the arrival of the Europeans. Be that as it may, it is important to emphasize that preEuropean economic organisation in this area was determined largely by the environment; and the presence of rivers and creeks made it possible for the products of one area to reach other areas within the locality and even beyond. Thus yams from Ogoja, Abakaliki and Ikom were exchanged for fish, salt and palm oil for which the Lower Cross region was noted. The need for trade fostered peaceful co-existence among the various ethnic groups and their neighbours. Large dug-out canoes2 were used for river transportation and markets developed especially at the heads of river navigation. 3 Unlike after the arrival of the Europeans, inter-ethnic warfare was rare. The inter-dependence of the various communities made warfare unnecessary and economically expensive and unwise. Market centres were insured against warfare for fear of retaliation. 4 Long distance trade was accomplished usually through the use of caravans, and inter-ethnic marriages made the village of the in-laws an important temporary resting place for long distance traders. As it will be shown later, it was the European slave trade which gave the area its notoreity for intertribal wars. Salves were acquired mostly by violence and usually not without some scuffle. This largely ac~ounts for the reign of terror which characterized the 1 Lower' Cros's region during the period covered by this chapter following the arrival of the Europeans. Political and Social Organisation Apart from the Efik city states which had emerged by the sixteenth century,s society in the Lower Cross region was organised in villages. Each village was independent and autonomous. In so far as each of these entities was independent, they have often been 91



referred to as village states or village republics. Other politicd; organisations included the village groups and the clan. But it was the village government which most effectively affected and regulated the life of the average citizen. Every village had a village head who was selected mostly on the basis of prior occupation in the area. Each village was made up of several Ekpuk or extended families which in turn consisted of several Ufok or compounds. The Ufok was made up of /dip which was a family unit consisting of the man, his wives and children. Each of these component units had a leader. Thus, there was the Obong Ufok, Obong Ekpuk and the husband was the head of the /dip. The heads of these various units within the village were members of the village council which was presided over by the village head. It was the village council that made decisions which were binding on members of the village. There was no limit as to the kinds of legislation which the village council could make. It had power of life and death over her citizens; it could declare war and conclude peace. The role of the village head was paramount in the maintenance of law and order. Apart from his political and priestly duties, the village head could be invited to mediate in any dispute between any of the component. units. As the person whose age had acquainted him with the right customs and tradition, his opinion on judicial matters was considered to be divinely inspired and such opinion always carried considerable respect.6 Laws made in the village council were communicated to members of the village by the village announcer who would have to "pick" the appropriate time in order for the message to reach the majority of the inhabitants. The enforcem~nt of village laws was the responsibility of secret societies and the most outstanding of these societies in the Lower Cross region were the Ekpe and the Ekpo. These two secret societies were the main executives of village administration. The execution of criminals condemned to death was the responsibility of these socieities. They could impose fines on offenders of public law, supervise public works and ensure that every citizen was alive to his or her civic responsibilities. Ebre was a soceity in a class by itself. It was a secret society exlusively for women of upright character. Membership into this particular society could not be bought, rather it was moral uprightness that detennined who was admitted. This is evident in the 92



Fig. 6.1: Ekpe masquerades performln1 Courtesy, Ministry of Informal ion, Calabar



typical Ebre song which says "Ekpedo mmeyip ino nsio duok", translated literally to mean "if I have even been a thief deny me to membership" (of Ebre society). Such societies as Ebre and similar others provided moral leadership through satirical coercion. Moreover, every citizen belonged to one age grade or the other and every age grade had specific roles and expectations. Male or female, certain age grades had the responsibility of maintaining the roads, cleaning the source of water supply, weeding the village square, bearing the brunt of active fighting in the event of war and settling disputes. All these groups and societies (secret and nonsecret) contributed immensely to political stability, social cohesion and moral soundness of the society by ensuring that laws and taboos were observed rigidly.



The First Phase 1600 -1842 Th~ period between 1600 and 1842 forms a separate historical epoch m the Lower Cross region. It was the period that witnessed the peak and the decline of the Atlantic slave trade in the area and the period when European stereotypes of African society were fonnulated and accepted. From the standpoint of the Europeans, the 93
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men as demanded and was murdered on the spot while the rest of the captives were taken to the New World in chains. A more vivid account of the disruptive nature of the slave trade was given by Clarkson who had lived with the king of Duke Town for four months and had had the opportunity of accompanying him on a slave raiding expedition. According to Clarkson: "I went with him twice within that time. In the frrst expedition, there was a fleet consisting of from ten to twelve canoes which were properly manned and armed. With this fleet we set out to trade. In the day time, we called at the villages as we passed, and purchased our slaves fairly, but in the night we made several excursions on the banks of the river. The canoes were usually left with an armed force: the rest, when landed, broke into village, and rushing into the huts of the inhabitants, seized men, women and children promiscuously."l2 Isaac Parker,a ship-keeper who had lived in Duke Town in 1765, told the House of Commons Committee how he was invited by Dick Ebro to go to war with him. Having fitted out and armed a canoe, they went up the river "lying under the bushes in the day when they came near a village, and taking hold of every-one they could see." 13 The captives were hand-cuffed, taken to the canoe and thence to the pon at Duke Town where they were divided among the captains ashore. About two weeks later, the expedition was repeated "and were out eight or nine days, plundering other villages higher up the river." 14 In recounting the manner in which slaves were acquired to Rev. Hope Waddell, King Eyo II of Creek Town admitted that people sold as slaves were acquired in various objectionable ways: They come from different countries and were sold for different reasons some as prisoners of war, some for debt, some for breaking their country's laws and some by great men who hated them. The king of a town sells whom he dislikes or fears; his wives and children are sold by his successors in return. IS



In spite of the moral depravity caused by the slave trade, there were, however, instances in which slave masters showed some kindness to their slaves. There is a story by Chief Aman Udo Udo of Ibesikpo, who, having bought a slave from Nsit, proceeded and marched him to lkpa for sale.t6 "The slave was always going in front while he was following behind with a gun". The journey to Ik:pa entailed the crossing of steams and rivers but this time Chief Aman Udo Udo did not want to use the services of the canoe men to 9!5



ferry them across the river but decided that both the slave and himself would wade across . The slave, apparently an accomplished swimmer, waded and swam across to the other side of the river but Chief Aman Udo Udo was not so accomplished. Having waded mid-way into the river, he was swept off his feet by the current and was soon fighting to save his life. Noticing his master's prdicament, the slave dived into the river and rescued Chief Aman Udo Udo who thereafter was no longer in a mood to continue the Journey to Ikpa. The party returned home and the slave was set free· 1 It has been variously argued that since the Aro dominated the slave trade in the region and that since the slaves sold by the Aro were human beings converted from being objects of sacrifice to the famous Arochukwu Oracle into slaves, this would have had the effect of reducing social violence in the region. 1B If anything, the Aro factor as it affected the society during the period of the slave trade can only be seen as having exacerbated the degree of social disruption in the area. The argument for this can only be summarized here. The Aro were the custodians of the oracle (the lbini Ukpabi or Long Juju of Arochukwu) which was widely accepted in the region as the highest court of appeal to which according to Bai.kie, "pilgrimages are made not only from all parts of Ibo proper but from Old Calabar." 19 Persons "found guilty" by the oracle were either condemned to "death' or were asked to provide human beings for "sacrifice" to the oracle. These people eventually ended up as slaves at the pons of Old Calabar. The point to emphasize here is that these objects of sacrifice who ended up as slaves were acquired through such objectionable means as already discussed. Therefore, the Aro factor could not have mitigated against violence. The main pons through which the region consigned its slaves were the ports of Old Calabar. Slave markets were located mostly along the Creeks and river banks. Ikpa, Okat, Opobo, Esene, Eket and Itu were the major collecting centres. ltu was particularly fertile slave market on account of its proximity to the Long Juju of Arochukwu. Since European trading activity during this period was confined to the coast the coastal chiefs played the role of middlemen. They were the agents through whom slaves from the inland markets reached the Europeans at the coast and through whom European merchandise brought for exchange for slaves reached the inland 96



peoples. Therefore, when in 1842 the coastal chiefs of Old Calabar signed a treaty with the British abolishing the trade in slaves, this date had been accepted as marking the official end of that trade in the Lower Cross region.



The Final Phase 1842 - 1900 British abolition legislation of 1807 was of no immediate consequence to slave trade in the Lower Cross region. The legislation of 1807 only affected slaves traded under the British flag. Nations like Spain and Portugal were quick to move into the traditional slave markets of Britain. Moreover, traditional slave traders turned around and prosecuted the trade under the flag of other nations like Spain and Portugal. In 1817, however, Britain negotiated treaties with Spain and Portugal urging abolition and agreed to pay £400,000 to Spain and £300,000 to Portugal in addition to cancelling a previous debt of £600,000 in favour of Portugal. 20 On account of loopholes in the treaty, the slave trade still flourished and not even the British Preventive Squadron which in 1819 had begun to patrol West African waters could effectively stop smuggling. In that year, an international tribunal known as Court of Mixed Commission had been set up by Britain after she had acquired the right to search ships suspected of carrying slaves.21 The Court of Mixed Commission had the duty of trying ship captains accused of engaging in slave trade but much of the achievement of the Court depended on the effectiveness of the sea patrol mounted by the Preventive Squadron. By 1825 the ineffectiveness of the Squadron was such that there was an alarming increase in the trade and the Foreign Office expressed concern that unless the trade was abolished "the flow of British philanthropy into the region would be impeded."22 The difficulty of accosting slave ships once on the high seas was such that it was suggested that the court should be moved from Free Town to Femando Po.23 The main problem here was that Femando Po was a Spanish island and not British, and even though the argument for the transfer was sound political and financial difficulties led to the abandonment of the proposal.24 In 1827, however, Britain acquired from Spain the right to use Femando Po as a naval base for the suppression of the slave trade and appointed Colonel Edward Nicolls as the first British Governor of the island. For the Lower Cross region, the stationing of the 97



British navy at Femando Po was significam. As Professor J. C Anene pointed out, "Nicolls conceived his duties to embrace more than the apparently negative task of intercepting slavers. He therefore, inaugurated the policy of negotiating treaties with the potentates of the Bights of Benin and Biafra as the best means of extenninating the slave trade. "25 Fernando Po was too near to Calabar, and when in 1842 Calabar Chiefs signed the treaty abolishing the trade in slaves, it was not unconnected with the threat posed by the presence of the British navy so close to their waters. Britain's firm resolve that the slave trade be abolished was an act of enlightened self interest. As the foremost industrial nation, Britain had come to realize that slave trade and industrialization were incompatible. Industrialization called for political stability, raw materials and markets for finished products none of which could be guaranteed as long as the slave trade flourished. The region's markets, oil, and palm kernel were worth any sacrifice needed to stop the slave trade.26 When Britain eventually came to promote the trade in palm oil in preference to the trade in slaves, the change over was not without its problems. Trade.in palm oil required much regulation and political stability unlike the slave trade which thrived best in disorderliness and chaos. To achieve stability in an area where inter-tribal wm had been promoted for over three hundred yean as a means for securing slaves was the most pressing task that confronted British political officers at Fernando Po. Captain W. Owen, Nicolls' successor, had gone a long way in concluding treaties with the coastal chiefs abolishing slave trade but it was the appointment in 1849 of John Beecroft as the British Consul for the Bights of Benin and Biafra which helped to extend British influence in the Lower Cross region. John Beecroft was a known name to most of the coastal chiefs. In 1836, Calabar chiefs had solicited his assistance to lead them in a steam boat up the Cross River to bring the Ibibio of that area to a better understanding_27 Beecroft was, therefore, better prepared to use his new position to lay the foundation of British authority in the Lower Cross region. In the process, however, bombardment, cajolery and direct intervention in the internal affairs of the coastal areas were often employed to achieve the desired goal. It was in this way that Beecroft intervened in the internal problem of Old Calabar following the revolt of the Bloodmen in 1851 28 In the same year, prompted by the missionaries, he had sought to restrict the activities 98



of the Ekpe society. In 1852, Beecroft presided over the election of the successor of King Archibong and thereby assumed the role of a kingmaker. Successive consuls-Thomas Hutchinson (1855), Richard Bunon (1861), C. Livingstone (1864), C Hanley (1873), D. Hopkins (1978) and E. Hewett (1882) - employed more or less the same tactics in establishing an informal British conrrol over the area. It was not difficult to find excuses for consular intervention, bombardment or even the deponation of indigenous rulers. Disputes arising from trade practices or from the customs of the people were the popular ones. Oil palm trade in the Lower Cross region, as was the case in other parts of the Bights of Benin and Biafra, was conducted on the basis of the trust system. This system involved the European supercargo giving his African middlemen more European goods than he could immediately redeem, trusting that the middleman would supply him with palm oil to the value of the goods delivered to him in trust. Sometimes the speculative nature of the trade tempted the African middleman to receive more goods, honestly hoping that he would deliver the oil; at other times the competitive nature of the trade compelled some supercargoes to give out more goods in trust than could be justified by the productions of the region, hoping that by so doing the middleman would be his perpetual customer until such a time that he shall have delivered enough palm oil for the goods forced on him. All of these problems called for the establishment of a tribunal that would settle trade disputes hence the Court of Equity. Proposed in 1856, the Court of Equity became functional in 1862 and was immediately transformed into an instrument of British indirect rule of the region. The main problem that discredited the Court before the indigenes was that of composition. Every European supercargo at the coast was a member but membership for Africans was restricted to the rulers. This meant that, in the case of Old Calabar, if there were ten European vessels moored at the coast, all the supercargoes would be members of the Court of Equity while the indigenous population would be represented by the Kings of the city states of Old Calabar which never exceeded four at anyone time. Moreover, the Chairman of the Court of Equity had two votes which had the effect of worsening indigenous leverage in the determination of guilt. All these tended to discourage Africans from attending the Court of Equity since they knew in advance the pany the Europeans 99



were likely to favour since guilt or innocence was determined on a simple majority of votes cast by members. Even though the Court of Equity was supposed to concern itself with trade matters, factors that could affect the flow of British rrade were sometimes internal. Problem of succession to the throne could form the source of conflict between two rival families; rrade malpractices between Africans and the Europeans at the coast and even the clash of cultural values could, and did, affect trade; and, in any case, it was the European-dorninated Court of Equity that was called upon to intervene, particularly in the coastal areas. The arrival of Christian missionaries in Calabar in 1846 marked a new chapter in the history of the region. Led by the United Presbyterian Mission, other missionary groups included the Qua Iboe and the Methodist. During the period covered by this Chapter, the region was literally zoned among these missionary groups. The Presbyterians established at Calabar29 and expanded missionary activities to Okoyong and Itu. The Qua lboe Mission which arrived late in 1887 was headquartered at Ibeno and later expanded to Eket, Etinan, Afaha Offiong, lka and Itam.30 The Methodist Mission arrived at Jamestown in 1893 and later expanded to Oron, Adadia and Ikot Ekpene. What is important about the presence of these missionary groups for our time period is not so much that they converted the indigenous peoples to the Christian faith nor that they established schools and thereby introduced Western education to a wider circle of people in the area and beyond. These aspects of missionary impact and their much orchestrated humanitarian activities have received the attention of previous writers31 at the expense of their role in political matters. The point that needs emphasis with respect to missionary presence in the Lower Cross region during this period is that Christian missionaries were, by and large, agents through whom consular authority was felt in the inland regions, beyond the coast. A missionary like Mary Slessor was not only a magistrate in a number of minor courts in the area, but in 1892 she was appointed Vice-Consul for Okoyong district.32 This informal alliance between the Christian missionaries and consular authorities was of mutual benefit to both groups. Both the missionaries and the political authorities were interested in establishing peace in the area either for reasons of humanity or for the sake of trade in palm oil. Warfare was not only anti-religious but 100



it also mitigated against peaceful trade. Since the trade in human cargo which required warfare had been abolished, the only condition under which the trade in palm oil could flourish was peace especially in the inland areas which produced the bulk of the oil. Under such considerations, warfare was also anti-commerce. And if the missionaries lacked the means for enforcing peace in the area, the consular authorities had the war boats at their disposal and the efforts of the missionaries could thus be supplemented by the might of the consul. If peaceful negotiations with the indigenous peoples along with Christian persuasions of the missionaries failed to produce peace, the threat of the gun-boat could be useful. What the missionaries needed to do was to identify the trouble spots which had the potential of disrupting British trade and the consular authorities would do the rest. Under such circumstances, missionary vision of the Lower Cross River region as the land of unmitigated and noble savagery had to receive consular endorsement either out of conviction or as an excuse for intervention. Fortunately for the missionaries,their penetration of the hinterland region did not arouse as much suspicion among the indigenous peoples vis-a-vis the penetration of either the European traders or consular agents. This does not mean to say that the missionaries had it easy. In Calabar, for instance, Eflk reaction to mi~sionary penetration of the hinterland was initially one of stiff opposition. When the Efik donated land for missionary work in their territory, it was done with the strict understanding that the missionaries would not go beyond the city states of Old Calabar. 33 The Efik feared that should the missionaries penetrate the interior where the oil markets were, white traders would soon follow and this would undermine Efik role as middlemen. For this reason, King Eyo requested of Hope Waddell of the Presbyterian mission that Waddell should "let him know before he went to any place" except Old Town and Duke Town. When Waddell protested that he should not be so confmed, Eyo bluntly told him that "other gentlemen were afraid, that we were only opening the way for white men to follow into the interior markets and take their oil trade from them and ~aps their countty."341be Efik showed such a concern over rmssionary penetration of the mainland that they decided to call a meeting known as Mbre i.duhe ke esuk urua (no compromise in trade matters) "to discuss the ejection of the Mission, lest their activities deprive the Eft.k of their role as 101



middlemen."35 But by and large, the wishes of the missionaries prevailed and they were able to expand their activities beyond the coast. Areas of potential conflict between the missionaries and the indigenous peoples were not lacking. Burial customs, the killing of twins and the ostracization of twin mothers, the role of secret societies, concepts of freedom and liberty especially as they affected the slave population --- all these were potentially capable of causing trade problems to warrant consular intervention. The liberal philosophy of the missionaries with its emphasis on equality was not well accepted by the people; but for this philosophy to take root, occasional chastisement of the gun boat was necessary. The dilemma that faced Britain at the time was whether she had the legal justification for the use of the gun boat in the area whose relationship with Britain had never been formally defined. Up to this period, British claim to the area was not only informal but was based on conviction and understanding hence this period has always been defined as the period of informal empire. There was need for legal justification for intervening in the internal affairs of people who were supposed to be independent. The Berlin Conference of 1884/85 had advocated, among other things, that any European country which laid claims to any part of African territory needed to establish its presence in such a territory physically. Britain had to decide almost immediately how the Lower Cross region was to be administered. There were many options. One of the options that appealed to a reluctant Britain was that of placing the region under company rule. The Royal Niger Company had done it already with minimum cost to the British treasury but the record of the Company's administration of its territory was not anything to be proud of; so it was necessary for Britain to find out how the people wanted to be governed. In 1885 the British, however, proclaimed a protectorate over the area. In a reply to King Jaja's request for the meaning of protectorate, Consul Hewett had explained that "the word' protection' as used in the proposed treaty" means that "the Queen does not want to take your country or your markets, but at the same time is anxious that no other nation should take them. She undertakes to extend her gracious favour and protection, which will leave your country still under your government".36 It soon became apparent that Britain could not
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honestly regard the area as a protectorate along the lines of Hewett's explanation if she were to establish effective control in the area. When in 1889 Britain appointed Claude McDonald as Special Commissioner to ascenain the wishes of the people, there was a general opposition to placing the Lower Cross River region under the rule of the Royal Niger Company _37 British merchants opposed it mainly because of the fear that they would be subjected to the Company's high tariffs which they would be required to pay before doing business in the Company's territory. The indigenous population, too aware of the Company's high handedness and poor administration especially in Brass and Akassa, rejected to be placed under the Company's rule. The idea of Company rule was thus dropped. The Foreign Office then suggested that the Protectorate of the Oil Rivers be placed under a Crown Colony system.38 But MacDonald argued against it, describing the proposal as premature in view of "the unsettled condition of the region and the system of slavery which prevailed. "39 Rather, he recommended a strong consular administration for the area --- a recorrunendation which wax accepted by the British government afraid of the enormous amount of money that would be involved in making the area a Crown Colony. MacDonald was therefore call:!d upon to draw up a programme for the administration of the region along the lines of his recommendations. It is not possible to go into details of the programme submitted by MacDonald which provided for a high commissioner, a secretary, six commissioners, a treasurer, chief medical officer, superintendent of marine, inspector-general of the constabulary, a paymaster and a quartermaster, among others. 40 Salaries for these personnel were suggested and "the British Tre'asury was therefore to be asked for a loan of £66,398.17 .6d to enable the administration of the Oil Rivers Protectorate to take off under the new prograrrune."41 After having stripped the programme of what it considered unessential items, the Treasury agreed to grant "the new administration in the Oil Rivers a loan of £14,000 on the condition that repayment with interest should start after three years. "42 The next problem that faced MacDonald was that of finding men who would be willing to work in West Africa. At a time, when this region was known as the "white men's grave" this was an onerous task. The situation has been described as follows: "Not 103
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1hese tours did not change much of the fabiic of these inland communities. The major event in this direction occurred in 1896 when some of these communities felt the presence of consular power. Details of the reasons are not clear but it was generally agreed among consular officials that until these inland peoples encountered colonial forces, they would always believe that British government was a myth.44 The immediate occasion for the presence of the colonial forces in these inland areas was, according to one account, the installation of a Native Political Agent in Eket District. The installation over, Horace Bedwell, then acting for the Consul and who presided over the occasion, was about to return to Calabar, the headquarters of the Niger Coast Protectorate, when he received information that the people of Mkpok in Eket had sacrificed a human being in an attempt to propitiate their Deity since his (Horace's) visit was considered a pollution.45 Bedwell then decided to investigate the matter by holding a meeting with Chief Ofon, the ruler of Mkpok. Accompanied by two escorts, Bedwell reportedly found the body of the victim headless on the way. Upon arrival at Mkpok, a meeting was summoned. According to Bedwell, I do not know what happened, but suddenly we were attacked from all sides (by the villagers). We defended ourselves as best we could, and a fierce fight ensued. We were, of course, greatly out-numbered, and were having a 'bad time of it, when suddenly a friendly chief appeared and with difficulty rescued us. 46



In consequence, an expedition of 180 troops, 400 carriers and six white officers commanded by Major Leonard started off from Opobo to Eket. It was calculated that with such a display of force the lbibio would surrender without a fight. But no sooner had the advance party entered the first Ibibio village than they were surrounded by the village soldiers. Major Leonard seeing that they were perilously oumumbered tried to conciliate and buy time. Within a matter of two hours the main body of the soldiers arrived. The commander then ordered the troops to open fire. Mkpok was shelled and Chief Ofon fled from village to village but all in vain since any village that offered him protection was to be burnt down. The old chief was finally captured, tried and sentenced to seven years of imprisonment at Calabar.46 The troops then marched to Ubium where Chief Ekpumo had earlier sent a bundle of four poisoned arrows to the Consul, daring him to attack his town. 4 7 In the encounter, the courage and stiff 105



resistance of the Ubium people soon yielded to the superior / weapons of the invading forces. All Ubi urn towns within a radius of ' five miles were burnt down and a proclamation was issued forbidding any resenlement until two chiefs from each of the rebellious villages had been surrendered to the Consul. By the end of that decade, the British had signed treaties with Ikot Akpatek, Ikot Ubo, Ekpene Ukim, Mbiokporo and Afaha Offiong. The 1896 expedition which started from Opobo towards Eket and Ubium under Major Leonard was supplemented in 1897 by another expedition into the Oron disrrict. In September of that year, according to one account, 48 Chief Osung Atanang's son had murdered a pregnant woman suspected of being a witch. Whitehouse, the pro-consul for Eket, had authorized the execution of the murderer. Meanwhile a court session was to be held at Udung Uko to sort out matters in connection with the murder and Etetim Okon Ene, a court messenger, had been sent to inform the parties concerned. 49 Chief Atanang who had begrudged the government and consequently the consul for the execution of his son arranged and murdered the court messenger. Whitehouse then ordered an expedition against Udung Uko. Starting from Eyo Abasi, Udung Uko was overwhelmed and therefore surrendered and Chief Daniel Henshaw was stationed at Oron as the political agent. Thereafter, the march proceeded to Oyubia where a court was established in the compound of chief Enyenihi. The political agent at Oron and the out-post at Oyubia served as agents for the extension of British authority in the Oron district. Elsewhere in the Lower Cross region of Uyo, Abak and Ikot Ekpene, no serious encounters occurred until after the Arochukwu expedition of 1901. But by 1900, the coastal areas of Calabar, Eket, Opobo, Itu and Oron had been effectively brought under the orbit of British control either through the physical presence of the Consul or pro-consul or through the presence of African political agents •or at least the court and its personnel. The administration was now poised to break the power of the Aro whom they regarded as the main obstacle to free trade in the region. The destruction of the Long Juju of Arochukwu was seen as a sine qua non to free trade, and Arochukwu was, in the thinking of the colonial officials, the gateway to the vast hinterland markets. The Aro expedition of 1901/2 was then followed by the establishment of . 106
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CHAPTER 7 Social and Political Developments in the Upper Cross Region, 1600-1900 E.O. Erim



The process by which the Upper Cross Region of Nigeria developed socially and politically is by no means clear. Some scholars believe that the emergence of the Upper Cross region like other societies was "natural." In their view, society or state had existed long enough in human history and therefore did not require further explanation.! In another context, some scholars rather attribute the emergence of any society to what they describe as the "ideological charters. "2 The concern in this chapter is not to review the intricacies of the debate between the "natural" and the "evolutionary" schools but to critically examine how kinship groups came into existence as coherent socio-cultural, and at times, political groups within the Upper Cross region between 1600-1900 A.D. In other words, the emphasis in this chapter is to seek to validate existing unities and relationships within the Upper Cross region over the years. Ordinarily, this search would amount to a return to !he traditions of origins of the disparate sub-cultural units in the region and the subsequent analysis of the available oral traditions all of which would, hopefully, lead to the construction of an embracing genealogical tree for the entire area. This aspect may wait while this chapter will concern itself simply with the process of the emergence of the social and political units of the area in pre-colonial times. The study of the pre-colonial history of this region clearly indicates that the average social unit there believes itself to be what has been described as "the descendant of a common ancestor whose sons begat either the village sections or the village sub-sections." In Talbot's view, each village was regarded as "the site of a new town (which was) to the south of the former one. "3 In order to illustrate this view further we will take some examples from the Yala (Ogoja) to show a typical process of social formation in pre-colonial society of the Upper Cross region. In spite of their modem geographical spread within the Cross River and Benue States of Nigeria, the Yala4 believe that they all have a common ancestor called Ode or sometimes, Ochimode. 109



Indeed, it was Ode, so the rraditions say, who later founded ever. major lineage of mLxkm Yala groups. He was reputed to have first founded a mother settlement at Okpada from where his "sons fanned out to establish the numerous Local government Areas of the state. The theme of Ode being the putative ancestor of Yala people i1 so pervasive that one cannot resist the temptation of reproducing a couple of examples below: Ode also known as Ochumode begat Yala people. He came from ldoma but later left because of a sharp misunderstanding between the Yala-ldoma family. He brought with him two wives: Oyegwataba and Onyehiole. Later, he founded A1cp8da settlement. His wives gave birth to the following children for him: Oko, Ochoga. Adoga. Omaha, and Oko Aboki. It was his sons who after the death of therr father, left to found other Yala settlements as we know them today.5



Riley, one-time colonial administrator in the Old Ogoja Province, also recorded a similar tradition in which we are told that the head of the Yala people was one Oshomode (Ochomiode) who was regarded as the clan founder. Oshomode brought with him from ldoma two principal wives: Onyehiole (the senior), and Onyegwataba (the junior). The respective offsprings from the two (wives) when old enough to fend for themselves, scattered and founded the two sub-clans of Okpoma and Ibeku.6 Again in 1828, another colonial administrator cum-anthropologist, H. C. Matthews, reported having visited a site in Yalaland, which he called Ode's graveyard. In his own words, The ancestor of the Yala (lyala) tribe was Ode. His grave which I visited is at a deserted site in his home, named Ikwima, near Okpoma. Sacrifice is made to it annually. 7



It should be obvious from the examples given above that both the Yala informants as well as the scholars seek to explain the evolution of that society in strictly "Biblical" terms. This is a school which seeks to derive all nations of the earth from Adam and his wife, Eve. This procedure is both simplistic and naive for our present purpose. All available evidence tends to suggest that the emergence of social and political units there and elsewhere is a slow historical process which mirrors the historical experiences of the diverse ethnic groups. This process, in a myraid of interconnected events, contributed to the emergence of social and political units within the Upper Cross region between 1600-1900 A.D. Thus, within the said period, there occurred successive amalgamations and poss~ble coalitioqs of previously scattered but 11(1



autonomous political units, all of whic 1' >vcr the years. led to the foundation of villages, clans, and sornctunes a federation of these units. It is highly probable that in the process of the said amalgamation, an individual, such as Ode or Oshumode played a dominant role. Similarly, other such cnn


hitherto existing and empty, hunting and farming area~ lr :\ possible that as each kinship group establi~hed contacts with ne11 groups, amalgamations and unions resulted. When that process started would best be left to the archaeologist. It would appear however, that by the last century B.C., social integration within th~ Upper Cross region had reached the village stage in some areas. The next crucial stage, on the basis of the existing fragmental) evidence, was the emergence of the "Akwanshi civilization. "10 This culture complex would seem to have originated 8.20 and 8.40 easr: within the modem Ikom and Obubra Local Government Areas of Cross River State. This culture consisted of carved stones or monoliths. In the specified area, there are a total of two hundred and ninety five stone figures over an area about 300 square kilometres. The modern indigenes include the Nta, Nselle, Nde and Abanyom. Akwanshi means "dead person in the ground." Sometimes, the generic term for stones, arala, is applied. Investigations have shown that these monoliths are stylistically isolated from those of Esie and other Yoruba works as well as the Nomili of Sierra Leone, or the Mintadi of the Zaira region of Africa. Available evidence suggest~ that the Akwanshi were a culture complex. As indicated earlier, oral traditions associated the Akwanshi with the departed ancestors. Indeed, both Talbot and Palmer linked these stone figures with Egyptian adventurers. 11 Whatever their origin, a few facts on that civilization are certain. There is a great antiquity associated with the Akwanshi civilization. The modem dating of "the beginniny of the sixteenth century to the beginning of the present century" 2 is too recent recent for our purpose. Perhaps, archaeological finds might provide yet a useful date of the stone figures which today testify to the genius of the people of the Upper Cross region. Furthermore, researches in progress in the area, it is hoped, would shed more light on the origin, and ultimate spread of that culture in the area before the advent of colonialism in this region of Nigeria. Another important development in the area, most probably after that of Akwanshi, was the emergence of the Akpa-Jukun culture complex.l3 It would appear from the available sources that the development of that culture complex was a pre-1600 A.D. phenomenon. Existing literature on the subject seems to identify the Akpa people with the Jukun of the Benue Valley region of Nigeria. For example, the modern town of Calabar on the Cross River 112



estuary is known locally as Atakpa, with the possible correlation with Jukun At-Akpa (the Ata of Akpa, that is king Akpa). Furthermore, accordingly Dr. Okoi Arikpo, one of the earliest settlers of modem Calabar town, the Big Qua and Akim were "the descendants of the Ejagham." Inhabitants of Calabar are known to the Efik as the Abakpa or people of Akpa. On their part, the people of the Lower Cross region refer to the Calabar estuary as Aqua Akpa, "the Great Sea." 14 Elsewhere, the reference to the Calabar estuary has left the obvious impression that after 1600.A.D. the Jukun abandoned their Upper Cross region ancestral home for the lower Benue Valley homeland where they subsequently dislodged the Abakwariga; the overlords of the collapsing Kwararafa empire. Thus secured politically in their new homeland, the Jukun started full scale economic exploitation of the Calabar estuary as their seaport. This impression is further confirmed by the widespread presence and use of the manilla currency in the region as funher evidence of trade contact between the people for the Benue-Cross in pre-colonial times. IS Elsewhere, I have advanced sufficient evidence in suppon of the fact that the Jukun ancestral homeland was within the Upper Cross region before 1600 A.D. But after that date, their ancestors moved further northwards and subsequently took over the overlordship of the Kwararfa confederacy. This hypothesis receives funher suppon from Greenberg's linguistic classification which sees modem Jukun language as a veritable member of the Benue-Cross family whose original homeland is located within the Upper Cross region. 16 The connections between the Akpa, Jukun and Aro have been treated in chapter three of this book. As to the nature, extent and influence of the two civilizations referred above, one can attempt some intelligent guesses. Evidence on the spread of Akwanshi culture is slim. However, there are indications that westwards, it did spread into an area which is today in Anambra State of Nigeria. How much further West it went would await further researches into the matter.17 With respect to the Akpa-Jukun culture complex, there were positive indications that the Jukun institution of Divine Kingship as documented by Meek owed its origin to the Upper Cross region. IS Thus, the existence of that institution as well as the sun worship has been found in the titles of the Ntoe of Ejagham of modem Akamkpa local government area. Furthermore, there is the evidence of the 113



spread of the institution among the people of the Lower Cro~~ region. For example, the Ntinya and Okuku are notable among tht Ibibio and Annang of the Lower Cross region.l 9 J uk un influence h further indicated by the fact that the most commonly recognised insignia of village chiefs is "an object made of iron somewh11 resembling a spear with a blade curved like a prunning hook but with blunt edges, with two groups of three bells, each forked on 10 the staff, the one group just below the blade the other half down on : the staff. This is a typical Jukun emblem."20 These emblems which are also found today among the Aro of Imo State are symbols of, chiefly authority. ! The Jukun Kingship institution was centred around a highly ritualized priest-king whose influence spread throughout the BenueCross region.2 1 According to Meek, their economy was highly. diversified depending on agriculture, hunting and long-distance trade. It would appear that the trading aspects were diminished by the ubiquitous Aro who exchanged their wares through their agent~ and colonies throughout the region. It would further appear that both the Akwanshi and Jukun civilization remained dominant in thi~ region until about the early years of the sixteenth century after which the Jukun ancestors left region for another homeland.22 One crucial factor in the flowering of the Akwanshi and Jukun cultures was the presence of iron technology in this region at an early date. Its early centre would seem to be within the area of the Akwanshi figures. Archaeologists are still to establish firm dates for the development of iron in this area. The earliest evidence for the existence of iron in Nigerian is at Taruga in Abuja - some considerable distance from the Upper Cross region. The estimated I dates shows 440 + 140 B.C. Knowledge of Iron may have been slow in penetrating the Upper Cross region. However, the dexterity with which the stone figures have been carved would suggest that if iron technology did not develop there independent of Taruga in Abuja, then its knowledge reached there quite early in their history. Its coming must have been a great event in the history of this region. It must have facilitated the fight against the dense forest environment as well as the supernatural forces which domianated the life of the inhabitants of this region. As well, it must have improved fanning, fishing and hunting techniques. Also, it must have improved the era of warfare. Workers of the Akwanshi stone must 1
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Plate 7.2 Some Nsibidi Writing Taken from: APPENDIX G~ STORY (9) of P.A. Talbot, In the Shadow of the Bush (New York: Negro Universities Press, 1969),
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have found great ease in their great stylistic approach to the beautiful monoliths which still dot the landscape. Why both the Akwanshi and Jukun civilization did not last into the colonial period is not clear. What is clear, however, is that when they lasted, societies in this region achieved some level of internal harmony and stability. There is also evidence of great cultural achievements; especially the development of a secret writing fondly referred to as Nsibidi. Nsibidi was, simply stated, the reduction into writing of the sign language which was later extensively monopolised by the following secret societies: Ekpe, Ukpotio, Ukwa and !song Esil, Mgbe or Nyamgbe among the Ejagham and Etung of the Upper Cross region and as far as Bende in lmo State.23 Later in the eighteenth century, it gained foothold among both the Efik and Ibibio of the Lower Cross region. The origin of the Nsibidi sign language is still uncertain. J.K. MacGregor who first took interest in the subject atuibuted it in 1909 to "The great uibe which is said to number four million people and to cover about one third of the Protectorate. "24 Jeffreys who wrote on the matter several years later was more specific by attributing it to the Aro of lmo state of Nigeria. Said he: "the sign writing originated as far as can be ascertained, among the Aro (on the Cross River) who still call it Nsibidi and state that this was the name of a club that organised the writing and perpetuated it.25 However, further field investigations on the matter by E. Dayrell revealed that the sign language had its origin within the Upper Cross region.26 His fastidious field investigations draw support from the works of both Talbot and Manfield whose researches on the Nsibidi demonsrrated clearly that Nsibidi language originated among the Ejagham of modern Akamkpa Local Government Area of Cross River State.27 Its precise date is not certain but before 1900 its knowledge had spread throughout the Cross River Basin including areas in the Cameroon. Once established, Nsibidi became a product of great cultural revolution. There is evidence of Ejagham cultural diffusion throughout the Cross River region. As indicated earlier, the migratory routes of most inhabitants of the Upper-Cross region lay westwards from_ the Nigeria-Cameroon_ borderline. It would appear that _before the sixteenth century, the satd cultural change was being felt m several homelands in this region. The Ejagham remain the 115



one ethnic group occupying one contiguous territory stretching from Calabar urban to Obudu in the nonh; easily the largest in population also of the Upper Cross peoples. Everywhere they went, the first thing they did was to erect one Ekpe shrine and the Nsibim language was the language of communication in Ekpe society.28 In this way, both Ekpe and Nsibidi spread throughout the Upper Cross region between 1600-1900 A.D. Once Nsibidi had attained full cultural fruition, it acquired, at least, four levels of meanings. "It was once understood as the secret language of secret societies; it became more associated with the secret language of Ekpe society; it once served as a secret code for transmitting amorous messages; and white ethnographers applied it to the principles of decorative art. "29 However, owing to a variety of reasons, this sign language did not develop into a proper script. Indeed, had it so developed, it could have served such purposes as tallying trade goods as well as keeping accounts. It was probably because of its secrecy that Nsibidi writing is still restricted to the four uses listed above; particularly the use to which the Ekpe or _mgbe society put it. In the words of a scholar, Nslbidi remained the potent force of cultural resistance to the imprecation of the twentieth century."30 In pre-colonial times,- there was a conspicuous absence among the inhabitants of the Upper Cross region of a tradition of unitary political authority over the segmentary societies which characterise this area of Nigeria. The general impression one gets is that the entire region was organised in segmented political units, each autonomous but deriving stability and control from various forms of societies, or associations as well as age grade organisations These are the issues which the rest of this chapter will now turn attention to. The basic political unit in each community was the village or clan which consisted of people claiming common descent from a putative ancestor through the male line. The clan itself consisted of lineages which considered themselves descendants of the "sons" of their founding father. The lineage in turn comprised members of extended familie5 ~ach of which lived within a definite compound whose membership included a man, his wives as well as grown-up sons and their wives and children. Funhermore, the government in either the village or clan level can be described as a gerontocracy. Undoubtedly, it owed its origin to the early days of migration of 116



1heir ancestors. It is possible for the leader of each group to become 1he ultimate founder of a given settlement, and he must have governed his people through the process of regular consultation with 1he elders of the settlement. This chapter posits strongly that it was indeed this incipient consultative process which later gave the clan government its essentially conciliar complexion. Thus, over time, the elders so assembled formed the veritable government of their people. It is necessary, at this point, to stress the fact that for nearly all the major groups within the Upper Cross region: Yakurr, Koyi, Biase, Yala, Bekwara, Ejagham, Etung, Mbembe, to name a few important ones, 31 the villages or clan remained the basic unit of government throughout the pre-col )nial times. It was thus in the context of a small group that the gen ntocratic and conciliar nature of government took roots. Over the years, and given the growing complexity of modem needs, problems and aspirations of any given society, the clan government also grew more complex. This new process was in turn reflected in the institutions of government giving rise to a new situation to which we shall now turn anention. The needs, problems and aspirations of the members of the clan made government assume increased responsibilities. The clan came to legislate for its members. its council concerned itself however, only with matters of supreme importance. These included issues of war and defence, annual festivals, inter-group relationships and certain more serious breaches of clan customs and laws. However, the more ordinary day to day administration of the clan was left in the hands of the village councils. Thus, it is clear that the Upper Cross society in pre-colonial times was organised in segmented political systems. How did the system derive its stability? Available evidence seems to indicate that the system derived its stability and control from various forms of associations or societies, as well as age-grade organisations. The Yala, for example, have the following: Ogringa, Alikpa, Ebrambe and Ebiabu; the Biase have Ebiabu , and Nyamgbe; the Ejagham and Etun have Nyangbe, Mgbe, Ekpe Obasijom and so on.32 There are also associations which are exclusive to women in many communities. Thus The Yala have Nkar and Ajabaja; the Ejagham have Numm whose priestess could discipline men who ill-treated their wives.3 3
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The Yakurr of Obubra local government area have an association of leaders, Yakambu, which comprised ritual heads of patri-cian and their elders exercised considerable political power. However, the leaders of Yakambu depended for the execution of decisions and punishment of offenders on another organisation, Ebiahu. This was and remains, a graded ritual, executive and recreational association. Also among the Yakurr, the real seat of moral authority rested, and still rests with the council of priests- the Yabot of each community. In sum, the Yakurr system has been preserved for us in these words: Government powers including both political actions and judicial decisions (are). widely distributed among a number of ov~rlapping agencies. Wide pohucal relauons then largely resolve themselves mto modes of co-operation with and competition between such association.34



Thus, the heads of Y akambu had to rely on other associations for physical enforcement of the orders. One of these powerful secret societies was the leopard society. Among the Yakurr, Ikom, Ejagham and so on, this society stood outside the Yakurr, it is regarded as a "tolerated opposition." Elsewhere, it formed the executive as well as the judicial ann of the clan government. The origin of the "!eopard society," variously referred to as Ekpe, Myamgbe, mgbe, is still uncertain. However, the general impression which has gained widespread acceptability is that it originated among the Ejagham of the Upper Cross region.3S Later, it spread through Akwa, Ododop, Iffianya and Efut to the Efik of Calabar urban as well as the lbibio of the Lower Cross region. Among the Efik, it is said that it was the Obutong settlement who obtained it from an unknown man and his wife who in all probability came from Usakadet in the Cameroon.36 Whatever its origin, among the Ejagham and Etung of the Upper Cross region as well as the Banyang of Mamfe Division in the Cameroon, Ekpe society was, and remains, the most important men's society. It is so vital to the life of each community that each migratory Ejagham or Etung would first construct on Ekpe shrine in its new settlement before embarking on any other form of activity. In the words of Tal bot: The importance of the society is obvious even to the most careless visitor UJ any land where it has gained foothold, for the club house is the principal bullding in every town. Even the smallest village has its Egbo (Ekpe) shed, and when a town decides to migrate the first thmg done, so soon as the fresh 11 8



site is clearoo, before even more fanns are "cut" or the land divided up, is to fix the position of the club house. A small shed, called Ekpa Ntan (the ~ouse without walls) is erected to mark. the spot where the Egbo house is to Sland. 37



. ~us, where it was fo~nd, it gave its members immunity and pnv1leges. Indeed, the society over the years became an effective instrument of inter-group authority which was able to assure its membe~ redress ?f grievances over the entire region. Avatlable evidence shows that the Ekpe society was highly strUctured.3 8 It is said that a new member paid fees appropriate to his grade and that each grade had its own set of rules, dances and dress. Furthermore, members of each gra( ,e were distinguished by their dress; "cocks" and peacocks' featt ers (were) worm by the first, second, and third and fourth grades. The ostrich feather (was) conferred on entrance into fifth grade, and was also worn by the sixth, seventh and eighth. "39 Among the Ejagham, Musungu grade was the most irnportant.40 However, among the Efik, it was the Eyamba or /yamba who was the most important. It has been claimed with some justification that the highest grade of Eyamba came to be associated with the development of kingship in the Efik state of Calabar. 41 There is however, no evidence which has come to light linking Musungu with the development of Kingship among the Ejagham, Etung or Banyang of the Upper Cross region. In sum, the following features stand out on the early political and social organisation of the Upper Cross region. Firstly, there is a conspicuous absence of a unitary political authority over the region in the past. Rather, ,the area was characterised by communities organised in segmented systems. Secondly, the area before 1900 A.D. witnessed great cultural revolutions with the emergence of both Akwanshi and Jukun culture complexes. For variety of reasons, that civilization did not last long and so we are deprived of the advantages which could have accrued from them to the inhabitants of the Upper Cross region. In s~ite of eyeryth~ng else, however, their brief existence, coupled With the mvennon of a sacred sign language of Nsibidi, all testifying to ~e aboned cui~ achievements-indeed the rich ordered cameos of life - that prev~led there throughout pre-colonial times. Finally, the absence of a urutary political authority in the area did not therefore. .u:gue for cha~s or darkness in the region. Indeed, the secret socieues th~re. denved their controls and stability from various fonns of assoc1anons and 119



age-grade organisations. This was the picture on the eve of col


penetration of the area in 1900 A.D.
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CHAPTER H External Contacts and Relations: An (herview A E. A.Jigbo



It was the ency~·Jopac-dic Professor Amold J. Toynbee who argued that modem nation-states are not viable units of historical study. preferring, instead, what he called "civilizations" of which he believed there have been twenty-one in human history. Whatever the limitations of Toynbee's position, his contention applies with appreciable force to the nations of modem Africa whose boundaries defying, as they do, ancient zones of cultural, political and economic contact, are more artificial and more arbitrary than anything we find in many pans of Europe or even Asia. If Nigeria, as an archetypical modem African nation, is not a viable unit of historical 'study (in the Toynbeean sense), her constituent states are even less so, being units created for administrative convenience and as part of the daunting but continuing effort to pour oil on the turbulent waters of her politics which is often dominated by ethnic rancour and local particularism. In other words, in spite of whatever impressions contemporary ethnic chauvinists looking for secure political identity and autonomy of their ethnic homelands, the links which bind the peoples of each member state of the federation to the peoples and regions around them are as ancient, as deep, as varied and therefore as important as the links internal to the state. It is the purpose of this chapter to highlight with broad, strong, brush strokes the richness and variety, as well as the range and dynamics, of those pre-colonial external links and relations which bound the peoples of the present Akwa Thorn and Cross River States to their neighbours. Chapter Nine will take up the analysis of the structure and dynamics of these links as they relate to the Ijo in greater detail. The internal links and relationships form part of the concern of other chapters. In conventional usage, or in any case in the context of the Western, or indeed of the contemporary, world, the phrase "external contacts and relations" is used to refer to contacts and relations between sovereign states or polities. This raises the questions whether the subject of this and the following chapter has any meaning when looked at in the pre-colonial socio-political context of 122



the peoples who today form Akwa Ibom and Cross River States. Here we had a situation in which none of the many ethnic groups occupying the zone, nor any of the peoples bordering them, came under one sovereign political authority, nor indeed evolved political paramountcies of any considerable size. On the contrary every one of the ethnic groups of the Cross River Region, like their neighbours the lgbo, the Ijo, the Tiv etc., was split into numerous small autonomous village-states, or what has at times been called. in the case of the ijo, city-states or village monarchies. In other words, at no time in the pre-colonial history of Nigeria did the Efik-lbibio ethnic group, for instance, mobilise as one sovereign people in political, economic or cultural interaction- whether peaceful or warlike - against say the lgbo, or the Ijo, or against their neighbours across the present Nigerian-Cameroon border. The small autonomous village-states of the Ibibio were often more in conflict and rivalry amongst themselves, than they were with lgbo villagestates or any other peoples for that matter. The same point could be made about relationship amongst the village states of the lgbo, the Ek:oid Bantu communities of the Upper Cross River, the ljo of the Niger Delta, the Tiv of the Benue Valley and so on. In the same manner, relationships in peace-time amongst the village-states of anyone of these ethnic groups were closer and more intense. It was not only political unity at the ethnic group level that was lacking. Also lacking was expressed group consciousness, in any case before this was infused by colonial rule and its many-sided impact This, however, is not to subscribe even indirectly to a recent statement which, dramatising the view of exasperated administrators and anthropologists of the colonial period regarding the communities of Southeastern Nigeria, described the peoples of the Cross River area as having evolved only "an atomistic society perpetually at war with itself."l This scintillating phrase which many considered, and may still consider, politically unhappy was not historically happy either. As this work clearly illustrates, in spite of the absence of political unity and group consciousness at the ethnic group level, there was an intricate network of relationships amongst the village republics and city-states of this zone the final effect of which was to transform them into a "cultural area"- at least when looked at in counterpoise to the social and cultural systems surrounding the area. In shon, we are here dealing with relations and contacts between
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neighbouring "culture areas" 2 whose boundaries, that is even linguistic boundaries, cannot be defmed with any precision. In this situation there were two levels of external contacts and relations. First village-republics and/or city-states on the one side of the zone of transition from one culture area to the next entered into a diversity of relations with their counterparts on the other side. These contacts, usually limited in geographical range, covered all or most of the areas of human endeavour known to the peoples of Southeastern Nigeria - war, peace, trade, marriage, culture, migration, etc. Superimposed upon this was the more wide-ranging network of inter-relations- mainly economic, religious and ritual. which bound the elites of these neighbouring culture areas together. Relations of this kind have always been the preserve of the elire members of states and/or communities occupying and acting within a given geographic area. The larger this geographic area the smaller, in relation to the total population, the size of the elites involved. Thus when it is said, as is often done, that the peoples of a region under consideration did little travelling, the error inherent in this view must be grasped. There is no society or region of the world where, at anytime in history, the majority of the people get involved directly in ling-range external relations. Of the two levels of external contacts and relations, the former is the more difficult to document and anlayse because more elusive. In any case very little intensive research has been conducted into it. In this general survey we shall be eclectic in our treatment and shall use evidence from both levels to illustrate the vitality, variety and extent of intergroup relations in the entire zone. In this regard it is important to bear in mind that the ultima~ foundation of external relations is the quest by each sovereign community for self-sufficiency. This quest arises from the fact that no community, no matter how rich and however favoured by na~ can produce all it needs to attain what its people consider the gool life and self-fulfillment whether at the individual or group level. To attain these goals, geographical, economic and other advantage! provided by nature and history are utilised and maximised, while disadvantages in the same areas are transcended, through relatio with neighbouring peoples and regions. A meaningful discussion of the external contacts and relations the Cross River "culture area" must necessarily begin with assessment of the extent to which its geography or natural feat 124



promoted or at least permitted contact with neighbouring regions and peoples. If one went by the views of colonial administrators, one would only be discussing what they considered the almost insurmountable obstacles which this geography was believed to have posed to inter-group travel and contact both within much of the culture area and between it and adjoining culture areas. These men, especially people like Charles Patridge and H.F. Mathews, were most unfavourably impressed by the obstacle posed by "the mountainous masses in the neighbourhood of the eastern boundary," as by the fact that "the upper reaches of the tributaries on the right bank of the Cross River are formidable obstacles during the rainy season owing to their swift currents and boulder-strewn channels too wide and violent to be bridged by native methods."3 They were also dismayed by the fact that even the main Cross River itself was not navigable beyond a cenain point, and that for only a fraction of the year, by modern river crafts of any reasonable size. 4 In their view these obstacles were largely responsible for the ethnic, social and political fragmentation which characterised the peoples of the region. However, our concern here is not with whether the geography of the Cross River area promoted as much travel and contact as would have been considered adequate to the needs of a nineteenth century European geographic zone of about equal size. The Cross River, with its tributaries, was not in competition with either the Rhine or the Thames whose role in this connection had helped to shape the background and thinking of people like Patridge and Matthews and which provided the referent against which the Cross River and other African rivers were at times judged. The question is whether it served the needs of the people by providing the degree of linkage with neighbouring regions which their level of development at the



time required. For good or ill, the Cross River and its tributaries constitute the dominant geographic feature of the region, indeed its main physical backbone. By means of the tributaries on its right bank the river and its immediate valley is linked organically to the plains of Igboland east of the Nsukka-Udi-Okigwe escarpment. Then also not only does the Cross River take its rise from the Cameroon region to the east, but also many streams flow into it from there.s It is, of course, true that during the rains these tributaries are virtually unusable for even native river crafts for the reasons given by Mr. Mathews 12S



above. But it should be noted that the rainy season is also the fanning period when usually very little or no travelling is done especially in those pre
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contacts, later pans of this chapter will show that it was not the only means of such contacts. If geography did not present an insurmountable obstacle to contact between the peoples of the Cross River Region and the culture areas adjoining them, the next question concerns the main factors which positively helped to promote inter-wne contact. There were at least four of these - migration, war, trade and commerce. Then there were such other cultural institutions as marriage, religion, oracles and secret societies. We shall discuss these in the order they have been enumerated here which is not necessarily related either to their order of importance or to the chronological sequence in which they emerged as factors of inter-group relations. Migration was a very important factor of contact even from very early in the process that led to the settlement of that portion of Africa south of the Benue, east of the Niger and west of the Cameroon mountains with much of which this essay deals. It continued to be important until the main demographic spread and ethnic alignments of the Cross River peoples and their neighbours attained more or less the forms they have assumed since the dawn of historic times. After that, movement of populations remained important as a contact mechanism as groups and individuals moved forwards and backwards within this whole zone either in search of more secure and more favoured places in the sun or simply as they fled from punishment or collapsed political and economic fortunes. Here we are not concerned with how or when or from what direction the ancestor-founders of the different ethnic groups of this region came to their first homelands in the area. We are only concerned to show how their spread from their places of first settlement brought them into contact and how this contact promoted continuing relations in a wide range of human affairs. For our purpose here we shall identify three main types of population movement which were important as factors of contact between the cross River peoples and their neighbours. First, we have the primary dispersals from the various ethnic ~omel~ds which inaugurated the initial contacts amongst the ne1ghbo\Ulllg culture areas. The researches of E.J. Algaoa and G.l. Jones have mapped out that of the ljo showing how this people would appear to have spread from the Central to the Western and Eastern Delta and also northwards, thus making contacts with the Efik-lbibio to .the east and the Igbo to the nonh.7 G.I. Jones and the present wnter 127



have also shown how the Igbo moved out of the Awk.a-Ok.igwc highlands in the southward and south-eastward directions to make contact with the Ijo to the south and the Ibibio to the southeast 8 G.!. Jones has also shown how the Ibibio would appear to have spread from the region around Abak and Uyo, with the Western branch, the Annang, making contact with the Ohuhu-Ngwa group of the Igbo.9 This contact would appear to have helped deflect the Ohuhu-Ngwa Igbo northeastwards leading to the settlement of the regions now occupied by the Cross River Igbo and North-eastern lgbo. In this way the lgbo came to border the Cross River peoples all the way from the south-west to the nonh-west. Regarding the primary dispersal of populations north and east of the Efik-Ibibio peoples of the Cross River area, in any case in the period before about 1500, we know nothing for now owing to the lacuna in historical research on this subject for this period. But when we come to secondary migrations or dispersals as a factor of the intergroup contact and relations, especially in the period after about 1500, we find ourselves in a better position all round. Here four developments were important. One was the rise of the Jukun as a peripatetic e~ire on the middle Benue in the course of the seventeenth century. O The second was the rise of the Cross River, in succession to the Rio del Rey, as the major European trading area between the Cameroon and Rio Real (Bonny River) after about 1655. The third was the increasing invasion of the Rio del Rey area by an inland people, known to Dapper as Ambo, from the region of the Cameroon mountains, about this time also.ll Then there would also appear to have occurred, about this period, a rapid increase in the population of the lgbo-speaking peoples which added to their pressure on their neighbours, especially on the Cross River peoples, on the lgala and on the Idoma.The exact cause of this population pressure is not known, but a scholar like Professor Simon Ottenberg has speculated that it was probably caused by the impact of the new world crops introduced by European traders.t2 Why these crops should have had such a preferential impact on the lgbo and not on their neighbours the Edo, the ljo, the Ibibio also· Professor Ottenberg has not explained. The importance of secondary migration lay partly in the way it helped to fill in the empty or only partially-settled regions between the major population centres and partly in the way desperate fugitives moved out of their ethnic or cultural homelands into! 128



neighbouring ethnic or cultural zones thus increasing contacts and promoting the diffusion of culture items. We have many examples of such movements in the zone, Southeastern Nigeria, which are important for an understanding of relations between the Cross River peoples and their neighbours. With respect to the zone north of the Cross River people, that is the Benue-Cross River Divide (BCRD), it would appear that the activities of the Jukun funher nonh and the attractions of the E~pean trad~ at the estuary of the Cross River caused a general shift m populauon towards the south. The most concrete evidence of this is seen in the movement of the Ekoid peoples from some unspecified region funher north to the area where we now find them. At the vanguard of this southward shift of the Ekoid people was the branch of them known as the Qua who moved so far down the Cross River valley that they became the ;rnmcdiate neighbours of the Efik before this general southward movement was either checked or exhausted its momentum. Many other Cross River peoples of the Ogoja region, such as the Bok:yi, Mkum, Yache, the Yala (who are an ldoma people) and the Yakurr also have traditions of recent migrations which are said to suggest flight into this region from the Benue valley in the wake of Jukun military terrorism. The activities of the Jukun &Dd the aaractions of the trade on the Cross River would appear to have severely depopulated the region of the Cross River-Benue watershed, thus leaving it an easy prize for any land-hungry invader. This is said to be the explanation for the Tiv incursion into the area just before or about the nineteenth century and for the ease with which they over-ran it. Also, according to H.F. Mathews, in the course of the eighteenth century the southward movement of population would appear to have stopped, thus making it possible for some of the Ogoja peoples to move back towards the north thus occupying the areas where we now find them. "There are," he says, "indications that the northern portion of the (Ogoja) Province has only been inhabited permanently from a fairly recent date." According to him, this recent scramble for the Cross River-Benue watershed involved migrants from the Benue valley also. 13 Waves of secondary migration were similarly set off on the eastern frontier of the Cross River area by events associated with the rise of the European trade. During the period before about 1665 when the Rio del Rey was the most important centre of European
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trade between Bonny and the Cameroon, links between that entrepo1 and the Cross River were set up by migrants who were attracted by· the new opportunities there. For instance, the Ihibio-speaking Is~ngele ~f Oron and Amutu have a tradition that they had at some potnt dunng that penod nu grated from Enyong to the Rio del Rey in order to establish direct contact with the Portuguese there. Other elements, this time from Calabar, would also appear to have moved to the Rio del Rey to participate in the trade. In this way was initiated the intimate contact between Calabar and the coastal region to her east as far as the area around Duala. This led to the rise of Efik or "Efikised" Fish Towns in and around the Rio del Rey. When, after about 1665, Old Calabar supplanted the Rio del Rey as the main entrepot of the region, the movement of population was reversed. Efik businessmen continued to operate in the Rio del Rey area, but by and large the migration of population for permanent settlement and for business was now in the direction of the Cross River valley. Thus the lsangele, or some of them, retraced their steps to Oron and around. Then also the Efut, who are now found in Calabar, and the Obolo (Andoni) who now live in the Rivers ana Akwa lbom States, left the Rio del Rey region partly to participate in the flourishing trade of the coast towns to their west, and partly to escape the invasions and harassments of more powerful elemenu from the interior who figure in lsangele traditions as "lfian1 cannibals." 14 The growth of trade on the Corss River and the influx of peoples from the north, the east and the perhaps from the west (the regionol Cross River lgbo and Northeastem Igbo) would appear to have I~ to a heavy concentration of population around "the high groullll occupied by the Itu and Arochukwu" peoples. It would also appear to have led to ruthless jokeying for areas of influence or even so~ albeit not very successful, measure of socio-political cons


However, it is the view of the present writer that whereas this event no doubt affected Arochukwu also, it is too recent to account for the rise of the Aro community.IS Howbeit, the important point here is that the secondary migr.Hion which was thus set off led to many fragments of Cross River peoples fleeing into Igbo land where some of them were encircled and absorbed by the expanding Igbo. The Enyong, for instance, say they used to live around the neighbourhood ofltu, but were expelled from there by this explosion which sent the majority of them to their present location while other fr.agments fled westwards where they were absorbed by the Igbo to become the lgbere and Oboro clans of the Southern Igbo. It would also appear that the Olokoro and Ubakala areas received refugees from this eruption. Hence one encounters amongst sections of them a claim that their founders came from the Arochukwu area. Similarly, the Edda and the Abiriba trace their origin to the eastern side of the Cross River- the Abiriba pointing to Enna (the Agwa'agune or Akunakuna group) as their former homeland. At the same time as these events were taking place on the Cross River and throwing some of the peoples inhabiting its valley on the Igbo, for instance, the expansion of lgbo population was also throwing some Igbo on the lbibio and the Ogoja peoples. Indeed this counter-movement grew in volume as time went on. The researches of Jones, Ottenberg, Dr. Noah and Rosemary Harris indicate that much of what is known today as Aba, Aftkpo and Abakaliki were formerly occupied by non-Igbo Cross River groups - Annang for Aba, the Ego and Nkalu for Aftk:po, the Ntezi and Osopong for Abakaliki, before they were overrun by expanding lgbo population. 16 The pressure of the Igbo on their Cross River and ldoma neighbours survived into the colonial period to create one of the intractable boundary and land problems which the British administration had to cope with in these regions.l 7 Supplementing primary dispersal and secondary migration as factors of contact between the Cross River culture zone and the peoples and lands surrounding it, was the forcible transfer of population known as the slave trade. While this evil trade lasted, thousands of people were moved forwards and backwards through different routes, of which more hereafter, into and out of the different societies and"culture zone" of the region under consideration. Some were in transit to distant lands like the Sudan, 131



the Maghreb and the New World.However, quite a number were absorbed locally as domestic and fann hands. The resultant was thaJ large numbers of the lgbo were absorbed into Ijo, lbibio, Ogoja ~ ldoma communities. In the same manner Ibibio, ldoma and Ogoja slaves were absorbed into Igbo societies. Similarly Idoma slavc1 were absorbed into Ogoja and lbibio societies. There is also evidence that sla ..·es came into the communities of the Cross River area, especially into the Ekoi and Eflk lands from the Cameroon. Again while most of these were probably sold overseas, some were also absorbed into the local societies. IS Indeed, it has been suggested that the massive and forcible transfer of population known as the slave trade linked the Cros1 River area with the societies of the Central Sudan through thel activities of the Jukun. The Jukun raids into Hausaland are believed to have yielded rich harvests of slaves, most of whom they an believed to have sold to customers on the Cross River for onward transmission to the New World.l9 The slave trade as migration art(l· as a factor of contact between the Cross River peoples and their neighbours was, without doubt, very important while it lasted. And indeed it continued to play this role up to even the 1940's in spite o1 the relentless hostility of the colonial authorities. Slaves, like wive~ or even like long distance traders as we shall see later, were very effective agents of culture contact and transfer.20 Closely related to migration as a factor of intergroup contact or inter group relations is war or warfare. The place of war in the live~ of the peoples of the culture zones under discussion has usually been misunderstood. First, as social phenomenon it was considmd to have been virtually endemic and senseless. In particular the slave trade was thought to have been almost synonymous with continuous inter-group warfare leading to the ruin of civilization,the break-up into smaller fragments of large socio-economic and political formations. Warfare and slave trade were considered mainly responsible for creating, in this region, the supposedly obscure and exasperating political scene which the British encountered early in this century. It was also thought that war made for unbridgeable discontinuities in the inter-relations of groups. It is now known that in this region recruiting slaves was not synonymous with war and that amongst the people here warfare wll not endemic. People fought when they had disagreements, real or imagined, which were considered grave enough to justify riskinJ 132



life and limb and when there was the predisposing psychological situation. When the situation was not right, and this would appear to have been the more normal state of things, they lived in peace. In any case war did not necessarily create deep discontinuities in intergroup relations. By itself it was a form of inter-group relations which encouraged cultural inter-change all round. Even enemies learned from one another military strategy and tactics, borrowed or stole supposedly powerful war-medicines and jujus, implements and warlike social institutions like the closely integrated age-grades and secret societies which emphasized manliness, self-reliance and training in martial arts. It also encouraged the learning of the enemy's language and the borrowing of his dressing habits and other cultural traits for reasons of intelligence and espionage. Equally, the crisis of war often compelled opponents to travel well beyond their immediate environments to learn a few tricks, buy or borrow warlike weapons and medicines etc. with which to bewilder their enemies and achieve victory. There is, for instance, a tradition collected by Chief K.O.K. Onyioha from the Edda-Ohaffia-AbiribaNkporo area of some groups from the Benue valley, probably the ldoma, coming as far south as Igbo land to hire the Abam-Ohaffia warriors to do their fighting for them. With the lbibio this practice was more common. 21 War was thus a fairly important factor of inter-group relations as far as the peoples of the Cross River zone and their immediate neighbours were concerned. However, it must be pointed out that it was only a proximate rather than an ultimate factor. People did not go to war for the sake of war. They fought either over land like the North-eastern lgbo and their Idoma - Ogoja neighbours did and still do, or they fought for trade rights like happened, as shown, on the Cross River and at Rio del Rey. There were also wars fought to redeem injured prestige or out of total misapprehension. But the same point can also be made about migration. People did not just move. They migrated either to escape from more powerful enemies or in search of empty or richer lands or for better locations from which to participate in some trade or the exploitation of minerals (such as salt) important to them. Be that as it may, war was a factor in a number of developments which helped to bring Cross River peoples into closer contact and relations with adjoining or even distant wnes. Here mention must be made of the Jukun wars in the Benue valley which, it has been 133



suggested, were an imponant factor in population movements in the upper and middle Cross River. Wars provoked by invasions of the Rio de Rey area from the interior were, as already mentioned, pan of the events that led to the migration of the Efut, the Isangele and the Andoni from that region to other places where we now fmd them funher west. Mention has already been made of the warlike eruptions on the middle Cross River which set off waves of secondary migration some of which went as far as east Igboland. North-eastern lgbo aggression was also responsible for the retreat of the Mbembe from the western to the eastern side of the Cross River.22 In the zone of transition between the Cross River Igbo and the Northeastern Igbo on the one side and the peoples of the present Cross River State on the other, war and warlike alarums would appear to have been fairly frequent. They helped to condition some social institutions and practices.23 Yet the point must be reemphasized that in spite of these wars and rumours of wars or even because of them other forms of social interaction obtained to the extent that today it is impossible to demarcate, with anything approaching precision, the boundary between one culture area and another, not even if we used the criterion of language which some people, especially politicians, are inclined to consider the ultimate criterion. And now we come to the economic factor (comprising mainly trade and agricultural land) which was probably the most imponant single factor in the relations of the peoples of the Cross River culture area with adjoining peoples and regions. Indeed so imponant was this that even in war-torn regions vendors of essential goods, for instance Aro traders and Abiriba smiths, were granted free passage in the pursuit of their economic activities. Land as a factor of inter-group contact was probably most important in so far as relations between the Igbo and the peoples of the Cross River culture area were concerned. It is the key that opens the door to a fuller understanding of the history of relations between the Ohuhu-Ngwa and the lbibio, as between the Eastern and Northeastern Igbo on the one hand and the Ogoja peoples on the other. The endless jokeying for land along this entire frontier provoked not only war but also migrations and counter-migrations in which small groups on both sides were either overwhelmed and absorbed or outflanked and allowed to survive as ethnic islands to remind us of the days of yore when the distribution of populations 134



and the alignments of ethnic groups were different from what they are today. The Ndoki, Afikpo and Northeastern Igbo areas arc dotted with such islands of ethnic lbibio, Erei and Ntezi peoples respectively made up of populations which were not either as quick or as faint-hearted as the main bulk of their ethnic kinsmen in retreating from Igbo expansion for more farm land. Other groups,such as the Ubakala, Igbere, Oboro, Abiriba, Ohafia and so on are said to contain substrata of non-I~bo populations who were completely over-whelmed and absorbed. 4 But the overall effect of all this was that Igbo and non-lgbo along this zone came to live cheek by jowl and that the ethnic and cultural frontier was so blurred that it became what we have referred to here as a "zone of transition." In spite of latent animosities traceable to injured pride in war and lost title to land, people were able to move forwards and backwards from one culture area to another in pursuit of their daily activities. With respect to trade, the other part of the economic factor, we have to distinguish between two types. The first is that in which goods simply moved from one village market to another in all directions of need until ethnic and cultural frontiers were crossed. This may be described as "relay trade." It was no doubt very important and its effect as a factor of contact was felt in all directions and amongst all the peoples east of the Niger, south of the Benue and west of the Cameroon mountains. But the routes of the relay are virtually unplottable as every market and every village in the zone served at various times as a forwarding agency in this mode or relations between groups and culture areas. The second type was long distance trade in which professional traders crossed clan and ethnic frontiers or zones of cultural transition marketing their wares from one major market centre to another. This is by far easier to plot than the relay trade as much of what one needs is to locate the major market centres and major traders as well as to plot the market cycle in each zone and see how they are linked. There is clear evidence that peoples of the Cross River zone were effectively linked to their neighbouring regions by means of routes followed by such long distance traders. One such route was the Cross River itself along which flowed through the Ekoid peoples to the Efiks much of the trade of the Eastern and Northeastern lgbo land and the trade from the region west of the Cameroon mountains. To this must be added the eastein water route 13.5



which linked the Cross River estuary to the region of Rio del Rey and the western route via the creeks which also linked Calabar to the ljo of the Niger delta. 26 Then there was a very important route which ran from Ibi, on the Benue, via Mukari (the Jukun capital), lyalla in Ogoja, Ezza Uburu, Aflkpo, Bende and Arochukwu in Northeastern and Eastern Igbo land to Itu on the Cross River where it joined the main river route to Calabar. Z7 This was the major route that linked Old Calabar to the so-called "slave lands," that is, the region between Ogoja and the Benue which fed Southeastern Nigeria with slaves up to about the 1940's. It is infact the view of Mr. Mathews, Dr. C.K. Meek and Sir H.R. Palmer that this was the main route by which the Jukun evacuated the slaves they captured in the course of their raids in the Central Sudan and the Benue region. The historicity of this route is not in doubt. What is not known is the date it came into existence.28 The wares moved along these routes were many, but among the most important were slaves, ivory, camwood, and then, in the nineteenth century, wild rubber and palm produce - that is for the external trade. For internal use yams and various food crops and domestic animals like horses and cows were also sold. In return for the export goods the Efik obtained and distributed through the Aro, the Agwa'agune (Akunakuna), the Abiriba and so on, European wares and such currencies as brass rods, copper wire, cowries, manillas and so on which became legal tender amongst various communities stretching from Old Calabar to the Benue. There was one other item of trade which served to link the Cross River region very effectively with the Igbo to the west and perhaps also with the Benue region to the north. This was salt. The importance of salt as a trade and food item in West African history has been long recognised. Now the Cross River zone is dotted with brine ponds and springs which were under effective exploitation by the local peoples. In the Ogoja area, for instance, we have such springs or ponds at Ibeku-Rekor, Okpoma, Aloda, ljegu and Akrafo which remained under effective exploitation until at least the second decade of this century. In the Ohazara area of the Northeastern Igbo there is one such brine lake at Uburu. Further down the Cross River, Dr Talbot reported the existence of salt springs among the Ekoi, "around the sacred lake Ijagham and in other parts ... some indeed quite near to Oban station." In his view the existence of these 136



springs was "possibly a detennining factor in the final choice of settlement, as the need for salt is strong among the tribes." Charles Patridge had also in 1905 reported the existence of rock salt somewhere in what was known as Obubra Hill District·29 It is thus most likely that this salt trade was very important in the trade and external relations of the Cross River peoples. From here much of the Eastern, Northeastern and much of the Northern and Central lgbo obtained their salt. It is also quite likely that the salt was exported northwards to the Benue valley and eastwards to the region of the Carneroon mountains. It is indeed the view of H.F. Mathews that it was probably these salt springs that first attracted the Jukun to the Cross River region and the Northeastern lgbo area. Not only were the Jukun reported as masters of the art of obtaining salt from saline and of the rituals surrounding that much revered profession,they also needed some of the salt for export to the savanna lands further north. In the same manner trade in iron-mongery for agricultural and other purposes linked the Cross River culture area with their neighbours to the east and west. Here the most famed blacksmiths were the Abiriba of the Eastern Igbo who were also brass-smiths. They plied their ware up and down the Cross River valley, while for the raw iron they needed they depended partly on imports from the Cameroon,30 and partly on iron ore which, according to oral tradition, they would appear to have obtained and smelted back home. So dependent were some Cross River communities on the Abiriba smiths that the latter soon gained in that region a notoriety for exploitativeness and sharp practice. There were other factors which promoted and sustained contact and relations between the Cross River culture area and its neighbours. For want of a more apt label, we shall refer to these as "other cultural factors." Among these were religious and ritual factors (more specifically oracles), marriages, certain social institutions (such as age-grades and 'closed' or secret societies). The workings of these, for the most part, went along the same lines as the links forged by trade and commerce, and thus reinforced them immensely. At times the same persons who propagate these social traits and institutions from one community to another and from one culture zone to another operated also as vendors of more secular and more concrete items of social need.
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By religious and ritual links we mean those provided by the /~ifiJ I



Ukpabi oracle of the Aro, an institution kn~ in ~y Cross Riv.er · communities, especially among the Eflk-lbibio, as JbrlllJr!l· The.l~IIIJ Ukpabi itself was a typical product of the contact situauon exisnng



between the Igbo and the lbibio. According to its social chll!ler it was, in the beginning, a local god of an lbibio group. Then It was captured by the Igbo slaves of this Ibibio group who successfully rebelled against their servile status and sought to ~m the table on their masters who chose, instead, to flee the region. Under the control of these erstwhile lgbo slaves, the Jbini Ukpabi grew in influence to become, according to one authori~, the most powerful oracle in West Africa by the nineteenth century. 1 The Aro used the special protection which this oracle was widely believed to afford them to promote their commercial interests and vice versa. During their floruit, which probably spanned the one and half century after 1750, the Aro spread the influence of their oracle throughout most of the region bordered by the Niger, the Benue and the Cameroon mountains. Indeed, its influence went far beyond the Niger to the West. In the event it operated for the peoples of the Cross River valley, as it did elsewhere, as an ultimate coun of appeal in complex legal disputes which had defied the wisdom of local judges and oracles, as a centre for fortune telling and for holding discuss with one's departed dead relations, as a healing home for the cure of certain maladies, as a source of chann for ensuring ultimate protection against evil men and even more against evil spirits and ancestors and as a centre for the execution of evil men whose presence in their communities had become socially and morall>: disruptive. It also gave children to barren couples. In his study of the Aro and the extent and source of their influence, Mathews grouped the nineteen Aro villages jnto fivethe Ada, Igbo-lbibio, Akpa (or Ekoi) and Amaseri groups, and then the others (lsim.k:pu, Atani, Amangwu) whom he gave no label. Each of these .groups had its own areas of influence. Leaving off Igbo land which was adequately covered, we find that the Ada ~oup covered the Agwa' agune (Akunakuna) portion of the Cross River- the Igbo-Ibibio villages the lbibio and Itu areas the Akpa (or Ekoi) group the Ekoi, Enyong, Umon, Uwet, C;labar and Obubra areas, while the others (lsif!'!kpu Atani and Amangwu) covered Bonny, Okrika and Degema.32 It is now known, also, that
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the intiuence of the Jbini Ukpabi penetrated the ldoma and lgala regions.3 3 It can thus 5e seen that, to some extent, whenever the Aro and their oracle caught a cold the entire zone south of the Benue and east of the N iger would begin to sneeze. This happened in 1902 when the Aro and their oracle were routed by the British forces and the disaster re-echoed throughout the region. And it must be emphasized that the links provided by the oracle went deep down into society as shown by the following description of the methods of the oracle agents. "The following," wrote Mr. Chamley in 1912, is the procedure with regard 10 the juju. Each member of the juju has his messengers who go and reside in the various districLS ... under the guise of traders. These men are the principal messengers of the chiefs. They each have a number of minor messengers under them. The chief messengers having settled in any districL, make friends with the people of the district in which they reside. Through the friends made the messengers hear of all the palavers and troubles of the ~yle. He then goes 10 the people and advises them to go to the long Juju (lbim Ulcpabi) and consult Chuku. The people then ask him to lead them to Chulc:u. 34



Inter-ethnic marriages also constituted another important instrument of inter-group relations. Here we can think of two main kinds. One type was that in which the wife was made to live amongst her husband's peoples, and thus to bring along with her elements of her people's language, their dances and folk lores, their woild view, the dishes special to them, etc. For the most part these cultural traits would in time be drowned by the culture of her husband's people. But over the generations and centuries this kind of link between cultures promoted cultural transfer and borrowing. The other type was that in which traders and other peoples who rendered services over long distances - smiths, medicinemen etc. - took wives along their regular routes, but allowed the women to stay among their own people to provide, not only the usual conjugal benefits but also others which aided their travel and professions. Among such services were hostel and warehouse facilities, known centres of contact with clients and so on. The marriages were effective in promoting cordial, and longlasting relations across ethnic and cultural zones - especially through the coming and going of in-laws, of grand-children and other ethnic kinsmen on both sides. Some of these marriages were often useful in settling disputes between communities living within the zones of ethnic or cultural transition. Thus all along the borderland between the Igbo and the peoples of today's Akwa lbom and Cross River 139



States there were, and there still are many cases of inter-ethnic marriages. Among the Ndoki there is even a tradition that the men think lbibio women make better wives.3S That the importance of m~ages in .inter-group relations, in short in diplomacy, was wtdely recogmsed along these zones of transition- is shown in the fact that from place to place the investigator comes across communities who consider themselves the descendants of such inter-ethnic union. One important example is the now-discredited tradition found among the Eftk that they are the descendants of a union between an lgbo man and an lbibio woman.36. Another imponant factor of relations between the Cross River peoples and their neighbours was the secret society which was very highly developed amongst this people. The Ibibio for instance had ekpo, idiong, e/cang, and ekpe; the Eftk had ekpe (or egbo), Obong, d:piri alcata, ukwa, enana eka and e/cang-; the Ekoi had ekpe which they called ngbe while the Yakurr had nkpe (that is ekpe). Versions of these societies were diffused westwards amongst the Cross River lgbo and the Ohuhu-Ngwa. The Cross River lgbo, for instance, had ekpe and alcang, while different communities among the OhuhuNgwa had either Akang or Okonko or both.3 7 The institution of ekpe existed amongst communities situated across the Cameroon border. Indeed, according to the social chaner of the society, it was a section of the Ekoi who introduced it into the world of the Cross River from the Cameroon.38. From the point of view of our main concern here these societies were very useful in promoting relations throughout the entire zone in which they existed. Some of them established toll stations along the major trade routes. In return for tolls they guaranteed travellers smooth and safe passage. Their members also had easy entry into neighbouring communities. That is to say, a man initiated into elcpe would have easy passage into any community, no matter where, that the elcpe was active either along the routes or in the village square. For non-members, however, it was a different matter. But usually a long instance trader or other business man, would know what society was dominant along the route of his business, and that the normal code of conduct required him to purchase initiation into such a society, even if it did not exist amongst his own people. Through their "extra-territorial" influence, these societies could also help to arrange restitution for its members inadvenently plundered along their routes of businesli. They could also arrange to collect debts 140



owing to their members, and to settle disputes between communities. These were the factors and the patterns of contact and relations which existed between the peoples of the present-day Akwa Ibom and Cross River States and their neighbours in the pre-colonial period. Unfortunately we are unable, owing to the nature of the evidence at our disposal at present, to put a date to the origin of any of these, to discuss the changes which each underwent over the generations or even over the centuries. When the British were attempting to penetrate these parts from the 1880's, these factors and patterns were functioning as described. These factors of contact and the patterns they created determined the movement of goods and services amongst the culture zones concerned. Indeed, it was their force and influence that posed many of the problems which the British had to settle one way or the other in seeking to impose their



rule. One of the major problems, for instance, which the British and the Germans had to face in demarcating the boundary between Nigeria and the Cameroon was what to do with the economic and other links which existed between Old Calabar and the Rio del Rey region. 39 On the other hand, in seeking to impose their undisputed sway over the territory west of this boundary line, the British found themselves battling with the influence and links radiating from the Ibini Ukpabi. They also had to battle the influence of the secret societies and suppress the long established tradition of population transfer backwards and forwards known as the slave ttade.40 Similarly, they had to decide whether their rule was to mean that the demographic alignments they met in southeastern Nigeria were to be frozen. Was warfare, as a mode of contact between the Northeastern and Eastern Igbo on the one had and their non-Igbo neighboun on the other to continue to operate? How was the boundary between Northern and Southern Nigeria, at least that section of it east of the Niger, to function? Was it to be a barrier to trade and population movements of the old type or was it to be just an imaginary line designed to demarcate the territorial limits of the political authority of administrative officers.41 It was the decision taken on these matters and the success which attended their implementation that were to determine the changes which colonial rule brought to the structure, pattern, dynamics and tenor or relations between the peoples of the Cross River culture 141



area and the surrounding culture areas. For the treatment of thest, subjects the reader is referred to the later chapters of this book.
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CHAPTER9



Relations Between the Cross Rinr Region and the Niger Delta EJ.Aiagoa



Pre-History The Cross River region is geographically continuous with the areas of the Niger-Delta adjoining it. The relationship between the two areas illustrates the correctness of the observation that "river. basins do not necessarily make geographical regions." 1 Although the Niger Delta is usually defined as extending from the Benin Riveroc the west to the Bonny River on the east, the regions adjoining it to the east of the Bonny River and west of the Benin River are geographically continuous for considerable distances. To the wes~ regions as far as the Lagos lagoon have many features in commoc with the Niger Delta. To the east, areas between the Bonny RiveJ and Opobo are indistinguishable from the present areas of direct Niger water distribution in the main delta. This eastern delta fringe would appear to nave been within the delta proper in ancient times. But even areas outside this delta fringe - between the Opobo estuary and the estuary of the Cross River - are geographically continuous in many respects. The continuity between the geographical regions is matched by the continuity in the distribution of peoples and cultures. This continuity is easily demonstrated through a comparison of the languages. Thus the Cross River sub-branch of the Niger Congo family of African languages has extensions of members into the Niger Delta. 2 The Cross River sub-branch is classified into Bendi (comprising languages of the Ogoja area), and Delta-Cross for the languages of the rest of the Cross River region extending into the Niger Delta. Delta-Cross is classified into two groups mainly in the Cross River Region, arid two in the Niger Delta. Indeed, the Lower-Cross group of the Cross River Region also embraces within it the Andoni or Obolo language of the eastern delta fringe in addition to Efik· lbibio-Annang, Okobo, Oron, E.ket and Ibeno. (Fig. 9.1) 146
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By language classification as well as geographical location tht Andoni or Obolo of the Niger Delta are thus the closest to group~ tr. the Cross River Region But even farther west into the delta and along the northern fringe areas of the delta are several cloSt · linguistic relatives of the groups in the Cross River Region. The two major delta members of Delta-Cross are, the Ogoni (comprising Kana or Khana, Gokana or Gok.hana, Eleme, and Ogoi), and the cenrral Delta or Abua group (comprising Abua or Abuan, Odual or Saka, Kugbo, Ogbia, Ogbronuagum or Bukuma, Obulom, or Abulome, Ogbogolo, and Mini). (Fig. 9.2). The distribution of these groups in the Niger Delta in relation to their relatives in the Cross River Region suggests that they have moved into the Delta from original homes in the Cross River Region, or even from east of it, in the distant past. For some of them, such migrations apparently took place a thousand years ago or longer, and no remembrance of migrations or previous places of origin remain in the oral traditions. For others, the migrations into the delta took place in comparatively recent times, and are recorded in the oral traditions. Traditions claiming descent from the sky have been recorded for the Abua and Ogoni. For the Abua, it was "a man named Abua and a woman named Makebula or Omake descended from heaven and begot sixteen sons, who founded the sixteen villages of the group."l For the Ogoni, the ancestress was Gbenebeka who descended from the sky: "Just as one knows when the wind blows yet cannot see i~ so Gbenebeka is like that. "4 These accounts clearly result from tm facts of loss of knowledge of traditions of an earlier place of origin and the obvious distinction of these groups from their immedia1e neighbours in the Niger Delta. The large Ogbia group has attempted to overcome the imagined disadvantage of ignorance of a place origin by claiming migration from the prestigious Benin kingdom.s The Andoni or Obolo are the major group of Delta-Cross widl authentic traditions of migration from places east of the Cross River valley.6 The place of origin is given as "the Nigeria-Ca.mer border," and named variously as "Urombi," "Ramby", a "Idombi." Andoni traditions refer to the Oron, whose territory li on the direct path of migration westwards into the Niger Delta, very close relatives. It is clear from the recorded traditions of the Obolo, however that they have lived long in the Niger Delta. and adopted the clich 1
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of delta rrad.itions ot origin. Thus, Ejituwu and Jeffreys 7 both relate traditions of prior origin in Benin or Egypt, following many othe1 Niger Delta groups. In the case of the Obolo or Andoni, sucn traditions are not possible to reconcile with Cameroon origin in the manner the informants attempt to do. The evidence of linguistics and of the oral traditions suggest1 that various groups of peoples moved westwards into the Niget Delta before about 1500. By that date the Ijo groups were alsc moving eastwards and westwards from homelands in the centra] areas of the Niger Delta. In the areas close to the Cross River valley, the major eastward moving groups to settle down were the Nkoro from homelands in the Eastern Delta, and the Opobo from Bonny. Chronological estimates from king lists and genealogies suggest thru the founders of Nkoro arrived among the Andoni from Okrik1 "before the end of the seventeenth century. "8 However, the presence of the small but possibly autochthonous Afakani or Defaka amon1 the Nkoro indicates that ljo-related peoples have also lived in the eastern delta fringe before the seventeenth century.9 In contrast with these earlier movements, Opobo migration te-thc regions of the delta bordering on the Lross River Basin occurred in the glare of publicity in the nineteenth century when Jaja led hi! followers out of Bonny in 1869 through Andoni country to the estuary of the Imo River.l o



Relations Before 1800 The forms of contact between the Cross River region and the Niger Delta for which we have some little information concern commerce and culture. The Andoni or Obolo consider the lbibio a the Cross River Region as "the source of much of Obolo fool supply."ll The Cross River Region, accordingly, stood in much the same way to the Niger Delta economically as other adjoininj mainland regions. That is, the Cross River Region or the pans of it adjoining the Niger Delta served as pan of its hinterland, exchangini marine products for food crops. With the onset of European trade on the coast, the Niger Dela communities added to their own fish and salt, the European w~· metal rods, manilla etc. from overseas as commodities for exchanfl with the hinterland producers. They required from their Cross neighbours new goods deman~ by the Europeans such as slave.\ ivory, u well as larger quantities of older items of trade such aJ
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yams and other foodstuffs for supply to the slave ships. The Atlantic trade then, was not likely to have been the beginning of contacts between the peoples of the two regions but it exploited earlier lines of contact and intensified previously existing activities. Traditions among the Andoni and the Ogoni of the delta indicate that relations between the communities of the two regions were peaceful. There are no traditions of wars against peoples of the Cross River Region before the nineteenth century. The Andoni and Ogoni relate this to ties of blood, in spite of the fact that these two Niger Delta groups have traditions of wars even for the purpose of collecting supplies of slaves for the overseas trade. Rather, the Andoni received the persons thrown up by circumstances of famine, wars and the social conditions of their neighbours for sale overseas or to augment their own population and labour force. The Ogoni and Andoni feel a sense of kinship with the neighbouring peoples of the Cross River Region. The Andoni, for example, consider the Oron and I be no as "Obolo segments." 12 There is also a large area of shared cultural elements, such as the masks of the Ogoni area which have so little in common with those of the rest of the Niger Delta but obvious relations with masks of the Cross River. However, other groups in the Niger Delta have also had longer distance contacts with the Cross River Region prior to the nineteenth century. The Ibani of Bonny, the Okrika, and Nembe as well as the Kalahari of the Eastern Niger Delta had knowledge of the peoples of the Cross River Region. There is evidence of the age of these contacts in the record of the names by which the visiting Europeans identified various groups. Thus, Europeans visiting the Cross River Region referred to the Ibibio by the names of Moco, or Moko, which are renditions of the term Mboko by which the Andoni, Okrika, Kalabari, Nembe and other Niger Delta groups identify the Ibibio in generai.13 The other name of Qua or Kwa that appears in some European documents for the Ibibio is said to derive from the Bonny name for the Ibibio. The visiting Europeans saw the two regions as a continuous trade area, and created some problems through their interchange of place names. One classic case is the name of Calabar. This name first appeared in European accounts of the Nigerian coast at the beginning of the seventeenth century, and referred to a location on the Rio Real or Bonny River, as the name for the Kalabari town later identified as New Calabar. According to Hair, "around 1640, the
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name 'Calabar' also appeared on the Cross River" and was giver the distinguish~g fo~ of "Old Calabar" by Dappe;_l4 · The forms m wh1ch the name appears on the Rio Real show tha1 Calabar was derived from Kalabari, the local name of the place !he Europeans named New Calabar from the end of the seventeen~ century. The forms "Caravalies" (by Father Sandoval, 1627), anc "Calabaery" (Ratelband, 1638) are cognate with Kalahari. Local traditi?ns have consistently known the place and people situated on the Rio Real or what came to be the New Calabar River 11.1 "Kalahari." It has been called "Elem Kalahari" or "Old Kalahari" since 1884 after the people abandoned it to found the new cities of Buguma, Abonnema, and Bakana. It might have been known as "lwo Kalahari" or "New Kalahari" at an earlier date when it was a relatively new settlement in the area. The European name of "New Calabar" could conceivably derive from such a local identification of the place. The conclusion suggested by the evidence is, that whereas the name New Calabar by which the river and city on the Rio Real were named derived from an indigenous term, Kalahari, the name 0!0 Calabar or Calabar for the city on the Cross River was of extern~ origin. Evidence from· the recorded oral tradition of relationship! between the Niger Delta and the Cross River Region predating the European naming of two cities in the two regions by the identical name of Calabar is slight. It may be noted, however, that lon1 distance commercial contacts between the Eastern Delta states B1lli the Western Delta and even the Lagos Lagoon before 1800 have been documented from oral traditions. 15 Some of the tradition~ concerning Kalahari and Calabar may be discounted as deriving ln part at least, from the identity of name, but others are likely to be genuine references to early contacts. Thus, the most westerly of IlK Eastern delta states, Nembe, distinguishes between the Ibibio lD general as Imboko, from the Efik of the Cross River as Ifingi. Sud distinctions are not made without contacts and knowledge oven period of time. Among the Kalahari of the Eastern delta, ~e Krom lineage claims origins from Calabar of the Cross Rtver, for themselves and the tutelary deity of the Kalahari, Awomekaso.l This claim is however, a minority account among the Kalahari and· related together with another tradition of prior origin from the s and the Central Niger Delta. 152



In sum, telations between communitu.:s in the eastclll delta fringe such as the Andoni and Ogoni with the Lo., er Cross river region were very close from the distant past. Other communities of the Eastern Niger Delta were also active in the eastern delta fringe and came into contact with various Ibibio groups. There is little evidence of direct contact between the Eastern Niger Delta ~tates and the Efik of the Cross River before I 800. Such contact cannot be ruled out completely, but knowledge of the Cross River itself may have been largely derived from secondary contact with the Ogoni and Andoni groups in the border zone. It would appear that the attention of the Eastern Delta states was focussed mainly towards the Western Delta to Benin and Warri in the period before the onset of the transAtlantic trade. Activities to the east were brisk only in the AndoniOgoni country and among the neighbouring Ibibio and Ndoki of the lmo River valley.



The Delta States and the Cross River Region before



1900 In the nineteenth century the Eastern Delta states tended to mark out spheres of trade in the areas of the mainland adjoining their territories. Nembe (Brass) concentrated her activities to pans of the Central Delta, in Ogbia country, up the Niger towards !gala, and in the Western Delta. Nembe was effectively barred from large-scale operations towards the east by the Kalahari of Elem Kalahari (New Calabar). These two states came into conflict over competition for markets in the Abua, Kugbo and Odual areas. The Kalahari were mainly active over the Abua and lkwerre mainland, that is, the regions to the immediate north of the territory of the New Calabar state. In this mainland region, the Kalahari had an advantage over the Ibani of Bonny, and bordered on the areas of Okrika activity around the present metropolis of Pon Harcoun. However, the Kalahari also carried on considerable business through delta routes with the Andoni of the Eastern Delta fringe. But Kalahari activity in this part of the delta adjoining the Imo and Cross River valleys was subject to restrictions by the greater accessibility to the area of both Bonny and Okrika. Okrika operated effectively in the area of the Ogoni and in parts oflkwerre country. Okrika influence was probably more direct over the Andoni than Kalahari, but apparently still less effective than that of Bonny. 1.53



Bonny was virtually forced by her geographical location t" relation to the other delta states to concentrate on the development of markets in the trade area comprising the valley of the Imo River and the lands adjoining it in the Cross River valley. Bonny traders cou!C only reach markets in the nonhem mainland with difficulty b1 passing through territory under the control of the Kalabari or Okrika. Bonny established an accord with Okrika so that this delta state without a direct outlet or port exported the produce of the Ogoni country through the port of Bonny. Bonny also reached the eastern pans of Ogoni through the Andoni delta from such bases a1 Opuoko. But the major area of Bonny trade from early time1 remained the valley of the Imo River.1 7 Bonny developed market1 among the Ndok.i of the Irno valley at Azwnini, Oharnbele, Akwete, Obunku and others. At the lower lmo valley Bonny did busines1 with peoples of the Cross River Region from such outposts a1, Essene, Urata, Enwanga, and others. Bonny traders do not appear to have been very active beyond the Qua Iboe River, or event 1 significantly active as far east as that river. The influence of the delta states on the Cross River valle1 reached its height in the late nineteenth century after the city-state o! Opobo was established at the estuary of the Imo River in i869. When Bonny was induced to recognise the new state by the treaty o:: 1873, she was specifically assigned only six markets in the Imc River region, namely Akwete (Arguatay), Obunku, and four markets around Urata. The new state of Opobo became the major power over the Eastern Delta fringes as well as the valley of the I!J)J River and the territories eastwards to and beyond the Qua lboe. Jaja, founder of Opobo, consolidated the strategic position of th~ new state for the development of a sphere of trade over the Im River and the regions of the Qua Iboe River.l 8 He built Essene int the principal centre for the area in collaboration with the Aro trade He also acquired ownership of Enwanga as the nearest market 1 Opobo in a position commanding the approaches from Bonny to markets of the Imo River and Essene. Jaja also opened new cree routes south of Enwanga from Opobo to the Qua lboe. Jaja's methods for securing spheres of influence included t swearing of oaths of friendship with local chiefs and communitie marriage of wives from communities among whom he did busine · and the settlement of trade agents or boys in such places. Whe
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necessary, Jaja and the Opobo state engaged in military or naval operations to enforce favourable conditions for trade. Opobo expansion of trade into the area of the Qua lboe and the Imo Rivers had the aim of excluding other delta states, as well as European traders. Jaja had earlier excluded the British firms of McEachen and Miller Brothers from the Qua lboe and in the early 1880's engaged in a duel to exclude George Watts, a partner of John Holt, and supponed by the British consular authorities on the coast. 18 Although Opobo sources view the activities of George Watts as a purely British intrusion into the Opobo trade area, there is some involvement of the Efik state of Calabar on the Cross River.19 The adventure in Ibeno on the Qua lboe was apparently a joint activity between the rulers of Henshaw Town seeking new areas outside Duke Town control, and George Watts. The panners were to sell trading rights in the area to new firms and share the proceeds in the proportion two thirds to Henshaw and a third to Watts. The Eflk on the Cross River had hitherto concentrated on expansion and trade up the river and neglected the territory between the Cross River and the Imo River. Joseph Henshaw staned a cocoa farm in Oron, founded the pon of Idua Oron, and began to open a new trade area among the Ibeno and Eket in 1879. In a sense then, the closing years of the nineteenth century saw roovements into the Qua lboe of the trading states of the Niger Delta and of the Cross River. This produced one of the siblations in which Jaja and the state of Opobo thought forceful action was demanded. A naval force was sent to Ibeno to destroy villages and the factory of George Watts. The villages of Ikoretu (lbot Etu), Okoroete (Ikot ltak), Ebotiyan, Ubenekang, and Empanak (Mkpanek) were destroyed. On June 6, 1881, some leaders of Ibeno arrived in Opobo to sign a declaration placing their territory under the ~rotection and authority of the king of Opobo "for all time coming." o This constitutes the high point of delta influence in the Cross River Region when the delta state of Opobo claimed what has been termed an "informal empire" over pans of the Cross River Region. It may be noted that "empire" was informal in the extreme and did not imply running the political or social life of the communities of the Qua Iboe region. Opobo, like the other delta states, was mainly interested in keeping trade rivals outside places in which it was interested, maintaining goodwill, and the security of its citizens 155



doiDg business in such places. Relations in such cases were usuaJ ce~nted by inter-marri~ges, ritual contract~, and oth~, forms of tnter-communal and mter-personal relationships :: addition to the purely economic and commercial contacts. (See pi'l 9.3) 1
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Relations After 1900 The unification of the economic and other interests of (ommunities of the Eastern Niger Delta periphery and the Western part of the lower Cross River region was recognised in the administrative units created by the British colonial government. Qpobo as well as the Andoni (Obolo), and the Ogoni of the delta were included in the Calabar Province. But the pre-eminence of Opobo in this region was also acknowledged in the naming of parts of the region as Opobo District or Division. In the last three decades, there were agitations for new political and administrative alignments in the general Nigerian atmosphere of the creation of new states. First, the Ogoni, and finally Opobo and Western Andoni have been removed from the former Cross River State and placed with their Niger Delta neighbours in the Rivers State (leaving Eastern Andoni in the Akwa Ibom State). In this looking west, Opobo has had to come to terms with its history of secession from a dominant Bonny. The return of these delta communities to administrative arrangements realigning them with the Niger Detla does not necessarily break off the relationships that bind them to the Cross River Region and its peoples. The movement of peoples for economic and cultural reasons continues. Fishermen from the Niger Delta migrate to the creeks and estuaries of the Cross River Region and beyond to the Rio del Rey in the Cameroon Republic. Similarly, fanners and palm-wine tappers from the Cross River Region operate in all parts of the Niger Delta as far west as the Central Delta. These and other features of the continuing relations between the Niger Delta and the Cross River Region confirm our introductory statement that the two regions are continuous. They are continuous geographically, historically, and have become continuous culturally and economically. There have been movements of peoples across the region from the remote past creating a dynamic flux of relationships between the two regions. On balance the evidence is o~ a deep penetration of t~e Niger Delta by peoples from the Cross Rtver Regton and east of It. These peoples stretch from th~ Ogbia a~d Abua near the Ce~tral Delta to the Ogoni and Andom (~bolo) m the Ea~tem delta fnnge close to the Cross River Regton. In the closmg years of the nineteenth century, Easte~ Delta ~ommunities began t? expand eastwards into the Cross Rtver Regton, but such expans1on could 157



only be of an informal kind. The demographic balance was clearl) 1:. favour of the Cross River Region. In the long term this may turn o~ to be the crucial factor in the relationship between the Cross Rive: Region and the Niger Delta. Rderences I. R.K. Udo, GeograpiUcal Regions of Nigeria (London: Heinemann, 1970).p 89. 2. Kay Williamson 1 "The Benue-Congo Languages and Ijo," in Current Trends~ Linguistics, No. 7, Linguistics in Sub-Saharan Africa, ed. lA Sebeok et al (The Hague: 1971), p. 263ff, and person~ communication. 3. Kay Williamson, "The Rivers Readers Proiect in Nigeria," Chap. 7 in Morhtr Tongue Education: The West African EX{J_erience, A.yo Bamgbose (ed.) UNESCO London & Paris, 1976 p. 37. 4. G.A. Williams,lntelligence Report on the Abua Clan, 1932, p. 8. 5. l.S. Dema, "Ukwu I: Uwema Abuan" in T.N. Tamuno and E.J. Ali!&o~ Eminent Nigerians of the Rivers State (London: Heinemann, 1981), states that "Abua married a woman called Umake E~le ... They begQ four sons: Agana, Otabha, Emuldtan and Olcpeden.' 6. M.D.W. Jeffreys, Report on Ogoni, Ca7abar Province, 1931, cited by E.J. GibbOns,lnJelligence Report on the O&oni Tribe within the Opo/M Division, 1932. Jeffreys named his mfonnant as "Agbarum ~ Nanwe." 7. E. J. Alagoa, A History of the Niger Delta (lbadan: University Press, 1972), pp. 180-183. 8. M. D.W. Jeffreys, lnt~lligence Report on Andoni Tribe, Opobo District, Calabar ProVInce,1930, p.l. 9. C.E. Jenewari, "Delta Ijo's Closest Linguistic Relative," Paper delivered at School of Humanities Seminar, 1980; and 11th Annual Conference on African Linguistics, Boston, U.S.A., Aprill0-12, 1980. 10. K.O. Dike, Trath and F"olitics in the Niger Delta 1830-1885 (Oxford: 1956), pp. 182-202:.t.SJ.S. Cookey, King Jaja of the Niger Delta: His Lift afad Times 1o~l - 1891 (New York: 1974}. 11. Ejtuwu~.~The Obolo," pp. 324 - 328. 12./bid; p. jwS_ 13. P.E. Hair, "An Ethnographic Inventory of the Lower Guinea Coast befo~ 1700: Pat II" African Language Review, Vol. 8, 1869 pp. 225-2256. 14. Ibid., p. 235. 15. EJ. Alagoa, "Long Distance Trade and States in the Niger Delta," Journal African History, Vol. 11. No. 3, 1970, 319-329. Compare also coastwise contacts between Benin and Ghana in J.D. Fage, "Some remarks on beads and trade in Lower Guinea in the sixteenth seventeenth centuries," Journal of African History, Vol. 3, No. 2, 1962, 343-347. 16. Alagoa, A History of the Niger Delta, p. 136., Also _personal communicatil1 from Prof. k. Horton, Humamtie~ UniveTSlty of Pon Harcourt. 17. C~key, King J aja of the Niger Delta, pp. 38-92. 18/bld, pp. 106-112. 19. K.K. Nair, Politics and Society in South Eastern Nigeria 1841 - 1906, Franl Cass, London, 1971, pp. 181-184. 20 Cookey, King Jaja of the Niger Delta, p. 92. 158
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CHAPTER 10



The Old Calabar Province under Colonial Rule: Colonial Subjugation and Administration M. B. Abasialtai



Then came a thing which surprised us very much. A white man and his soldiers came and our weapons were in vain. We rried to kill him, but we only succeeded in killing his soldiers) (lbesikpo chiefs w District Officer, D. Bayley, November 1933).



The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries witnessed the Scramble and Partition, when most of Africa passed from sovereign status to colonial rule. This chapter examines how the Old Calabar Province came under British rule; by what policies and practices the British administered it, and the people's reactions to them, as well as the major economic and social changes that occurred during the colonial era. The Old Calabar Province- hereafter referred to as "the region"- existed as an administrative unit from 1914 to 1959 and comprised more or less the present Akamkpa and Odukpani Local Government Areas, Calabar Municipality, and the Ibibio Mainland (which became Akwa Ibom State in September 1987).



The Imposition of British Rule and the People's Reactions: The Coastal Communities: Old Calabar, Opobo and lbeno



Partly to suppress the slave trade, protect (British) legitimate trade and settle trade disputes between European and African traders, Britain adopted several measures between 1840 and 1890 which encroached on the sovereignty of the coastal Eflk, Opobo and Ibeno communities with whom the Europeans had direct dealings. First, Britain signed anti-slave trade treaties with the chiefs in the 1840's. Subsequently she appointed consuls to the Niger Delta and created Courts of Equity comprising Earopean super-cargoes and the African chiefs, at Calabar, Opobo and other Delta ports. The aim was not primarily to impose British rule but to exert sufficient British influence in order to accomplish Britain's economic and strategic interests. However, should the chiefs violate the treaties or persist in practices antithetic to British values like human sacrifice, 161



they were punished by the British Consul and Navy.2 Moreover although in theory the Efik and other coastal peoples dealt with the British on a footing of equality and independence, in practice the consulship and the Courts of Equity subordinated them and their trading interests to British authority and trading interests. Hence the consulship and the Courts constituted "a first step to the eventual takeover" of the region by Britain. As elsewhere in Africa, Britain's economic, political and military actions in weakening the people's sovereignty and rraditional authority were significantly aided by the activities of Christian Missions. The premises of the Presbyterian Mission established in Calabar in 1846 harboured fugitives from Efik justice and runway slaves. And missionaries denounced as barbaric aspects of Efl.k: government and justice like ekpe laws, trial by ordeal and judicial punishment.3 Thus encouraged, Christian converts defied Efi.k: traditional authority. Hence some Efik chiefs contemplated expulsion of the missionaries in 1855 but were deterred when the British Consul intervened on the side of the missionaries with a gunboat and a threat to desrroy Duke Town. Thenceforth, actual or potential support of the missionaries by British arms ensured the triumph of the missionary enterprise in Calabar and gradually weaned the Efik from hostility, to tolerance and finally "acceptance" of the Mission. Similar undermining of indigenous cultural and political systems occurred among the Ibeno and Oron after the establishment of the Qua Iboe and the Methodist Missions among them in 1887 and 1894 respectively. As from the 1870's, the world wide depression of trade and increased rivalry among Europeans for markets and sources of raw materials in Africa led European traders to penetrate the African hinterland and to sign commercial treaties with the chiefs. Invariably, their home governments backed their call for suppression of African chiefs and commercial middlemen who resisted the Britons' passage. The Scramble and Partition then followed as the European competition increased. At the Berlin Conference of 1884-5, convened primarily to regulate the Scramble, Britain successfully established claims to spheres of influence over the Oil Rivers on the basis of earlier treaties with the African chiefs. Subsequently, with a view to establishing effective occupation, Britain proclaimed a "protectorate" over the Oil Rivers in June 1885. Two years later, when the British Consul deponed King Jaja of 162



Opobo, 4 a major challenge to British penetration of the lmo-()u:: Iboe hinterland was removed and the way thus opened •or the imposition of British rule over what became the Old Calahar Province. More important, following the establishment of fom1ai colonial administration over the coastal communities of this region as from 1891, and the increase of missionary influence, the Efik and lbeno. in particular, came more or less to acquiesce in British rule by 1900 Inadvertently, some of them significantly aided the imposition ot British rule by serving the British as guides, interpreter~. clerks. Warrant Chiefs, civil police or political agent. The Old Calabar Hinterland From coastal footholds like Calabar, Eket, Itu and Opobo, the British advanced inland, initially to explore and trade. In 1871 and 1881, A.A. Robertson and George Watts, British merchants. respectively, explored the Qua Iboe estuary and commenced trade on the river. In the 1880's, consuls E.E. Hewett and Harry H. Johnston similarly explored the River's estuary and the adjoining coasts. In 1894, a consular agent, Roger Casement, penetrated the Itu-lbiono and Essene-Southern Iman areas, encountering considerable opposition form the people on the way. The following year, A.A. Whitehouse, the newly appointed Pro-consul for Qua Iboe (Eket) district , ascended the Qua Iboe River from Eket to Enen in Annang where the people forced him to retum.5 Besides opposing British penetration, the coastal peoples rebuffed attempts by the British consular agents to interfere in their political, social or religious affairs or to exercise authority over them. The people of Ikot Akpatek, Eket District, for example. "persistently refused" to recognize Whitehouse's authority, or to pay a fine he imposed for their murdering two indigenes of Ikot Utip, Andoni.6 The Afaha people of Ubium similarly rebuffed Whitehouse's successor, A.C. Douglas: they opposed his proposals for opening a road from Oron to Eket, refused to abjure human sacrifice, and rather murdered some Opobo traders stationed at Nnung Obong, an Afaha village. On their part, the Afaha Eket people strenuously opposed Douglas when he arrived to establish an administration for Eket District in October 1898. Their opposition would last for over a decade in spite of successive punitive expeditions to subjugate them.? 163



What with the opposition ro British penetration anc authority,and Britain's own imperial designs, the protectoratf government under commissioner Sir Ralph Moor ( 1896-1903, resolved to subdue the people by force as a prelude to effectivf colonial administration. The opportunity came in 1896 when the people of Mkpok, Eket District, sacrificed a youth. When Qua Ib


established with Mr. C. Patridge as district commissioner. Troops were stationed continuously at Ikot Ekpene from 1904-1912, 19191921 and as from 1929.12 Towards the ending of 1904, the troops were used to suppress some "truculent" Annang groups "south and west" of Ikot Ekpene. From Ikot Ekpene under Major Trenchard, the expedition struck nonhwest towards Itu as far as the Iyere River and then swung round westwards through the present Uyo district where it established a station at Ukpum Annang with R.B. Brooks as district commissioner. Brooks subsequently attempted to move the station from Ukpum to Aka in Offot territory, but the Offot rebuffed his overtures and then ambushed his party as they returned to Ukpum. According to one account, in the skinnish that ensued: ... two carriers were killed and several soldiers wounded. The Offots lost at least a dozen men. The chief was caught and beheaded. A fine of 7,000 manillas was levied and paid. A few days later 22 villages came in and Brooks went in search of a site for the new station. He finally reached Uyo and guided by the chiefs, pushed through the bush till he reached the site of the present Rest House.l3



Thus Uyo station and district were established in 1905 with Brooks as district commissioner. In the meantime, after leaving Brooks at Ukpum, the bulk of the troops had proceeded through Enen to patrol the Annang area in Opobo district before returning to Ik:ot Ekpene late in 1905. It was at about this time that the expeditionary force which had commenced invading lbibio land from Eket in 1898 linked up with the troops of the Ibibio Column. By then, the force had subjugated the Eket, Mkpok, Ubium, lman and Nsit areas.I4 Resistance against the British persisted, however, in many communities in the Old Calabar Province. Hence, especially between 1905 and 1914, the combined expeditionary and lbibio Column troops undertook numerous punitive "patrols" to impose colonial government authority. In March and June 1907, for instance, the troops patrolled the Mbiabong Ikot Udo area, and from February to June 1909, the Nkwot, Abiakpo, Midim, Mama and Maha Obong areas were patrolled and subjugated after considerable fighting,and a new district was started at Abak.IS Thus by 1914, the entire "Mainland" portion of the former Cross River State created into Akwa Ibom State in 1987 had been subjugated under British rule. 16S



Space constraint forbids any full discussion of the situation tr. the Upper Cross portion of our region. Here, as in the "Mainland, chiefs and commercial middlemen in U m on Island, Ediba and so on had over the years resisted penetration by traders and missionaries. Not until the 1890's was British authority imposed on the Cross basin through gun-boat patrol on the River and a mobile military force on land. The troops successfully imposed free trade on the River and subjugated the neighbouring Biase, Bahumono, Yakurr and Mbembe people under colonial rule. 16 In most of the armed resistance discussed above, the people used both traditional and modern arms and methods of warfare including bows and arrows, matchets, spears, mostly dane guns, spying and ambushes. In many instances, actual fighting was preceded by some parleying or diplomacy between the chiefs and the British officials intended, from their respective view points, to turn back the British or to induce the people to surrender. It was mostly when the people failed to surrender (after initial talks-as it often ocurred - or continued to defy the British after initial surrender, or entirely refused to parley or otherwise treat with British officials) that fighting ensued.l7 Outright warlare was, however, only an aspect of the people's resistance against the British. Another aspect was the use of supernatural "weapons" such as magic medicine (Ibok), and poison. Such "weapons", oral traditions indicate, also included lightening and thunder which were "manipulated" by medicine-men intended to destroy colonial troops, officials or station; and charms placed on the paths, property or food of these troops and officials to injure them. P.A. Talbot, the District Commissioner for Eket in 1913, afterwards wrote that "of the many attempts" to poison him "it would be too tedious to tell": One chief and a clerk... were sentenced each to five years' penal servitude; while, just before leaving the District, a man in whom we had complete trull was found in possession of a calabash the contents of which ... {he) intended 10 administer at the last moment, so that we might die on the way home ... On several occasions we were warned that fowls brought as 'dashes' had bw poisoned with the idea of killing us ... 18



Two of Talbot's fellow District Commissioners reportedly almost died from poisoning.19 In view of the determined resistance of most communities, the colonial troops owed their victory.mainly to their superior weapons ~ike the maxim gun, their scrupulous disarming of the people 166



following subjugation, and their scorched-eanh strategy of burning houses, farms and other property of the resisters. Moreover, the resisting communities failed w pool together their efforts and resources. This may have arisen from the people's segmentary social and political structure and fear of reprisals by the colonial troops. Indeed, some communities collaborated with the invaders against their neighbours, hoping to settle old scores or to win political or economic favours fonn the British.2° But despite subjugation, it took a long time to reconcile many communities to British rule. While resentment of some aspects of colonial rule such as forced labour, and oppression and corruption of the Native Courts and the Warrant Chiefs seldom led to actual violence, the imposition of regular taxation in 1928 was to cause serious protests and defiance of British authority by some communities in our Province. The Colonial Administration Following the imposition of British authority, it became necessary to establish administrative machinery for maintaining law and order, creating infrastructure, and promoting trade, agriculture. enlightenment and the general well-being of the people. Thus, between 1885 and 1914, the region became pan of successive protectorates into which Britain constituted parts or all of the present southern Nigeria for administrative purposes. From Amalgamation in 1914 to 1959, the region became the Old Calabar Province along with other provinces. In governing Nigeria (as well as other parts of Africa), Britain aimed to incur as minimum administrative and financial responsibilities as were compatible with her achieving maximum economic, political and strategic benefits from the colonial enterprise. This rationale largely determined the structures. function~ and accomplishments of the central and local government machineries by which the country was later administered. As far as a central government was concerned, the territorial units whose administrations embraced our province were successively the Oil Rivers Protectorate (1885-18!} 3 ). the 1'\iger Coast Protectorate (1893-1899), the Protectorate of Southern Nigeria (1900-1906), the Colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria (1906-1913), and the amalgamated colony of Nigcria_(as frnm 1914). Calabar was the headquarters of the first three un1ts (hg. IO.ll 167



and Lagos, of the last two. Owing to space constraint we focus c discussion of Nigeria's central gove-rnment on the last unit - t amalgamated Nigeria. The Central Government From 1922 to 1947 Nigeria's central government was modell on the British Crown colony system with a Governor General at t head advised by a legislative council. The Governor and most oft senior government officials were British. Similarly, the Legislati Council comprised a large official majority of whites and onl) small number of mostly nominated unofficial members, includi Africans. As far as the Old Calabar Province was concerned, Calabar \\ represented first by a nominated member in the purely advise Nigerian Council which Lugard created after Amalgamation in 19: As from 1922, when a new Nigerian constitution with a an electi principle was introduced, Calabar was represented by an elect member in the new Legislative Council created that year by the n1 Governor, Sir Hugh Clifford. As from 1938, followi representations by the lbibio State Union, a nominated memb Chief Nyong Essien ()f Uruan, represented the lbibio in t Legislative Council. As a rule, however, the British distrusted 1 educated Nigerians, alleging that they were unrepresentative oft illiterate Nigerian masses. Accordingly, up to 1951, the educat elites were not accorded significant representation at the cruc forum of the Legislative and Executive Councils. In contrast, t British upheld and utilized the powers of the chiefs - who were me melleable- in the indirect administration of the country. As the British intended it, the ability of the unofficial members mfluence government policies was severely limited by the lar official majority for whom it was obligatory to support govemm1 measures. Besides, the Governor had vast powers to initiate legislation and exercise veto; and there were the overriding pow1 of orders-in-council and Acts of the British Parliament.21 Thus dominated by the governor and the White official majori the Legislative Council only legislated "for the peace, order a good government" of Southern Nigeria, including Lagos color subject to ratification by the British Crown. It did not legislate: Northern Nigeria which was the responsibility of the Govem 168



although it could discuss its financial affairs and pass a budget affecting it. To make the Central Government effective, the administrative structure was further broken down- haphazardly in most casesinto provinces, divisions and districts (Fig. 10.2), in charge of Residents and Divisional and Districts Officers respectively. Until the mid 1950's all of these were Britons, each being responsible to his immediate superior and thus ultimately to the Governor. They took charge of both purely local matters, and aspects of central Government affairs like Education, Agriculture and Prisons. A government machinery thus dominated by white officialdom could hardly cater for the fundamental needs of the nation and her peoples.22 As a result of increasing nationalist agitation for change, new constitutions were applied in 1947, 1951, 1954 and 1958. These introduced the principles of regionalism and federalism by which government matters were divided between Lagos, the capital, and the Regions (East, West and North). They also provided for ~gionallegislatures, elections of which were on political party basis and initially by electoral colleges; the Governor-General and, later, the Prime Minister (with his cabinet) at Lagos, and Governor and Premiers (with their cabinets) in the Regions; different federal and regional public services; and finally, independence in 1960. Particularly with the introduction of responsible government in 1951, Nigerian political leaders, including those from our Province, participated with the British in formulating the later constitutions at several "constitutional conferences" in Nigeria and London, and generally shared power with the British. In thus fashioning Nigeria's successive constitutions and governments, the British and the Nigerian nationalist leaders made grave errors that provided the basis of future political bitterness and instability. By emphasizing regionalism, for example, they inadvertently promoted the domination of each Region by a major ethnic group largely to the disadvantage of the minority groups. In the Eastern Region, the Igbo thus dominated the lbibio, Ijo and Ekoi which induced these minorities to agitate for a separate Calabar-OgojaRivers (COR) State of their own. And neither the British nor the Nigerian leaders seriously attempted to integrate the people nationally as a united people or to orientate their loyalty t o Nigeria above their loyalty to their ethnic group or region. Rather, the British not infrequently played the North against the West and the 169



East in a strategy of "divide-and-rule." Similarly, Nigeriar politicians whipped up tribal scnriments and pitched one ethnlt group against another in their bid to preserve their tribal "spheres ot influence." Thus, the national foundations and superstructures at Nigerial Independence in 1960 were quite fragile. Not surprisingly the strains and stresses in the body politic soon resulted in a bloodv three-year civil war which nearly destroyed the national edifice. ·



The Local Government While the impact of the central government on the ~igerian masses was more or less limited up to the 1940's, that of the local government was, understandably, quite profound for most of the colonial period. Initially however, despite the protectorate proclamation of 1885, neither the administrative policies to be pursued nor the concept and implications of a protectorate seemed clear to the British Government. What was more, the Courts of Equity which had provided administration of some sort were abolished in 1885. To fill the administrative void, Consul Johnston attempted to create a local administration by instituting "Govemin1 Councils" at Delta ports like Calabar and Opobo comprising African Chiefs and Europeans. But the British Foreign Office which directed the Protectorate disallowed the Councils. Thus a "Paper Protectorate" existed more or less till 1891.23 In that year the British Government took a more decisive step to actually govern the Oil Rivers Protectorate by appointing Sir Claude MacDonald as its Commissioner and Consul-General (1891- 1896). MacDonald's subsequent adoption of the policy of administering b) "indirect rule" was based on several considerations. Britain was already committed to the idea of working with "native" institutions and was unwilling to incur heavy administrative costs on personnel or infrastructure. Moreover, the communication system was too poor and British personnel too few for intensive White involvement in local administration.24 The local government, first introduced in the Niger Delta in 1891, went through about four phases. The first phase lasted from 1891 to 1914 and coincided with the colonial subjugation of the region. It was a seminal phase: the trauma of conquest still distressed the people, while the British applied administrative measures without serious study of the traditional institutions with 170



which they presumed to work. Mistakes and mutual distrusts therefore abounded. The Native couns dominated in the first phase. The first of these in the region, called "High Court of the Native Council of Old Calabar," was established at Calabar in 1892 by MacDonald who also posted British vice-consuls at the Qua Iboe and Opobo Rivers. By 1900 other Native Courts had been established in the region at places like Adiabo, Eket, lbeno, lkot Offiong, ltu, Opobo Island (removed to Enwanga in 1903), and Tom Shott. In that year Sir Ralph Moor, MacDonald's successor, rationalized the courts as "Native Councils" or "Minor Courts." The former were courts at district headquarters, presided over by the District Commissioner, and possessed wider jurisdiction. The Minor courts, located elsewhere in the District and presided over by a "native authority" or a local chief, possessed less jurisdiction. The District Commissioner, however, had overall supervision over all Native Courts including the transfer and review of any case. Following Britain's occupation of the Province's hinterland after 1900 more Native Courts were set up throughout the region.25 Each Native Court comprised a number of chiefs from the Native Court Area given a certificate or warrant of recognition, and a cap and staff as insignia, by the Government. Each court also had a clerk, messengers, a Treasury serviced from court fines, a goal (lock up), and houses (barracks) for the court messengers. Thus the =~remises constituted the headquarters for the Native Court Each Native Court constituted "an all-purpose" Native Authority with executive, legislative and judicial powers. Following a roster, between five to seven of the Warrant Chiefs sat in the court for a month to adjudge cases and were then replaced by another set. By this arrangement, each set had opportunity to sit barely once or twice a year during which they were paid sitting fees.27 The court also enacted by-laws, paid the salaries of its members and staff, and carried out minor development projects like construction and maintenance of roads using forced labour and the treasury funds. 28 As from 1906, following the amalgamation of the Southern Nigeria Protectorate and the Lagos Colony and Protectorate, the Native Courts were subordinated to the Supreme Court at Lagos to which cases could be appealed. Lawyers were barred from appearing in the Native Courts. But the subordination of these 171



courts to the Supreme Court where "na!ive" customs were not always seriously regarded. encouraged "increasing numbers of lawyers' touts" to h~unt the vicinity of the courts to encourage appeals. 29 In these circumstances, aspects of English justice and judicial procedure which the Supreme court emphasized were increasingly practised in the Native Courts side by side with aspect1 of "native law and custom." Thus, as one District Commissioner reported, "gradually a mixed code of law came into being consisting of Native law and Custom, prunned to suit civilized requirernent1, with a leaven of equity and such English law as fitted in the scheme of things. "3° To ensure patronage of the Native Courts, all other forums for judging cases except the Native Courts were prohibited and violaton were liable to prosecution. Consequently, traditional judicial institutions like village and clan councils and titled societies (such a1 Ubong edong, ubong unen and ubong ndobo) were driven underground. However, as from the late 1920's their prohibition was gradually relaxed.31 The prohibition well suited the Warrant Chiefs who were jealous of their powers and anxious to preserve those powers from any encroachment. As the Native Courts were far between and as the people continued to patronize the traditional judicial institutions surreptitiously, many traditional chiefs and elders were prosecuted for "taking cases out of court" at the instance of the Warrant Chiefs.32 Ironically, most of the Warrant Chiefs had no traditional claim1 to chieftaincy. As the traditional chiefs had usually refused to meet the first British officers or invading troops, these came to rely largely on persons favourably disposed to the British or who appeared to the British officials to be the communities' leaders. Up to 1914, it was mostly these whom the District Commissionen appointed Warrant Chiefs as favour for guiding the troops, giving information or rendering some other services.3 3 Armed with the White Man's cap and staff, the Warrant Chief saw himself as a government employee - a view shared by the people - responsible to the District Commissioner who alone could dismiss or otherwise discipline him. and not to his people whom he could, and did, exploit with his wide powers. (These powers far exceeded what tradition sanctioned for chiefs). Where the traditional chiefs were identified, some District Commissioners associated them "wit~ jujus, witchcraft and noxious matters" and hesitated to appoint them 172



as Warrant Chiefs.3 4 On the other hand, some traditional chiefs like Akpan Nteyo of Eastern Nsit who received warrants did so most reluctantly, initially, being forced by the District Commissioners to attend ooun. 35 As the people had little choice in the maner, their anitude gradually mellowed from initial apathy to the Native Courts to grudging acceptance and finally patronage. In Uyo District alone in 1912, as many as 5,000 civil and criminal cases were heard in the Native Courts.3 6 The District Commissioners' occasional participation in court proceedings and review of court judgements, and the right of appeal to the Supreme Court helped to ensure that some justice was dispensed. In the final analysis, however, the Warrant Chiefs, Court Clerks and Court Messengers, cursorily supervised by the District Commissioners, soon became grossly oppressive and corrupt disposed to bribery, favouritism and other ills. Not surprisingly, the lbibio referred to the Warrant Chief derogatorily as "Obong mbakara" (white man's chief), or "Obong esop" (court chief), or, later on "Obong a - taxi" (tax-chief)_37 The fact that only a few villages had Warrant Chiefs and therefore "representation" in the Native Courts, and that the Warrant Chiefs served for as long as they satisfied the British, created dissatisfaction in some villages who also demanded ceaselessly that their people be appointed Warrant Chiefs. This was the situation in 1914 when Amalgamation brought about the second phase of the Native Court system. The second phase lasted from 1914 to the anti-tax protests of 1929. It saw the Native Courts become firmly rooted in the colonial administrative machinery and coveted as sources of power. wealth and prestige. The early years of this phase coincided with the governorgeneralship of Lord Lugard who had perfected his own brand of indirect rule in the emirates of Northern Nigeria. Sceptical of the brand in the South, Lugard aimed to extend his own brand there with a view to appointing only traditional chiefs as court members. to raising the authority and jurisdiction of the Warrant Chiefs to a level comparable to those of the Emirs in Northern Nigeria, to introducing direct taxation to enhance iocal government revenue. and to checking bribery and corruption. 38 Accordingly, as from October 1914, the Supreme Court ceased to control the Native Courts, and Provincial Courts, manned entirely 173



by political officers and from which lawyers were excluded, were interposed between it and the native Courts. Besides District Commissioners ceased to be members or presidents of Native Couns although they still attended and supervised them. Instead, some Warrant Chiefs were appointed Permanent President of their Native Couns as at Abak and Obot Akpan (Adiabo-Okoyong). Additionally, some Warrant Chiefs were made "Sole Native Authority" or "Paramount Chiefs" over their Native Court Areas as at Calabar, Essene, Opobo and Oron. 39 As for local government finances, the government appropriated the revenue of the Native Courts and abolished the Native Treasuries till direct taxation should be instituted. Rather, it made grants for salaries and public works. Since the grants never sufficed, Government's appropriation of the Native Court funds which in the past had invariably yielded a surplus and were used for the general good of the district "was viewed with deep suspicion and not understood" by the people.40 Thus, whereas in 1913 the Native Court revenue for Uyo District was about £4,000, much of which was used to develop the District, in 1914 the District Commissioner for Uyo was granted only £20 for public works, and £4 per month for road labour.41 The Lugardian reforms were, however, only partly implemented. Some proposals like direct taxation were not introduced at all. World War I which took away many of the European staff and resenonent of the Southern political officers at the imposition of the Lugardian system were largely responsible. The reforms nevertheless had significant effects on the Warrant Chief system. The limited role of the political officers in the Native Courts enabled the Warrant Chiefs, Court Messengers, and especially the literate Coun Clerk to further increase their powers, oppressions and other excesses. These further alienated them from the village elders and the general masses. Permanent Presidents, Paramount Chiefs and Sole Native Authorities generally failed as efficient administrative personnel, commanding little loyalty outside their own villages while incurring envy of chiefs not so favoured. At the same time, Government's attempt to conserve funds by reducing the number of Warrant Chiefs and Court Messengers and local government expenditure, coupled with the dearth of European officers, led to general inefficiency in the local government system. 42 174



Not surprisingly, Lugard's successor, Sir Hugh Clifford t I41':J1925), early planned to reform the Native Court ~ystcm At his instance, S.M. Grier and J .F. Tomlinson investigated the system in Eastern Nigeria in 1922 and 1923 respectively. Few actual refom1s followed their reports, however, as the political officers were deeply divided over what remedies to apply. The most significant reforms aimed to conserve clan unity by making the Native Court Area coterminous with the clan wherever possible. They also aimed to appoint only traditional chiefs as Warrant Chiefs and to levy a direct tax with which to create Native Treasuries and develop the districts. 43 Accordingly, between 1924 and 1928, clan courts were constituted for the Ediene-ltak, lbesikpo, Ibiono, Ika, ham, Okoyong and Uruan clans, for example, although many clans like Ikono, Nsit and Odot-Ediong continued to share Native Couns with other clans. 44 Apparently the people appreciated having their own clan courts and considerably utilized them. In 1929, for instance, 729 civil and criminal cases were tried in the Okoyong Native Coun; 1,087, in the Ediene-Itak Native Coun; about 7,000, in the Native Couns in Uyo District; and about 60,000 in the entire Old Calabar Province. 4 5 As a rule, District Commissioners now reponedly took "the greatest care" in selecting coun members: should the village head be unwilling or unable to become a member, the village council met and made a selection.46 These reforms were, however, neither far-reaching nor comprehensive. They could not inhibit the people's dissatisfaction with the generally corrupt, oppressive and alien Warrant Chief system. The introduction of direct taxation of adult males in 1928 proved the system's last straw. The Government did not sufficiently explain the rationale of the tax to the people although the idea of regular taxation was alien to them. Moreover, a census of prospective payers and assessment of their incomes conducted in 1927 as a basis for the tax created considerable resentment and apprehension. Not surprisingly,the first payment in 1928 was grudging. In 1929 rumours that the tax would be extended to women, coupled with drastic fall in prices of primary products following the onset of the Great Slump, led to widespread women protests - erroneously officially described as riots - in Abak, Ikot Ekpene, Itu and Opobo districts (and in several districts in the neighbouring Owerri Province). The protesters attacked many 175



Warrant Chiefs, burnt down several Native Courts and loorec European factories.47 The colonial government reacted with severe repression: colonial troops shot down numerous protesters, mostly women; burnt or ravaged many villages; and numerous persons were fined or imprisoned. 48 Particularly significant were the attacks on the Native Courtsthe outward symbols of the government- and the Warrant Chiefs who had sectioned and collected the tax. A government commission which investigated the protests found that "persecution by Native Coun Members and corruption in the Native Courts" were "a source of very considerable discontent among the people. "49 Quite clearly the Native Coun system had become so discredited that it could not be continued in its existing form. The reforms instituted as from 1930 marked the third phase of the local government system. This phase lasted till 1950. The cardinal principles of the new system were to place local government in the hands of traditional chiefs and to distinguish between its legislative and executive, and judicial aspects, that is, between the native authorities and the native courts.50 To begin with, the G_ovemment conducted anthropological researches on vinually every clan in the region to ascertain the indigenous political and judicial system on which to build a true local government. During their researches the British political agents discussed reform proposals with the people, considered their suggestions and objections and took pains to carry the people along. 51 In the new local government system, Village and Clan Councils were established in addition to Native Couns. The Village Council, comprising traditional lineage and village heads and elders administered the village. The Clan Council, made up of representatives from all the villages of the clan, became the Native Authority with executive and legislative powers over the clan. The Native Courts remained separated and concerned primarily with dispensation of justice. The principle of Clan Couns was retained and many clans like Etoi, Ikono, lwawa, Offot, Qua and Eki which previously lacked Clan Courts were given Native Courts of their own. Members of the Clan Council could also sit as members of the Native Coun.5 2 Thus the former Warrant Chief system was discarded. 176



Taxes were collected - as they had been since the second year of collection in 1929 - by ward and village heads. Each Clan Council had a Native Treasury operated through estimates and budgets by rhe Council, in consultation with the District Officer. This retained supervisory control over the Clan Councils and the Native Couns. Besides, by the Richards Constitution of 1947, village, clan, Divisional and Provincial meetings became successive "electoral colleges" for electing members of the newly-established regional and national councils. The reforms in this third phase aimed to, and to some extent did, incorporate the "broad-based" traditional democracy which the mostly segmentary Biase, Ekoi, Ibibio and Okoyong peoples of the region exercised through ward, village and clan councils but which the autocratic Warrant Chief system lacked. Not only did the villages select the members of the Clan Councils and Native Courts, but also each village was represented in both the Clan Council, and initially, in the Native Courts. Hence the new system was designated Native Administration (NA) and satisfied the people better than the Warrant Chief system. A few former Warrant chiefs who still had considerable influence in their communities were, however, made members of the Clan Councils or Native Couns·53 Institutions like ekpo, idiong and the various ubong were excluded from the NA as superstitious, "fetish" and antithetic to progress. As the NA system matured, some Clan Councils organized into "Federated Councils" like the Ibesikpo-Asutan,Opobo and Uyo Federated Councils established as from 1937. For a similar reason, a Native Appeal Court was established for Opobo District in 1937.54 But besides its greater efficiency, the NA system gave the traditional rulers as well as the rising educated elites and enlightened improvement unions wider participation in local government than previous systems. The greater disposition of the British colonial rulers to consider suggestions or criticisms about local government matters further strengthened the NA system. 55 In spite of the reforms, corruption, injustice and inefficiency persisted in the Clan Councils and the Native Courts, including bribery and frequent adjournments to multiply sitting fees. The large membership made the Clan Councils unwieldy and tardy. In the 1940's the colonial government applied several remedies. First, it drastically cut the Councils' membership. Second, it encouraged the Councils, with varying degree of success, to form joint-committees, 17 i



Divisional meetings and Divisional Native Authority within each Division to foster greater co-operation and exchange of ideas and experiences. 56 Thus by 1949, the NA system had been deeply enrrenched. The situation in I.kot Ekpene Division in that year, described by the Divisional Officer, P.L. Trevorrow, was that: From mass meetings of village elden ignorant, uncontrollable, irresponsible, they have developed into Councils of between thirty and fifty members, including an increasing number of literate and educated men, who can discuss affairs reasonably ana intelligently. There is still unfortunately a tendency to shirk responsibility and twenty years of discussions about finance have frul~ to produce any but the most rudimentary ideas of the simple principles of budgeting. Nevertheless during the past year there have been signs of an increasing awareness of what public business and public service entail. Leaders of opinion are beginning to eme~e and the more enlightened are showing a creditable desire for progress ...



The fourth phase of local government, begun in 1950 by the new Eastern Nigeria Government, coincided with the upsurge of Nigerian nationalism. Reforms now aimed to eliminate administrative conrrol of local government which had characterized the NA system, and to vest power in virtually autonomous councils over which District Officers had practically no control. Paradoxically, the new system was modelled on the British local government system. First introduced in Nigeria in Ikot Ekpene Division in 1951, it provided for three tiers of elected local government in each Division: County, District and Local- in place of the two - tier Clan and Village Councils of the former NA system. 58 The County, District and Local Councils were responsible for different ranges of functions and services prescribed by instrument. Despite its enormous responsibilities,the new system worked fairly satisfactorily. Particularly, it provided the burgeoning class of educated elites greater opportunity for political participation than ever before, besides the traditional village and lineage heads. After three years of its operation in Eket Division, District Officer E.G. Stumpenhuson Payne reported "the growth of a very real self· confidence" on the part of the councils and added: There is both a willingness to accept ~nsibility and the re-awakening ora civic sense which has for long lain dormant. All this is shown in the enthusiasm and eagerness of the councils to do things for their own areas, 178



and herein lies Lhc strength of the reform ... I am ccnam that we arc on l.hr threshold of an immense advance in orderly and effective administration 59



However, owing to corruption and favouritism, particularly in



the councils' contract awards and employment practices. the local government system was modified in 1955 to increase rhe supervisory powers of the District Officers (and ultimately of the Eastern Region Minister of Local Government) over the councils, and to reduce the former three-tier to a two-tier structure. This comprised only the District Councils which became all-purpose authorities, and the Local councils which had very limited functiom connected chiefly with communal projects.6° This was the structure up to Nigeria's Independence in 1960. A major effect of the new modifications, according to one authority, was "to alter fundamentally" the previous local government structure based on the functions of different types of councils to that based on "the territorial extent of councils all having the same functions." Thus the initial British model of local government was adapted to local needs, and Eastern Nigeria began to develop its own form of local government.6 1 This was still "very much in its infancy" in 1960, but nevertheless had "£one a very long way" in the ten years since us mception in 1950.61



I General Economic and Social Development In the socio-economic sphere, British colonial policy was largely laissez-faire. The colonial government was concerned mainly to provide basic infrastructure like roads, railways, inland waterways and ports; harbour, postal and telecommunication facilities: administrative buildings and centres; and law and order. It left economic activities largely to private Nigerian and foreign producers and entrepreneurs and market forces. But invariably it favoured the large, European companies like the United Africa Company (UAC). Paterson Zochonis (PZ), the SCOA, John Holts, the CFAO, and Mandilas, Karaberis and Spiropoulos which had trading stores at main market and port towns in our region. A great part of the infrastructural development was geared to the administrative convenience and expediency of the colonial government and not primarily to economic development of the region. No railway was constructed in the region despite the potential viability of such venture and the people's persistent demand for it. And ports like 179



Calabar, Eket, ltu and Opobo remained largely undevelopet throughout the colonial period. Some rudimentary town-planning and urban development wen also initiated, especially following the passage of the Townshi' Ordinance in 1917 which empowered the Governor to declare an~ area to be a first, second or third class township. However, on\;, Lagos was made a first class township; all the designated towns~ the Old Calabar Province like Calabar and U yo were second or~ class. These were the strategically situated villages and growin1 market and administrative centres. Colonial urban development consisted mainly of surveying these towns and providing them wi~ basic utilities like the post office, market and police post. 63 Sorneol the existing significant markets were assisted to develop, notably l Calabar (Watt), Uyo, lfianyong, Nnung Udoe, Ndiya, Ituk Mbang Urua Anwa and Ndon Utim. 64 To facilitate trade and exchange, th1 colonial government replaced manilla, the dominant metal currencj with British coins and notes by 1950. The Central Government also built several primary schools i; the Province and hospitals at Calabar, lkot Ekpene and Opobo b 1950. In 1956 the Eastern Nigerian Government introduce Universal Primary Educ~tion (UPE) but soon scaled down !ts scop owing to the enormous expenditure involved. Besides expendin Colonial Development and Welfare Funds, the Central Govemrner subscribed to several Community Development Projects like th Asutan Ekpe Community Model Fann and the Akpautong Healt Centre begun in 1949, the Pottery Centre at Ikot Abasi, and t~ Women's Educarion Centre at Uyo.65 As it transpired, Communi! Development Projects were invariably adversely affected by tt frequent changes of the District Officers and Residents. We have adumbrated that the local governments supplementc the socio-economic activities of the Central Government at the loc level. However, being essentially indigenous, the Native Coun NA's and County, District and Local Councils often showed great· awareness and concern for the social needs of the people, ar greater eagerness to supply those needs. Their major constraint w lack of funds. These were derived mainly from court fines, taxe and various licences, rates and fees, and their budgetary allocatic and ultimate expenditure were subject to the approval of the Cenll Government whose priorities and aspirations not infrequent ~·onflicled with those of the local government bodies.66 Not until L 180



~eforms of 1950 were these bodies given financial initiative and mdependence to raise revenue commensurate with their development programmes. Thus, both the Local and the Cenrral Governments established some demonstration farms, encouraged the formation of thrift anu co-operative societies, and the application of modem methods, tools and machines like manuring and the pioneer oil-mill~ to production. 67 They also somewhat encouraged indigenous manufacturing like the raffia industry in Ikot Ekpene and pottery ir. lkot Abasi. ~he Christian Missions contributed very substantially to socral serv1ces. Urged on by the people who greatly desired Western education for their youths, the Missions bore the brunt of providing primary, secondary, teacher-training and vocational education, and western medical health care at various schools, hospitals, clinics and leprosaria they established, assisted primarily by the people ;" church congregations or village, clan or ethnic improvement uniun' Thus, up to Nigeria's Independence in 1960, there was not a sin~k government secondary school throughout the Old Calabar Province: most of the secondary schools were Mission-owned. The \1rssrons were nevertheless pan of the imperial cultural machinery and thetr type of education was designed to serve primarily missionary and not the people's interests. Similarly, in the final analysis, Brit_ain's commitn:er!t .ro.devel?P Nigeria was peripheral to the accon:t~hshme~t o! Bn~a.m ~ tm_penal economic, political, strategic and nuhtary obJecuves m Ntgena. and Britain's African empire. It could hardly be vig?rous, sys_remanc or yield significant results since colonies extsted bastcally for exploitation by the "mother country."
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The Colonial Economy: The Lebanese Role in the Cross River Region D. M. Misra



The Lebanese, who form the vast majority of non-European traders in Nigeria, have risen from very humble beginnings to commercial prominence in the country's economy. This chapter is an attempt to examine Lebanese contributions to the development of the economy in the Cross River Basin. There are rwo ways to study an immigrant. group, like the Lebanese in Calabar. The fl.rst one is internal approach, where a group is studied on the basis of its characteristics and its activities assessed accordingly. The second approach is external. Here an immigrant community is examined, not in isolation, but within the framework of its environment. The second approach is adopted in this chapter because it is more relevant to economic history. Any migratory movement is motivated by some kind of dissatisfaction or discomfort in the original setting of the inunigranr. Robert Widmer describes the reasons for migration from Lebanon in the following passage: Lebanon is overpopulated. In view of the topography of the country, its roclcy mountains and its thin soil, its scarcity of mineral wealth, and its undeveloped industries, the land cannot support all its people. Consequently, it is to l)e expected that some of them nave to m1grate, leaving many, dependents on their remittances. 1



The above quotation clearly shows that economic reason was the prime-mover of Lebanese emigration. However, there were other factors as well. Some Lebanese migrated to· evade conscription into the Turkish army. Others left because of the oppressive rule of the Turks and their persecution of the Shites and Christian subjects. 2 It is important to note that Lebanon was brought under Turkish rule in the fll'St quarter of the 16th century. Lebanese emigration to West Africa staned during the 1880's Uld the first Lebanese emigrant, Elyas Khuri, arrived in Lagos in 1888. Lebanese emigration to West Africa was accidental in the ~ense that most of the early emigrants had originally planned to go to the U. S.A. or South America. Each of the emigrating member had l8S



raised money for his voyage by exhausting his family savings or selling his personal belongings or through borrowing money. After reaching Marseilles, the first port of dis-embarkation from Lebanon the Lebanese were forced to settle in West Africa either because they were out of funds or did not meet the stringent health and immigration regulations. 4 John Khuri was the first Lebanese to reach Calabar, in 1900.l His business success in Calabar attracted two more Lebanese, John Tarmous and Tom Joseph Solomon, who arrived in 1902 and 1904 respectively.6 It is important to note that none of these pioneer Lebanese in Calabar came directly from Lebanon. John Khuri and John Tannous had traded for some time in Sierra Leone and Tom). Solomon was in Femando Po before coming to Calabar.? Between 1905 and 1913, John Khuri and Tom J. Solomon sponsored many of their close relatives to Calabar. P. Amaury Talbot estimates the number of non-Europeans in Calabar in 1921 at forty eight. 8 Since the non-native Africans were grouped separately in his classification, there could be no other non' Europeans in Calabar at that time, except the Lebanese. This figure is further confirmed by an informant.9 In 1925 John Tannous moved out of Calabar to Victoria in Cameroon. 10 During the 1920's and 1930's some more Lebanese came to Calabar raising their number to about eighty in 1939. 11 However, by the late forties, the number of Lebanese in Calabar dwindled down to almost haJf.I2 Tough competition from the incoming Igbo traders, general decline in trade in Calabar as a result of the growing importance of Port Harcourt and Lagos pons, better trade opportunities in emerging Nigerian cities like Lagos, Port Harcourt, Enugu, Kano; Kaduna, Zaria, etc, were some of the important factors leading to the Lebanese exodus from Calabar.I3 Some members of the Khuri, Solomon and Nassif families continue to live in Calabar to date. Michael Khuri, a nephew of John Khuri, is a contractor. Rowland P. Solomon, grandson of Tom J. Solomon, runs the Patsol Cinema and Rolsol Bar. John George Nassif, who was sponsored by Tom J. Solomon in 1924, has a textile shop at Marina and his sons own the Luna Nite Club. lt would not be out of place to mention here that almost all the Lebanese in Calabar come from the same village, Mizizra, in Lebanon, and belong to the Maronite sect of Catholicism.
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Lebanese Commercial Acti,·ities Most of the early Lebanese arrivnl practi~.·ally penniless in Calabar. In addition, they lacked skills that could have earned them a job either with European companies or the Colonial Government. However, they had heard about their comp;llriots who started penniless but later earned a fortune in West Africa. Business in Calabar offered them a challenge as well as an opportunity to eradicate poverty through hard-work, courage and ingrained business acumen. They were conscious of the famous saying, "never return to Lebanon with poverty; they have enough of it there." In the beginning of the present century, Calabar was the enrrepot for agricultural produce from the Cross River Valley.1 4 It had a number of European firms: Miller Bros (Liverpool), The African and Eastern Trading Corporation, The African Traders Co., A, & F. Harrison's Stores imported merchandise of every description and were exporters of local produce such as palm oil, palm kernel, rubber and mahogany.15 Almost all the European stores had wholesale as well as retail business in assorted goods and had established branches at Oron, ltu and some other stations to handle trade in produce. 16 By the late 1920's, other European companies like John Holt & Co, P. Z. Co., U. A. C., etc., had also started operating in Calabar. 17 The names of some Gem1an companies from Humburg - J. F. Sick & Co., Morien & Co., and D. W. H. Co. have also been mentioned as doing business in Calabar in the 1920's. C. F. A. 0. was the only French company operating in Calabar.l 8 Calabar was one of the important ports of West Africa, and European ships frequently called in to collect produce and deliver merchandise from Europe. The Elder Dempster Shipping Co. had established its office in Calabar as early as 1906. 19 Its fleet plied between Calabar, Itu, Eket, Oron and Rio del Rey. During the 1920's and 1930's, ships from Germany, England and Holland called at Calabar port.2o Among Sierra Leoneans, Beccles Davies and Arthur Williamson O'Dwyer had started business in Calabar, after their retirement from the colonial service in Southern Nigeria. Beccles Davies was a produce merchant. O'Dwyer opened his stores on the Marina in Duke Town, where he sold dress materials. assorted fancy and fashion goods and stocked hardware, glass and chinaware. The 187



third Sierra Leonean was a tailor named Cladius Benjamin Joncs. who headed the tailoring depanmem of the Hope Waddell Institute Claudius later staned as a general merchant in 1900 and sold clothing, shoes, provisions, and stationery _li The only Nigerian stores were owned by E. D. Phillips, a Yoruba man from Lagos. He staned his shop in 1902 with a humble beginning and soon built up an excellent business in general merchandise and produce. His stores received a good share of public patronage. Among the local people of Calabar, Prince Bassey Duke Ephraim was a produce dealer, and A. Archibong was an imponer of provision and exponer of produce of all kinds.22 In addition to these, Calabar had a substantail number of Eflk middlemen.23 It was in this economic background that the Lebanese had to secure a place for themselves. They were keen observers of the market situation and quickly noticed that the poorer section of the local society, although willing to use European products, could not afford to buy them from local stores. Here the Lebanese saw the golden opponunity to fit into the economy of the Cross River Basin, as a link between the European and the African. Performing the role of a peddler, he was ready to sell to his poor customers ten cubes of sugar, ten sticks of matches or a dab of a perfume. 24 He was also ready to sell other cheap fancy goods-looking-glasses, pen-knives, key-rinfs, beads, etc. at a price lower than that charged by local stores.2 Price competition has proved to be the Lebanese fone in winning an ever increasing number of customers. Since he did not pay any rent for the shop, for he was hawking his wares street to street, and because he was prepared to deliver goods to his customers at their door-steps, if they so desired, he was patronized by local people. The Lebanese believed in the principle of lower profit and higher turnover. He bought most of his merchandise at wholesale price from European stores, and these were also happy to see greater turnovers in business, due to the effons of the Lebanese who was distributor of European goods to local consumers. 26 Most of the early Lebanese exercised utmost thrift: they lived along Edem Street with other slum-dwellers, and ploughed back whatever little profit they made in widening the variety of their wares and the general scope of their activities. All these factors helped them to accumulate enough capital to transform the peddler into a retailer before the end of the First World War. I 88



lt is tmeresung m note that at least two Lebanese ventured doing pusiness out of Calabar. Rottes Khuri. one of the brothers of John fi.huri, plied between Calabar-ltu to sell cheap fancy goods and buy [,x;al produce. 27 In 1913 George Solomon, a brother of Tom J. Solomon, set up his business in Itu and remained there till I 918, after which he returned to Calabar. 28 When Marina (Akwa Esuk Street) was officially opened in 1910,29 it became a centre of attraction to many Lebanese traders. In !918, Anthony Khuri started the first Lebanese store, Mount Lebanon Store, at Marina_ This store dealt in retail business in clothing and outfitting goods of every description imported dire-:tly from Europe. Anthony Khuri was also a buyer of local produce.3° In 1922 Tom J. Solomon and Serkis N. Solomon established a finn named Mount Lebanon Merchants on a partnership basis. They imported general merchandise such as umbrellas, shoes, trinklets, etc. from Europe. They supplied goods to local Lebanese rraders. This firm employed three Lebanese to look after day to day business, one of whom was sponsored by Serkis Solomon from Brazil. After the death of Serkis in 1933, the firm was dissolved and shares due paid to his widow.3t By the mid-1920's, most of the Lebanese in Calabar were having retail business, mainly in haberdashery and hardware oroducts. They had acquired shops on lease along Akwa Esuk Street (Marina) from the local aristocracy. Most Lebanese shops are still located at Marina. Gradually they almost monopolized textiles business in Calabar. They stocked a variety of clothing - Japanese artificial silk and Madras, Indian Madras, laces, etc. The Lebanese in Calabar added new dimensions to their trading activities when they started buying produce, in smaller quantities, from local people, in the early twenties, and sold the same to Calabar-based European companies. Two Lebanese, Anthony Khuri and Tom Solomon, were prominent in this business. Anthony Khuri led his family in produce trade, while Tom J. Solomon ~merged as the leading Lebanese produce dealer in Calabar.n Tom is reported to have exported produce, palm oil and palm kernel to Germany and England.33 It is interesting to note that he rravelled to Kano during the season to participate in groundnut trade. 34 Tom had iery cordial relations with the local produce dealer, Prince 1\rchibong, and encouraged him to buy a merchant ship. 35
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By the mid 1930's, most of the Lebanese had dropped produc dealings, and conc~ntrated more on textiles and hard\l.ar: business. 36 No spectfic reason for this attitude has been gi\en However, there is the probability that their investments in textile• and hardwares yielded higher profits than produce trade, Furthermore, competition from local produce dealers wa~ increasing. Although no exact figures of Lebanese buying anc selling of produce are available, their contribution to tht development of this trade in the Cross River Basin should be dull acknowledged. The Great Economic Depression of the late twenties and earl) thirties was a set back to the Lebanese traders. However, with tht beginning of the mid-thirties, they not only recovered from tht slump but also made substantial gains in business. They acquirl!( many more land leases for shops and residential quarters from tht landed aristocracy in Calabar. Lebanese economic prosperity was visible through thei: investments in real-estate. Anthony Khuri led his community in thi: regard when he obtained leases for his store's premises at Akw: Esuk Street from Chief Egbo John Boco of Cobham House. 37 ~ 1928, Anthony Khuri's wife, Mrs. Rose A. Khuri, got he· residential premises at No. 20, Ene Edem Street, on lease from tht Cobham family for a period of twenty years.3s Between the mid thirties and early fifties, l(huri family secured more leases from tht Cobham, Henshaw and Duke families. The Khuris were also firs among the Lebanese to sublease shop premises to their compauiot as well as local traders, and their real-estate holdings as a grou1 were much larger than those of any other Lebanese family i1 Calabar. The first documentary evidence of land-lease for th1 Solomon family goes back to 1927, when Tom J. Solomon am Serkis N. Solomon got a lease from Mrs. Amba Abakuman for: period of nine years.39 By the mid-thirties, members of the Solom01 family acquired land leases for shops and residential premises fron the Eyamba, Duke and Cobham families. In 1936 Patrick Ton Solomon bought his present residential quarters at Bedwell Stree from a Ghanaian named Tandouh, an employee of the U.A.C. i1 Calabar. 40 In 1936, Patrick also obtained land on lease for thl construction of Patsol Cinema for a period of fifty years from t~ Duke family. 41 Landed property of the Solomon was next to tht Khuris in their community. 190



Among other Lebanese families, the Nasiffs, Chediaks, rannouses had also obtained leases from local land-lords. However, !heir investments in this field, when compared to the Khuris' and the Solomons', were negligible. The Lebanese were, indeed, pioneers in the field of entertainment business in Eastern Nigeria. The first cinema of Cross River State was started by Patrick T. Solomon, in 1939, and continues to run to date. 42 Solomon also founded the first recording company named Patsol Recording Company in Calabar that recorded and distributed local musical records. 43 Patrick is also reported to have patronized the Ma Olympic Musical Group in Calabar. 44 During the fifties, he also ventured into hotel business. 45 ! It would not be out of place to mention here that presently two of the leading night clubs in Calabar, the Luna Nite Club and the Paradise City, belong to the Lebanese. Motel St. George is another Lebanese enterprise which has won Nigeria honour by winning recently at Madrid (Spain), the "El Bar," a prize given to one of the most prestigious restaurants in the world.46 It seems that economic well-being made the Lebanese conscious of their self-identity. In 1939, they formed a Lebanese Union and wrote a letter to the Resident in Calabar stating that they should be called "Lebanese" and not "Syrians." 47 In 1940, the Lebanese Union ~.wrote another letter asking for their admission into the European 1Hospital, burial of their deceased in the European cemetery, and ,intimation about the public holidays to them.This letter was ~concluded with the statement that the Lebanese presence in Nigeria was an asset rather than a liability to the government because the Lebanese were law-abiding settlers who paid taxes and subscribed liberally to any appeal for fund put forward by the Government.48 In his reply to the above letter, the Resident stated that admission to the European Hospital was at the discretion of the Chief Medical Officer, and that since the law provided for only European and African cemeteries, the position in respect to the burial of other communities was obscured. He, however, instructed the District Officer to inform the Lebanese Union about the public holidays. The Resident in his letter did recognize that the Lebanese were loyal to the government; that they paid taxes and also subscribed very generously to the Nigerian War Relief Fund and other appeals. 49 During the Second World War, the Lebanese business was adversely affected because of import restrictions on textiles and 191



hardwares. 50 There was general scarcity of goods and ahhouoh some Lebanese traders in Calabar might have init1ally benefited fr;rn it by hiking prices of goods already in stocks. in the long run most of them were hard hit because of lack of supply of merchandise. The inter-war period also witnessed a shift in the economic prominence of the Calabar pon, because most of shipping went to Lagos and Port Harcourt. This meant less business in Calabar and consequently a good number of Lebanese traders moved out of Calabar to fend for themselves in other Nigerian cities. In 1948, the Lebanese community in Calabar was involved ina labour dispute with its local employees. In May, 1948, the Syrian and Lebanese Workers' Union, based at No. l Boco Street Calabar, addressed a letter to the Hon. Commissioner of Labour: Lagos, stating that the Lebanese in Calabar were in the habit of contracting cheap labour, paid no heed to the services of their workers, and terminated them without any previous notice of waming.5 1 The Commissioner of Labour invited the three members of the workers' union for interview in Lagos in June 1948. They bitterly complained about the low wages paid to them by the Lebanese and requested the government to fix fair minimum wages. They also discussed other matters such as regulation of working hours, observance of public holidays, payment of over-time for· work performed on public holidays, annual vacation leave, provision of medical aid and notice of intention to terminate employment or pay in lieu of notice. The question of registration of the workers with the labour office in Calabar was also discussed. 52 As a result of the above interview, the Labour Officer in Calabar was instructed to conduct a fact-finding enquiry and submit his report to the Labour Office in Lagos. It was discovered that out of a total of eighty employees of the Lebanese merchants, only one received £5 per month. Thirty out of eighty workers got wages below £1 per month. In August, 1948, the Labour Officer met the Lebanese merchants and presented them a constructive table showing the difference between the wages paid by the European and the Lebanese employers. The latter paid almost one-third of what the former were paying to their workers in Calabar. 53 After long deliberations between the Labour Officer and the Lebanese, the latter agreed to pay £1 as minimum wage per month. regulate working hours, observe public holidays, and grant one 192



week's annual leave to their employees. The worker was supposed to give one mont~'s notice in case of tem1ination of his service. Nothing was mentioned about the medical care of their employees.~ 4 One of my Lebanese informants views the Labour Dispute of 1948 as a sinister move by European mercantile companies to create ill-feeling between the Lebanese and the local people, by instigating the workers of the Lebanese through their own employees.~~ A Lebanese historian contends that in British West Africa, hostility against the Lebanese retail traders was due mainly to pressure of foreign commercial interests.~ 6 According to my Nigerian infonnant, the Lebanese did exploit the local labour. 57 A close study of the labour dispute and subsequent Lebanese offer of revised salary scale and conditions of service indicate that the workers were paid low wages and hence the charge of exploitation seems to be valid. One noticeable change in Lebanese economic activities during the late forties and fifties, was their switching over from capital investments in land to liquid capital such as transport, oil and petrol distribution and money-lending businesses. In other words, service rather than products became the Lebanese concern. Rowland Patrick Solomon started Rolsol Public Transport Co. in Calabar in 1952.5 8 He transported labourers between Calabar and Dunlop and Pamol Rubber plantations. He pioneered public transport on this route to be followed later by the Mandilas and Karaberis Transport Companies. Due to keen competition by rival transport companies and partly due to mismanagement by his staff, Rowland was forced to close down his company. 59 He later joined his father in running the Patsol Cinema. Joseph Serkis Solomon took up distribution of petrol and kerosine and his station was located near the site of the present First Bank in Calabar. 60 According to one of my local informants, one member of the Solomon family acted as an unlicensed money-lender, the members ofDuke, Eyamba and Cobham families being his chiefborrowers. 61 Since this business was unofficial, there are reasons to believe that the element of risk was covered by exorbitant rates of interest. It seems that at this time, the Lebanese were trying to invest money in rapid turnover projects which could yield quick and higher profits, however high the risks. . This Lebanese business attitude could have also ben monvated by the fact that during the fifties there ~ere marked economic changes in Calabar trade. One of the most tmportant changes was 193



the replacement of European and Lebanese control over market b\ local entrepreneurs. 62 By 1956, two European companies out of six, which dealt with impon-expon business, had already closed their offices in Calabar. The remaining four were cuning down lhe ex.pon of agricultural produce and concentrating more on the impon of merchandise. They also tried to drop those items which could have drawn them into competition with local traders. 63 Since Lebar.ese business was closely associated with the European companies through credit facilities and supply of goods, any deterioration in European commercial activities was bound to adversely affect the Lebanese community in Calabar. Generally speaking, the Lebanese in Calabar maintained harmonious commercial relationship with the local merchants. Unlike many European companies, the Lebanese provided credit facilities; they also staned subleasing shop-premises to Nigerian traders. Mrs. Rose Anthony Khuri sublet shops to Messrs Jumbo Nwaoburu, Okon Edem, Eke Urun, and Ben Udo Bassey. 64 John Khuri subleased shop premises at No. 133, Marina, Calabar to a native trader, Paul Okro, in 1948. 65 In 1954, John gave on rent shop premises to Messrs Oban (Nig.) Rubber Estate Ltd. 66 Patrick T. Solomon gave shop on rent to Olugu n 1948. 67 Patrick also helped another local trader, Essien Akpan Essien, presently Managing Director of Samphill (Nig.) Ltd. According to Essien, Patrick Solomon assisted him during his early business career when he was faced with financial difficulties, by letting him a house and not asking for rent payment until he was capable of paying.6B One of my local informants, who has seen four generations of the Lebanese in Calabar, has attributed business success of the Lebanese to utmost thrift, ethnic solidarity, support given by European companies, and their exploitation of local consumers. The Lebanese learnt local languages not because they were trying to be social, but because they needed same to funher their economic activities by increasing their bargaining capability. The Lebanese provided ready credit facilities to their consumers because profit margin in such dealings was always much higher than ready cash payment transactions. It has also been commented that the Lebanese in Calabar did practically nothing to explore the natural potential of the Cross River Basin. Example of such activities are quoted as palm produce fanning, rubber tapping, fishing etc. 70 A Nigerian historian posit' 194



that although a number of Lebanese helped in the marketing of export produce, they did not make much direct capital investment in ~igeria. 71 The Lebanese, in reply to this charge, contend that their community in Calabar failed to do so panly because of financial constraints and partly because they did not want to antagonize the European companies who had already monopolized the palm produce and rubber business and who were also the suppliers of most of the Lebanese trading commodities 72 It is interesting to note that in the post-World War II period, tl.e Lebanese in Nigeria were subjected to severe criticism by the Nigerian nationalists. In 1955, Chief S. L. Akintola brought a motion before the House of Representative in Nigeria calling for a commission of inquiry to look into the commercial activities of the Lebanese and the Syrians. 73 The Government, however, rejected the motion declaring that its policy was to exclude aliens from vocations which could be undertaken by Nigerians, but attract aliens whose presence was of social and economic benefits to the country. An over-all view of the Lebanese in Calabar reflects how, from relatively modest beginnings, the Lebanese gradually began to acquire capital through trade activities. By husbanding their resources and reinvesting them, they were able to enlarge and expand their economic activities. Like the Indian Dukkawala, discussed in J. S. Mangat's A History of the Asians in East Africa 1860-1960, Lebanese traders proved of some value to the Nigerians firstly, because they were able to buy and sell commodities in very small quantities such as no European would care to deal in; and secondly, because by bringing new and desirable anicles to the local people, they created in the Nigerian consumers a desire to possess such commodities and gave them a stimulus to work harder to obtain these. 75 By introducing modem entertainment facilities such as cinema and night clubs, the Lebanese made tremendous im~act on the social life of the people of the Cross River Basin. 6 The Lebanese experience in Calabar clearly supports the observation of Peter Bauer on the Lebanese in West Africa in general. He writes: The Leventines in West Africa represent types of immi~t who have an important part to perform in the economic 
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CHAPTER 12



The Cross River Basin: Colonial Labour Policies and Practices HM. Tape/a



In writing about colonial labour policies and their implementation in the Cross River Basin, one ~a~es a nul?~er of problems. For one thing, there were no pohc1e~ spec1flcal~y formulated in response to the demands of the reg1on as a _umt. Labour policies if, and when conceived, were for nau~n~l application. Secondly, the subject itself is rather dry and mechamsuc because of its logistic nature. The historian is expected to view his subject, as it were, from a colonial administrator's office with a few excursions into the field to determine the carrying out of policy. Also, writing on policy impels the historian to look at colonial history from the vantage point of the administrator, an angle likely to raise brows in an age when African history lays emphasis on autochthonous issues. In this essay while policy issues and the implementation or otherwise of policies receive pre-eminent exposition, an attempt is made to look at the effect of the new economic order on the transformation of the societies of the Cross River Basin. Since policies applied nationally, the Cross River Basin (roughly corresponding to the present Akwa !born and Cross River States of Nigeria) will be isolated and policies and their application will be examined in the light of local conditions such as the availability of resources and the desire on the part of the British colonial administration to exploit the resources by the use of local labour. British policies, whether they concerned labour, land or taxation, varied from one part of Africa to the other. The variations were determined by local colonial pre-occupations. Labour policies and their application, for example, were different in West Africa from those in East, Central and Southern Africa. In the settler dominated East, Central and Southern African regions, there was 3i great demand for labour and various methods for securing it such a~ direct taxation and restrictions on free use of land were used to drive Africans into the labour market. In West Africa, on the other handj th_e British seem to have been less determined to upset the use of, 198



rr~ditional labour and the demand for Lrh(llJI i:1 tile IPrnul 'L'Ltlll \\ ~~~ negligible. C'onnm1itanr with the~L' hruad p(llrL·y l'lli1L.L'J1til'll\ ";rs thl.' relative rate of industrial de\'elopml.'nt in thL· tw(l rq~r(lll\ '>1 'llntish Africa." The white settlers in Fast. CL.'nlral and Southern :\lrll';r ,;111 rhemselves as permanent residrnt~ and wne ml1rL.' hL.'Ill ''n rndu~tn;rl development. Thus they invested and rr-1nvestt..:d their L·apital Their labour needs were immense and re~ulted in their pressurising their respective governments to impose measures that would force Africans to seek paid employment. 1 In West Africa the contrarv wa~; true. Here the British citizen saw himself prir administrator, a missionary or a trader on tour wit vested interests on the land. Thus the exploitation of 1 . _______ •• _ largely left in the hands of indigenous populations. Lord Lugard, Nigeria's premier policy maker, was bent on retaining (though improving)traditional peasant production rather than introducing a rubber plantation system such as existed, for example, in British Malaya and the Belgian Congo, and in this he was supported by the Colonial Office. 2 As the size of the labour force in the formal sector corresponds with the rate of economic growth it might be informative to compare Nigeria's labour force and that of Kenya in the formal sector in the 1920's. In that period it was estimated that of all the adult males of working age only 2.1% were formally employed in Nigeria while Kenya employed 33.8%. Even more revealing was the more rapidly developing South Africa which in the same period employed 41% from the Transkei, only one of South Africa's labour reservoirs. 3 These figures indicate the degree of economic development as well as reflect the proportion of expatriate participation in these economies. In Nigeria the expatriate entrepreneurs were extractors rather than investors for economic growth. British capital when invested in Nigeria was for securing raw materials for feeding the industries of the metropole rather than for local industrial development. The Lebanese and the Syrians, who are treated in chapter eleven of this book, were, as Ek:undare has stated, merely retailers and contributed little in "direct capital investment. "4 They also employed minimum labour as their shops, like those of Asians in East Africa, were manned mainly by the family. All this has implications for the need or otherwise of labour and the formulation of policies for its recruitment and use.
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For Nigeria as a whole, labour policies in the colonial as well as in the post-colonial period have been characterized by a labour lawyer who writes: Nigerian labour law, following its British model operates on the basisof suaight bargaining between the prospective employer and the frospccuve worker wiUlt the stalt sits on the sideline as an impartial umpire. (emph3Sls added).



Sixty-four years earlier, a Nigerian colonial administrator in the Cross River Basin had emphasised to labour seekers who solicited government assistance in securing it that they should "clearly" understand that government assistance where given, was "only a temporary measure until the natives got to know that there was work ... and the Company has proved its popularity. "6 But this laissezfaire attitude of the colonial administration was not matched by the private feelings of individual administrators. For example, in 1915 the Lieutenant-Governor of the Southern Provinces of Nigeria felt that Africans ought to be forced to work. He stated, ... we must ... remember that taken as a whole the native of West Africa is a child You make your child go to school, though he doesn't like it because it is good for his future. 7



It is interesting to note that these patemalist views were similarly expressed in Kenya where a white settler is reported to have told the Legislative Council: I always treared my natives the same as I treat children, I try to be kind to them, and to advise and direct them, but when kindness has no effect you have to do the same as they do in the public schools at home and throughout the empire-use the cane. 8



While the last two statements fit in with the general trend of labour relations in the British colonies of settlement, they seem out of context on the Nigerian scene and even more so as far as the Cross River Basin is concerned. The Cross River Basin, often referred to by its indigenes as the "Third World of Nigeria," witnessed insignificant industrial development during the colonial period and thus had little labour scarcities. Throughout the period most of the inhabitants of the basin remained basically subsistence tillers o_f the l~nd or migrant labourers elsewhere, only a small prop?rtton bemg absorbed by small scale local enterprises. Subststence farming was regulated by tradition; and the colonial government, at least up to the 1930's when the Forced Labour. Ordinance was enacted, did not interfere except for the fulfillment of1 200
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communal obligations required by the Roads and Rivers Ordinance of 1923.9 Although the basin fell within a climatic zone suitable for large scale rubber and oil palm plantations, it was imperial policy. based on political considerations, to encourage the peasant exploitation of natural trees.IO The result was a massive destruction of the trees without replacement by plantation. Only a few plantations were established but, as will be shown later, their employment capacities were limited. Thus the growth of a concentrated labour force was inhibited and the urgency of formulating precise policies and the establishment of a corollary supervisory machinery was unnecessary. The need for labour, or lack of it, in a colonial economy was most often reflected in legislation ostensibly unconnected with labour. This was the case in the imposition of direct taxation, land laws and restrictions in the freedom of movement. In the labour demanding settler economies of East, Central and Southern Africa, for example, the colonial intrusion was immediately followed by the imposition of direct taxation.ll In these territories direct taxation was imposed not so much for defraying the costs of the colonial administration, as seems to have been the case in Nigeria, but in order to force the Africans into the labour market. It is important to note that in the settler colonies the demand for direct taxation came from settler pressure on the administration, forcing the state to, in effect, recruit labour on behalf of private enterprise.12 In the Cross River Basin and indeed in Nigeria as a whole, there was no such urgency in imposing direct taxation,and when it was imposed, it was more for administrative purposes than in considerations of labour supplies. For example, in the Cross River Basin and other puts of Eastern Nigeria, it was not until 1928 that direct taxation was imposed although serious discussions on the matter had been made a decade before.J3 There is no indication that direct taxation, when it came, was a result of pressure from labour-needing concerns, although the imposition had an unintended effect of increasing the necessity for Africans to seek paid employment Similarly, when we look at land laws, it is immediately apparent that the legislation in the settler colonies of Britain, again with pressure from the settlers, were intended to squeeze Africans from the land and compel them to seek wage employment. There were a multiplicity of land companies which acquired land in perpeluity 201



through dubious treaties with local chiefs. Yet in Nigeria, where the Royal Niger Company had similarly acquired land rights, these were disallowed by the imperial govemment,1 4 and there was no local white land lobby for the creation of labour reservoirs in Nigeria Professor J.D. Fage attributed this non-alienation of land in West Africa, generally, to the relative enlightenment of West Africans whose vigilance made it near impossible for the colonial government to ride rough-shod over the wishes of the people. He cites the formation of the Aborigines' Rights Protection Society in the Gold Coast as an example of the manifestation of this vigilance. He concludes, "by 1914 it had become British policy in West Africa that Europeans were not to receive land concessions."15 While these assertions have a veneer of credibility, they overlook the fact that British imperial priorities in the hey day of colonialism were not known for their respect for local protestations. The Aborigines' Rights Protection Society's protest over the alienation of African land happened to coincide with imperial policy which aimed at encouraging peasant production in West Africa; West Africa was thought to have no potential for white settlement on account of what was thought to be an inhospitable environment, particularly its infestation by the deadly mosquito borne malaria. That labour was not desperately needed in the Cross River Basin does not mean that a labour force was not being created. The colonial intrusion in itself altered the utilisation of labour and necessitated the formulation of regulations. The inhabitants of the basin who, in the immediate pre-colonial period, were already feeling the impact of world trade began to be more integrated into the money economy. Gradually, the demands of the new order compelled an increasing number of Cross River people to seek wage employment to buy European products which were then replacing local home-produced items such as hoes and matchets. As the potential labour force grew, with little industry to absorb it, the colonial administration, in what was an anticipation of post· independence African states, grappling with the problem of unemployment in the urban centres, resorted to the almost futile ccum>aign- "back-to-the-land."l6 The "back-to-the-land" policy was futile then, as it is now, because it ignored the universal tendency for communities to congregate as they become more complex and specialised in their ·productive pursuits. From observations all over the world the 202



process seems irreversible and the solution to the "urban drift" seems to lie in providing employment in the cities, which means greater industrialisation, or the provision of remunerative employm~nt in capitalised rural based projects such as plantations where, as m the Cross River Basin, it is possible to establish them. Employment opportunities in the Cross River Basin were. as al~ady indi~ated, very limited. The limited opponunities were mamly prov1ded by the colonial administration itself, commercial firms _and the_ "~ati":"e Ad~inistration." The major employer was the co~omal admm1stran.on wh1ch engaged clerks, messengers and dailypaid workers who were employed in construction work, particularly in the building and maintenance of trunk roads. In the early colonial period before the introduction of motorised transpon, government officials engaged head carriers for transporting loads. The "Native Administration" (NA), an arm of the colonial government, though it employed some labour, usually depended on communal labour for the construction and maintenance of local public utilities such as schools, clinics, inter-village roads and paths, etcP Commercial firms were second to the colonial administration in providing job opportunities. Firms like John Holt and Co. Limited employed shop attendants, and, like the colonial administration, in the earlier days they utilised African head carriers to convey their merchandise to their out-stations. IS However, the Cross River Basin's benefit from this source of employment was limited especially after the arriv_al of motorised transport and the railway both of which found the nver· rain terrain of the basin expensive in laying out the infrastructure for transpon. These retail finns thus concentrated their operations w~ere they could take advantage o.f the new means o_f tra~sportauon. Commercial flrms also established rubber plantations m the Cross River Basin though these were small scale enterprises which employed very few people. . Although from the foregoing it is clear ~h.at t~e. Crc;>ss R1ver Basin had very limited employment oppo~mnes, ~t ~s difficul~ to quantify this assertion because of the paucity of stansncal matenal. The statistical data that are available noneth~less supJ?ort the assertion. For example, in 1949 the Calab~:f Provmce covenng ~ver half af the basin had an estimated populanon. of over 249,361. In that same year the Public Works Departmen.t 1!1 C~abar (the largest employer of labour in the colonial admimstranon). went edon a recruiting drive but the maximum number of people It want 10 203



recruit was only 627.1!J Two years earlier the two rubber estates, the Bata Shoe Company Rubber Estate in Uyo Division and the Ikot Mbo Estate in Eket Division between them employed only 147 labourers.21 These figmes are remarkably low especially at that time when the colonial administration was seeking all means possible to give employment to lbibio ex-servicemen who had returned from service in the Second World War. Colonial officials testified to massive unemployment largely because of the constant flow of schoolleavers into the jobless labour market, a problem that, after the Second World War, was compounded by the return of the ex-servicemen who mistakenly thought that employment opponunities were waiting for them. The Resident for Calabar Province, noted that: ... there was a constant out-going from and coming to District(s) ... (and) there (was) evidence of a considerable temporary drift of young men both exservicemen and civilian,away from their homes. 22



The Resident could find no remedy for this except through "the rapid development of the countty," a futile plea as all indications of imperial policy pointed to the contrary. The period immediately following the War was a particularly frustrating one for both the colonial administrator and the job seeker. It followed a relative boom in employment. Many young men had found employment in the army and allied industries. With the end of the War, recruitment of labour for the Plateau tin mines ceased. The ex-servicemen who had "received pay beyond thejr previous hopes ... while their wives were given separation allowance"23 during the War found themselves stranded. "Live registers" (that is, lists of employment seekers from which employers could draw labour) were opened, but the Resident, Calabar Province, lamented that there were so "many ... applicants and (yet) so few jobs."24 Resettlement offices were opened and emphasis was laid on the priority of employing ex-servicemen especially from the populous Igbo and Ibibio areas. Although the construction of the CalabarMamfe road, described as the only large employing establishment in the Calabar Province, 25 provided employment for some indigenes of !he Cross River Basin, u~employment remained a seemingly msoluble problem of the basm. Some of the unemployed especially among the Ibibio, as noted by a colonial administrator, were "of a floating rather than a permanent variety." They settled temporarily on the land and periodically made boats into the urban areas in 204



search of employment.26 Others drifted afield, even crossing national borders. For those who secured employment in the region, conditions were far from satisfactory. As stated earlier, the colonial adminis~ation exercised minimal intervention in labour relations. Up to the mid-1930's, for example, there was no wage policy and even then only government employees had something close to a unified wage system. Rates of pay varied from employer to employer. In gene~al, private commercial enterprises paid higher wages to their unskilled labour than did the colonial government although in the semi and skilled categories government wages tended to be higher. For ~xample, in 1934, in the Calabar Division, while government's unskilled labour was paid 6d to 1/- per diem, on the average the commercial firms paid between 8d and 1/-. On the other hand government clerks received between £36 and £220 per annum while clerks employed by commercial firms only earned between £15 and £200 per annum_27 For those who assume a low cost of living in the 1930's and thus might consider those wages adequate, it is necessary to note that an official investigation on the cost of living at the time revealed that on average an unskilled labourer spent 3d, or 4d, a day on food alone. The skilled worker spent 9d.2ll Even given these figures, which appear under-estimated, the unskilled government employee could not be expected to meet his family and other obligations from the remaining 2d, or 3d. This inadequacy in the rates of pay was highlighted by the Eket District Officer who observed, To begin at the lowest rate of pay, that is, 6d, a day, it may be said that where a labourer has to live away frOm his native home and, therefore, may have tp pay another man to do some of his farming, a monthly wage of 13/- or 13/6 IS barely enough to feed the labourer, his wife and, say, two children and to cover his pro0a.b1e commitment in an "ususu" club, to pay for dowry or some other of the peasant's chronic debt29



Most District Officers made similar submissions and as a result the government of the Southern Provinces set up a five-man committee to recommend a salary structure based on the cost of living. The wage policy that resulted, tholl:gh for gov~Tfolme~t employees only, took cognisance of the varymg cost of hvmg m determining salaries in the different centres of employment. Every labourer was to be paid double the average amount of money spent on food.30 It is clear that this officially sanctioned wage structure was a legitimation of existing salary scales since the government 20S



unskilled workers who earned 6d per diem and who were assumed to feed on 3d, a day would receive exactly the same wages as before. Other conditions of service were no better. On inspection, none of the rubber estates cited above satisfied the minimum requirement of the 1929 Labour Code. In one, the accommodation was described as "inadequate," while the other provided no accommodation at all. Labourers had to rent huts from a neighbouring village at rates varying from 1/- to 2/d. per month. One provided some, though inadeQuate, medical and recreational facilities but the other provided none.11 There was no enforceable policy and as stated at the beginning of this essay the colonial government exerted minimal intervention in private sector labour relations. State intervention in matters of labour in colonial Nigeria was negligible, as is already clear. Legislation tended to be of a humanitarian nature and in most cases it was largely influenced by international conventions emanating from the International Labour Office in Geneva.32 Unlike in the settler colonies, the intention of legislation was to liberate rather than coerce labour. The first major piece of legislation was the Labour Code of 1929. This law sought to reduce the exploitation of workers by requiring that employers should provide for minimum labour conditions such as medical care, housing, water supply, sanitation as well as regulations regarding the use of Nigerian labour_abroad.33 The practical application of the law was, however, not a priority as shown by its delayed implementation at the Udi coal mines at Enugu.34 The second major law affecting labour was the Forced Labour Ordinance of 1933, a direct response to the International Labour Organisation's convention of 1930 which aimed at eliminating slavery and forced labour amongst members of the League of Nations. Again, it is interesting to note that the law had no immediate effect. It was not until August 1935, two years later, that the Ordinance was implemented with regard to forced head carrier labour in the Ikot Ekpene and Eket Divisions and most probably was even more delayed in the Ogoja Province.35 The effective implementation of the Forced Labour Ordinance cannot be ascenained where it applied to the communal use of labour by traditional rulers as the practice of forcing local people to pay their labour dues could have continued unnoticed by colonial officials.36
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In spite of the likely evasions of the law by traditional societies, the Forced Labour Ordinance had a significant transformational effe~~ on the society. It staned a process of the disruption of a-adittonallabour relations and the diminution of traditional rulers' authority over their people. The traditional labour that the chiefs were entitled to could no longer be enforced. Communal labour which was exempted was now restricted to common services such as the clearing of inter-village paths within a prescribed radius.37 This latter provision was intended to discharge the misuse of labour under the guise of communal service for personal or group interests such as the opening up of roads to facilitate trade. The Ordinance enabled an increasing number of individuals to rebel against established traditional norms. Thus the Forced Labour Ordinance contributed to the individualisation of African communities and to the release of individuals into the labour market. This was contrary to the intentions of the colonial administration whose aims were to maintain as much as possible the traditional status quo. For example, in April 1945 when the Enugu colliery attempted to recruit labour from Abakaliki in the Ogoja Province, the local District Officer expressed "grave doubts whether introducing Ezzas to mining will be in the best interest of the Clan." This, the District Officer stated, would introduce the youth of the clan to the money economy and make them independent of traditional controls.38 H legislation is taken as an indicator of an existing or expected problem, it would appear that in general, labour relations in Nigeria were relatively peaceful until the late 1930's except for possible sporadic strikes such as the 1897 Lagos strike. Since no trade union act was passed until 1938 it may be assumed that trade unionism had a late start in the country. If this is true of Lagos which had a greater concentration of the Nigerian labour force, it is unlikely that trade unions existed in the Cross River Basin in the 1930's. In the 1940's trade unionism flourished elsewhere in the country, particularly the Railway Worker's Union which publicised _its stren.gth in its successful strike of 1945. But the Cross Rtver Basm had no railway. In any case most of ~e ~ly u_nions, as Fashoyin state~, were elitist and were conservanve m thetr demands. Governments policy in the relations between employers and employees was one of "persuasive intervention. "39 . . . . . . Specific information on trade unton actlvtt:Ies m the Ooss _River Basin is not available to this writer but it would seem that m the 207



colonial period there were no significant developments. I! would however, be presumptuous to conclude that there were no workers' movements in the region. Further research on the subject is required. What is certain is that the region had very slim employment opponunities in the formal sector and that whatever trade union activities existed must have been of a low profile. The impression has been created in the foregoing that there was an increasing number of people in the Cross River Basin who, in response to the colonial economy, were seeking and not finding employment in the region. That impression derives from our concentration on the ability of the Cross River Basin to engage labour in the formal sector where the colonial administration aniculated, or could aniculate clear-cut policies. Since there is no evidence of abject poveny in the region during the colonial period, we must assume that most of the unemployed found some gainful employment to sustain life. Some migrated to other parts of Nigeria and, as we shall see in some detail, others sought opponunities beyond the country's borders. The colonial government had to have some policy on these matters even though this policy was more often implied rather than explicitly stated. Some of the more enterprising unemployed in the bigger centres such as Calabar, Uyo, Ikot Ekpene and Ikom took up positions of middlemen who conveyed agricultural produce to the towns and carried to the countryside, manufactured goods. Some in this group prospered and became shop-owners in the rural areas. Others became hawkers in the towns and the rural areas. The central markets of the towns opened opportunities for the sale of articles ranging from kolanuts to sophisticated stereo equipment. Yet still, others became transponers of people and goods first, by the use of the bicycle, and, with the introduction of motor vehicles, the lorry and the taxi. These vehicles provided further opportunities of employment for drivers and rudimentary motor mechanics. Makeshift motor mechanics' workshops developed and gave employment to some of the school drop-outs who served as the exploited "apprentices." There was no stated government policy on these economic activities, and, although it was illegal to employ children, the system of apprenticeship was used to disguise child labour. It is possible that the colonial administration secretly approved of these ingenious methods of creating employment. It is interesting to note that in 208



East, Cenrral and Southern Africa where th . enterpris_es of this nature was sever~ly restrict~ e~ta~hshme~t of acumen IS less developed than in West Africa B t y aw, ~usmess as!listing ingenious adaptations 10 the ne.w u _even ":'lth these . economtc order · ed unemp loyment remam a maJor social problem of th c . . · · an d 10 · deed o f the whole of the eastern prov· e ross Rtver Basm · . h mces of N.tgena O~e S? l utton to t e probl~m was labour migration to other . · Ntgena and across the nanonal borders. parts of . J?uring the_c_olonial period, _inter-territorial movements of labour wtthm the was. less .restn.cted th an 1t· 1ater 40 MBrltlsh N' dependencies . b~came. any ~genans, no _d_oubt mcludmg Cross River people, migrated to work 10 other Bnttsh colonies, panicularly the then prosperous Gold _Coa~t (Ghana). Some of this labour was volun~ary but .s


first there was no policy regarding the use of British subjects on the Island. From the beginning of the plantations Spanish planters surreptitiously recruited labour from the coastal areas of Nigeria as well as other parts of the West coast. British imperial authorities did not take kindly to these Spanish labour recruiting activities, and in 1912 a formal complaint was lodged with Madrid. This did not stop the Spaniards from recruiting, and by the late 1920's when labour recruiting under an agreement with Liberia stopped,4 5 the Spaniards concentrated more on Nigeria and increasingly on south-eastern Nigeria which embraced the Cross River Basin. It was perhaps because of the continued, and even increasing, recruitment of labour from the Cross River Basin that the 1929 Labour Ordinance stipulated that Nigerians could not be recruited for foreign service. Objections to the use of Nigerian labour in Fernando Po were also based on substantiated reports on the ill treatment of labourers which had forced the otherwise nonchalant government of Liberia to terminate its labour agreement with Femando Po. Illegal recruitment, however, continued and began to take the character of the slave raiding of former days. Unwary travellers were kidnapped and canoe-paddled from the ports of Eket, Oron and Calabar and sometimes to evade detection canoe-men who earned a living from this traffic started their voyage from obscure creeks of the Cross river at night and delivered their cargo the following morning. The journey was full of dangers and often the canoes capsised and people were drowned, or, as in the days of the "middle passage," some of the recruits were thrown overboard to lighten the canoes in the face of stormy seas. Some of these disasters were reported by the nationalist press to embarrass the colonial administration. It seems that but for the scandalous reports on the voyage and the ill-treatment of labour in the Fernando Po plantations, the colonial administration would have let sleeping dogs lie. Indeed, many District Officers in the Cross River Basin and beyond tended to accept and explain the emigration in terms of lack of employment at home and the increasing pressure on the land. But by the late 1930's, imperial authorities in Nigeria had begun to pressurise the British government to enter into an agreement with Spanish authorities for the regulation of the recruitment and use of Nigerian labour in Femando Po.



In 1942, after lengthy negotiations, British and Spanish imperial authorities signed a "treaty." Under this treaty a stipulated number of Nigerians were to be recruited and anested at Calabar where they were also medically examined before leaving to take, initially, twoyear contracts renewable for eighteen months. Minimum labour conditions, including salaries and hours of work, were agreed upon. The British Vice-Consul in Fernando Po was to serve as a labour officer on the island and was vested with the right to inspect labour conditions in the plantations and, generally, to see to the welfare of Nigerian labourers. But in spite of the treaty and the elaborate machinery in me form of the Anglo-Spanish Employment Agency set up to recruit labour through agents posted all over the region, illegal recruitment continued. It was difficult to stop it, first, because of the prohibitive cost of patrolling the coast and, second, because recruiting illegally was more profitable as employers had no legal obligations to fulfil any conditions. Also, bribery and corruption encouraged illegal recruiters to perpetuate the practice. In Femando Po itself conditions did not improve panly because Spanish authorities did not fully cooperate with British consulate officials in the inspection of the plantations and panly because Nigerian officials often succumbed to bribes offered by Spanish officials and planters in the exploitation of the labourers. There was no correlation between official policy and its implementation. This sketch on labour in the Cross River Basin has given us no clear picture of a solid labour force. This is explained by the fact that the region had no solid industrial base. Industrialisation and a paid labour force go together. However, this, as we have seen, does not mean that a labour force was not being created in colonial Cross River Basin. The colonial period increased and introduced goods and services hitherto alien to the Africans' tastes. To secure these goods and services cash was needed and thus the African peasant was pushed (some would say allured) into the labour market to satisfy the new needs. Due to lack of employment opportunities in the region, Cross river people had to seek paid employment elsewhere. The answer was a centrifugal movement of the basin's labour force. By way of conclusion it is necessary to briefly assess the effect of British labour policies (or lack of them) on the unwittingly created Cross River Basin labour force. It is clear that the British policy not 211



to create a proletariat did not succeed. Through the penod a labour force was in the making as men were gradually releasing themselves from the land and becoming integrated into an international economic community. Though we have stated that British policy makers had no intention of creaung labour reservoirs in Nigeria in contrast with policies in white seuler colonies, it is interesting ro observe that this also failed. Lack of industrialisation in the Cross River Basin whilst at the same time a labour force was being created, virtually made the region a labour reservoir - providing labour elsewhere. We must, however, hasten to dispel ~he impression that the Cross River Basin as a labour reservoir was similar to the labour reservoirs of white settler Africa. In the Cross River Basin, the process of the creation of a labour force being not deliberate policy was slow and almost imperceptible. This had significant effects on the basin's societies. The divorce between town and country was similarly slow and incon$picuous. The slower oscillation of labour minimised rhe great disparities between town and country that were so glaring in white settler colonies. There has been greater even development in the Cross River Basin (and perhaps in Nigeria as a whole) than there has been in the areas of white settlement. Not all the job seeking unemployed in the Cross River Basin migrated. Some sought alternative sources of earning an income by self-employment. British. colonial authorities turned a blind eye or even encouraged the development of local entrepreneurship in the various trades. Most of these trades were carried put in the rising urban centres and thus provided, though to a limited extent only, work opportunities for some of the-jobles.s~A distinctive feature of Cross River urban areas, which, no doubt, developed during the colonial period, is the co-existence of the European-type departmental store and the open market; the highly capitalised motor repair workshop and the way-side motor mechanic's shop and other enterprises .. It is worthy of note that the informal African enterprises often drive the capitalist ertterprises out of business. In all probability, most of today's rising national bourgeoisie began their career as petty entrepreneurs who had failed to get paid employment in the formal sector. An interesting study would be to collect biographies which would document the rise of this class which would also show .t.he failure of others to rise. Tt:!e colonial period was a phase of the still continuing stratification ~frican 212



societies._ It did not begin the process but it speeded it through the
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CHAPTER13



Christian Missions and their Impact on the Lower Cross Region -1960 M .B. Abasiatraj



THE PIONEER MISSIONS, 1846-1905 The Presbyterian Mission The advent of the Presbyterian Mission (or the United Free Church of Scotland) to Calabar in 1846 arose from appeals to the British Government in 1842 by King Eyo Honesty TI of Creek Town and King Eyamba V of Duke Town - the two dominant EfJ.k chiefs. Having signed treaties with Britain to substitute legitimate for the slave trade, both chiefs sought new uses for their slaves and appealed for teachers and facilities to grow, manufacture and sell cotton and coffee. 1 It is significant to note that the appeal was not for Christian missionaries as such, nor for Christianity, which missionaries would later introduce.2 Response came from Jamaica, West Indies, where newlyemancipated blacks, encouraged by Presbyterian missionaries from Scotland, had been discussing plans to bear Christianity to their "benighted" brethren in Africa, and readily accepted the call from Calabar. Supported by the Presbyterian Church in Scotland, a mis~ion team left Jamaica in 1846led by Hope Marsterton Waddell, an Irish clergyman. The rest of the team were Samuel Edgerley, an English printer, and Mrs. Edgerley; and two Jamaican Blacks: Andrew Chisholm, a carpenter; and Edward Miller, a teacher. During the rest of the nineteenth century, a stream of foreign workers joined the Presbyterian Mission field in Calabar such as Rev. and Mrs. Hugh Goldie (1847), and Rev. and Mrs. William Anderson (1849), from Britain. After 1858, when poor health forced Hope Waddell to leave the field for good, the most distinguished worker to join the field- as it transpired- was M~ Slessor, a Scottish lady who arrived in Calabar in September 1876. As it also transpired, with the possible exception of the Ro.man Catholic Mission, the pioneer missions in the Lower Cross Reg10n hereafter JW'cued to simply as "the Region"- by 1905 had 21~



remarkably similar beginnings and course of development to the Presbyterian Mission. . . . . How did the Eflk and their neighbours rece1ve the Presbyten~ Missionaries? The reception varied among individuals _and soctal classes, according to their differing or changing percepuo_ns of the missionaries and their work, and the methods, doctnnes and attitudes of the missionaries themselves. Reception by the leading Eft~ chiefs varied as a ru~e ~om. ~ initial warm welcome when the chiefs hoped to use the rmss10nanes skills to develop Efikland, to gradual resentment bordering sometimes on open hostility or conflict as the chiefs gradually realized that Christianity, which the missionaries introduced, subvened Eflk government and religion. For example, the mission premises harboured fugitives-from Eflk justice and runaway slaves; persons under mission influence defied ekpe laws and other aspects of Eftk traditional authority; and missionaries denowtced as barbaric aspects of Eftk government and justice like trial by ordeal (with the poisonous esere bean), ekpe laws and judicial punishment. 4 At the height of this Eflk-missionary hostility in 1855, some Eflk chiefs contemplated expulsion of the missionaries. But they were deterred by fear of reprisals by the British Consul, T.J. Hutchinson, whose intervention on the side of the missionaries with a gunboat and a threat to destroy Duke TQwn obliged the Eflk to co-operate with the missionaries. Thenceforth actual or potential support of the missionaries by British arms ensured the survival and triumph of the missionary enterprise in Calabar,s and gradually switched Eflk reactions to the Mission from hostility to tolerance, acceptance and empathy. As elsewhere in Africa, the missionaries found receptive ears and beans among the oppressed Classes, notably slaves and women suffering political, social and matrimonial disabilities. Slaves welcomed mission doctrine of equality of people before God and condemnation of Eftk practices like immolation and burial of slaves w~th. their m~sters. 6 Many slaves took permanent refuge in the nuss10n prenuses, and the first Efik conven, Essien Essien Ukpabio of. Creek Town, had slave origins. 7 Women similarly appreciated ~sion condemnation of practices like twin-killing, ostracization of twm ~others, and ikp_o rites. Th7se subjected wives to protracted mournmg a~ seclusiOn followmg thetr husbands' death. Soll}e women fled, hke the slaves, to the mission premises for refuge. 8 216



The crux of the maner from the outst:t was that while the missionaries regarded religion as an individual maner, the Eftk (like most Africans elsewhere) regarded it as the conce1n of the community "whose customs and practices could only be changed when the community became generally convinced of the need for change."9 Thus the Eftk chiefs contended that their people needed sufficient time to decide about Christianity. This might, in the end, be antithetic to Efik religion, in which case a hasty conversion to it would be a sin against tradition and a "defiling of the community that required expiation." Not surprisingly, Efik men often forbade their women to attend church. Not until 1868 when many men were away for several weeks on a military campaign against the neighbouring Okoyong people did many women seize the opponunity to attend Church for the first time. Similarly, parents forbade their children to embrace Christianity at school. Even a son of one of the Eftk leaders who had signed a letter in 1843 to invite the Presbyterian Mission objected to Christian instruction at Duke Town School, insisting that "his father sent him to school to 'saby trade book,' and he 'no want to saby God."IO Moreover, missionary insistence on church marriage for all converts which meant a compulsory change from the universal practice of polygamy to monogamy for them, daunted many an aspiring Eftk. Nor did the mission expand to any extent outside Calabar by 1860 excepting to neighbouring Ikonetu, Adiabo and Ikot Offiong, panly owing to opposition by Efik chiefs and caution of some of the missionaries who preferred to "hasten slowly." Not surprisingly most of the little initial progress of the missionaries was in education. Primary schools were begun at Creek Town and Duke Town in 1846 and 1847 respectively; though for some years school attendance fluctuated: the youths often staying away to help their parents farm or trade; or the girls, to fatten; or as objection to Christian instruction. The first conven, Essien Essien Ukpabio, was baptized on October 16, 18~3 - that is, seven years after the advent of the missjon. By 1858, Creek Town had 21 communicants, including Young Eyo (later King Eyo which indicated a conversion rate of only four converts a year. Realizing the necessity to improve on this performance with a view to expanding missionary operations, the missionaries met at Duke Town in September 1858 and formally constituted the Calabar mission into the "Presbytery of Biafra" with
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Rev. Anderson as moderator. To facilitate communication and instruction, some of the missionaries, notably Hugh Goldie, reduced Efik to writing, standardized Efik grammar, and translated the Scriptures into Efik. In spite of Presbyterians' lack of dramatic achievements by 1870, Calabar society was being intluenced all the same by Christianity and the missionaries. Constantly pressed by the missionaries, the European super-cargoes and the British Consul, the Efik conceded significant social reforms including the abolition of immolation, twin murder and Sunday markets; and restriction of the use of esere beans for trial by ordeal. As from the 1850's, slaves in Calabar became increasingly assertive. Many fled to the Mission premises for freedom, or to the neighbouring plantations where they organized through secret "blood" oath into a powerful pressure group and occasionally intervened in Calabar affairs to prevent inllmlation and brutalizarion of slaves.ll Expansion of the mission field outside Calabar occurred mostly after 1880, mostly through the Calabar and Cross Rivers - the major highways up country. Mission stations were opened at Ikotana in 1884 under James Luke, a missionary explorer; at Akpap Okoyong, Itu and Arochukwu in 1888, 1903 and 1904 respectively under Mary Slessor, and at Uwana and Emuramura further up the Cross River. With the advent of the mission to Itu, the vast lbibio Mainland lay open for missionary enterprise. This modestly successful expansion was owing primarily to the dogged determination of the latter missionaries like the indefatigable Luke, and particularly "the expendable" Mary Slessor, to carry Christianity inland; and to the marked increase of British authority over the Lower Cross region favourable to missionary enterprise. The region became part of successive Protectorates into which Britain constituted most of present-day Southern Nigeria as from 1885, with Calabar as headquarters. Moreover, through a series of military expeditions, notably against the Aro Igbo in 1901, Britain imposed colonial rule by 1906 on most of the Region. The destruction of the Aro Long Juju Oracle, the termination of the hitherto extensive slaving and commercial influence of the Aro in the region (which the oracle had abetted), the construction of roads and the establishment of Bridsh colonial administration helped to usher in more settled conditions conducive to missionary expansion.
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Indeed, in matters of African education and social welfare. the British colonial administration and the Christian missions, being individually deficient, were obliged to pool resources. Slt:ssor, for example, served as vice-consul and political agent for the administration_ And she mediated between the Briti~h colonial conquerors and their African subjects. In that way she successfully established Christianity in Arochukwu, for example, soon after the British conquest. In effectuating missionary expansion, Slessor perennially trod the bush-paths and villages, barefooted, shabby. and shorn of the luxury and comfort of modem living. By similarly perennially mediating in tribal conflicts; advising African chiefs, elders and British colonial officials; and by collecting and ministering to twin and orphan children and the sick, besides proselytizing, Slessor earned the nicknames: Mma Akamba (Great Mother) and Eka Kpukpru Owo (Mother of everyone), 12 and she left to posterity her renown as a missionary prodigy after her death in 1915. Each new area to which the Presbyterians (and other missions for that matter) expanded rekindled or posed afresh familiar issues and teething problems. These included suspicion of the motives and work of the missionaries by most elders, a high mortality rate among the missionaries that often left the new stations unmanned and ineffective for months, and controversy about practices like immolation, twin murder, trail by ordeal, internecine warfare, slave trade and slavery. The expansion into Ikot Ana, Akpap, Itu, Arochukwu and the Ibibio Mainland was no exception to the situation. What with the need to service the mission's operations at the Calabar base and to expand and consolidate work in new regions, the Presbyterian mission could make mostly modest achievements by the turn of the nineteenth century. In the educational field, Hope Waddell Institution, the first post-primary institution in the Niger Delta, with secondary, teacher training and industrial departments, was established at Calabar in 1895; a Girls' Institute, in Creek Town in 1897; and Edgerley Girls' Primary School, at Calabar in 1898. An indigenous clergy had also emerged that greatly augmented the efforts of the foreign missionaries. The most distinguished of ~em was Essien Essien Uk~abio, the ~ission's ~rst convert, first tr~nc:d teacher and first indigenous pnest (ordame~ by Re~. Gol~1e m 1872).13 By helping to curb twin murder, 1mmolat1on, tnal by 219



ordeal and internecine warfare among other practices, and by spreading literacy, the Presbyterians had by the turn of the c~ntury laid impregnable foundations for future missionary work In the region by themselves and other missions. The Qua Iboe Mission The first of the other missions, the Qua Iboc, owed its existence to the initiative of cenain Ibeno chiefs - some of whom had observed the Presbyterian work at Calabar -who wrote an appeal to Calabar for missionaries. In response, Samuel A. Bill, a Belfast theology student at Harley College, London, whither the appeal letter was sent, came out in September 1887 on his own, that is, without connection or suppon from a parent church or mission. Bill hoped to sustain himself and his missionary endeavours by trading or · working.l 4 As it transpired, the main foreign financial assistance came from an inter-denominational "Church Council" of Interested clergymen organized at Belfast in January 1891 which in subsequent years solicited the Irish public for aid for the mission. Mter a brief stop at Calabar, Bill arrived at lbeno in December 1887, thereby inaugurating what was to become the new Mission, Qua lboe named panly after the Qua lboe River, largely through which it penetrated the lbibio and lgbo countti.es. By 1906 Bill, assisted by other, mostly Irish missionaries and indigenous convens, had considerably extended the mission field beyond Ibeno. Bill and Mrs. Gracie Bill were established at Eket in 1889; Archibald Bailey and Mrs. Bailey, at Ukat in 1891; John Kirk, at Etinan in 1898; and Edward Heaney and R.L. M'Keown, at Ikot Ubo in 1904. The missionaries belonged to different nnssions, as the Qua lboe Mission was non-sectarian. By 1899 there were over 300 communicants in the church at lbeno alone besides numerous "inquirers" attending Bible lessons prior to baptism.U These and figures for the other Qua Iboe churches signified a faster conversion rate than the Presbyterians had achieved in Calabar within a comparable period. The first of the Qua lboe convens was David Ekong, the grandson of the chief priest of the Ibeno Ndem (or patron deity). Subsequently David rose in distinction comparable to the Presbyterian, Essien Essien Ukpabio, in also becoming Qua lboe's first ind~enous teacher (August 1892) and first indigenous pastor ( 1898). 1 Other prominent convens included a woman named Etia, 220



who assisted at the Ukat station for many years; Egbo Egbo, an lbeno chief, who first took Christianity to the Eket people; John Nwa Enang, who assisted Rev. Bailey at Ukat for some time before returning to labour among his people at lbeno; the brothers, Abasi and Ebong Mfon, stationed at Afaha Eket; and Joseph Eka11em. who first established Christianity at Afaha Offiong in 1909.1~ Like the Presbyterians, the Qua Iboe missionaries and their African aides preached, rescued twins from murder, mediated in inter-tribal disputes, healed the sick with modem medicine,and they taught the scriptures and the rudiments of Western education in the village schools that began to spring up. By 1905, the mission had recorded some educational highlights. An industrial Department established at Ibeno mission station in 1894 trained youths in carpentry. It received an annual grant from the British colonial government, and it helped the mission and the people in the building of better houses. In 1901 a printing press and Printing Depamnent were added to the station. In 1904 Miss A.J. Gordon established a "Training Institute" at Ukat to train the youths as teachers. As was the case with the Presbyterians, opposition to the Qua Iboe Mission came primarily from the African elders, ndem priests, and secret societies, particularly ekpo nyoho. But such opposition was gradually blunted by burgeoning factors favourable to missionary enterprise at the turn of the nineteenth century. Some of them, mentioned above in connection with Presbyterian expansion, included British colonial rule, the pax Britannica, and improved road and water communication. A typical example was the Ikot Ubo station, established soon after the British conquest of Ubium clan in 1903, by Rev. Heaney, after journeying from Eket through Ubium Creek and bush paths. Following the conquest of Ubium and the neighbouring region, the British built the Oron-Ikot Ubo-Eket road (1904), and the Ikot Ubo-Uyo road, which placed Ikot Ubo as a new centre for Qua Iboe expansion. IS Furthermore, at Ibeno, the British made Chief Egbo Egbo president of the Native Administration Court there soon after his conversion, which, side by side with similar appointments elsewhere, seemed to promise ;African Christians a privileged position in the new order of things. Perhaps the most re-assuring prospect of Qua Iboe's success was the Mission's achievement of self-reliance. Although the Church Council at Belfast and the colonial government made grants to the Mission, the bulk of the Mission's funds came from church 221



and free-will offerings by the Mission's congregations which rose from £100 in 1902 to £1,250 in 1911.19 As from 1908, when the Church Council intimated "that all native work should find its support from native sources," the Mission had to rely largely on its local resources.



The Primitive Methodist Mission Like the Presbyterian and Qua Iboe Missions, the Primitive Methodist Mission was established in the region through a combination of local initiative and the "missionary spirit" of the times. Aided by the British consular authority on the coast and the Presbyterian Mission in Calabar, British Primitive Methodist Missionaries stationed in Femando Po had opened a mission station in 1893 at Archibong Town on the Akpayafe River. Thence another station was opened in 1894 at Jamestown, a large fishing village and entreport, at the invitation of Jamestown's influential chief, James E.kpo Bassey. 20 From Jamestown station, manned by rev. W.J. Ward and African converts like Effa Ekpe Esuk and his brother Effiom, news of the Mission spread inland; hence new stations like Ukonteghe, Ibaka and Udesi were established. In 1897, following an AngloGerman boundary treaty which placed Archibong Town in Germart Cameroon, the Primitive Methodists moved their headquarters from Archibong Town to Afaha Eduok (or Oron). Under Reverends George Henney and William Christie, Udesi became one of the centres whence the Mission further exapnded westward into the Ibibio, Annang and lgbo territories. In these regions, the Mission encountered serious competition with the Presbyterian and Qua lboe Missions. Like most other missions, the Primitive Methodists combined evangelical with educational, hu~anitarian and medical work. In doing this they received basic support of the British colonial administration then being organized in the Region with the establishment of Native Administration Courts, the building of roads, and so on. A Training Institution for girls established at Jamestown in 1895 under the charge of two European ladies did invaluable work over the years. In 1905, what later became the Mission's principal educational institution in the Region, the Oron Training Institute (now Methodist Boys' High School) was opened as a primary school offering religious, liberal and industrial 222



education primarily to train youths as "native teaching evangelists." As elsewhere in the region, some of the early convens and students were the ordinary people and the underprivileged like slaves and outcasts. With the advent of the Primitive Methodist Mission,there could ~ no.doubt that Christianity, then penetrating the Region from all directions and supponed by the British colonial government, would sooner or later prevail in the region.



:J'he Roman Catholic Mission The latest of the pioneer missions, the Roman Catholic. came to Calabar in 1903, that is, 18 years after the Mission was established in 1885 at .Onitsha on the River Niger by French Holy Ghost Fathers. Omtsha became the centre for the Mission's expansion into what later became Eastern Nigeria, as well as headquarters of the "Vicariate of the Lower Niger" into which that region was constituted for missionary work. Oral evidence indicates that the advent of the Mission to Calabar was panly at the invitation of some Efik chiefs acquainted with Roman Catholicism. One of them, Chief Ekpo Ekpri lwong, boarded for several months at his home the first missionaries led by Father Maynagh21 until the Mission could obtain land at the present site of the Sacred Hean Cathedral to erect its own buildings. Being late-comers to Calabar, the Roman Catholics were spared many of the teething problems that had earlier on be-deviled Presbyterian work. But they faced, among other problems, rivalry with the Presbyterians for converts and the traditional antagonism between Protestants and Roman Catholics.' In these circumstances and following the general strategy in the Vicariate, the Mission concentrated in advancing education as their surest means of winning coverts since most parents in Calabar (and elsewhere later) desired Western education for their children. One outstanding example of this advance occurred in 1904 when t~e French Sisters of St. Joseph of Cluny started the St. Joseph s School in Calabar which they managed till sickness forced them to withdraw in 1919.22 By the end~ng of 1~5 it could no lo~g~r ~e disputed whether Roman Cathoh~ work m Calabar, the M1ss1on s nucleus in the Region, would surv1ve. . . To many communities and people m t~e Reg1on, the ad~ent of Christian Missions had been traumatic, even revolutionary 223



- xperience, whether in the end thc=y became converts or not, lllld in -;plte of the supposedly new-found joy or euphoria experienced by the ~ew conv.ens .. The defiance of African Traditional Religion (whtch wa~ 1~vanably bou~d up with political authority) by convens, mtsstonary deprecanon of African culture as savage and barbaric, the obligation on polygamous hJISbands who would become communicants to "pension off' a1t other wives except one to perform "church wedding" with the one, an the adoption of Western or Biblical names, dress and the like,were unwelcome, disruptive features of missionary enterprise in the eyes of many Africans. 23 On the other hand. positive features Wee the spread of literacy and new vocations and cure of the sick with Western medicine endeared the missions to many. In any case, whether the Lower Cross people liked it or not, the Christian missions had come to stay. Together ~ith the British colonial government and the forces of modem economic development, the missions would. during the rest of the twentieth century, influence every community and the lives of the vast majority of the Lower Cross people in a manner that would usher in fundamental social changes.
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Expansion and Consolidation of Christian Missionary Work 1906-1960 Expansion and Consolidation: Features and Causes The second period of missionary en'terprise, 1906-1960, wiblessed the pervasive expansion and consolidation of Christian missionary work in the Region by the pioneer, and n~us new, missions. Expansion-involved increases in: the area B!ld ,J»>pulation reached or influenced by the missions, the number of misstons arid missiooary personnel and resources operating, and the diversity and complexity of missionary operations. But perhaps the most spectacular increase occurred ih the extent of p~~cipation by indigenous agents. These now included not only African clergymen and aides in the "foreign" or "Eurppean" missions, but also "independent" churches formed by African Christians on their own, or by breaking away form t.he foreign missions. Furthermore, during the periOd, the Christian Il!issions becam~ infl'easingly the dominant agents of social c~nge and mod~rm~anon and m~re closely linked with other agents like urbamzauon, the colomal 224



administration, and modern economic development which were also expanding. Owing to space constraint, only a brief discussion of the salient features of the missionary enterprise during the period can be attempted.



The Missions: "Orthodox" and "Spiritual" The missions could be classed into foreign-based (mostly European and American), and "independent" (or African). But perhaps a more basic classification would be into "onhodox" older missions, and "spiritual' missions, based not so much on differences of doctrines as of the format of worship and order or religious service. 24 The onhodox missions as a rule had explicitly formalized order of religious service and mode of worship. They emphasized individual repentance, salvation and instruction; and, more important, their mode of worship lacked deep spiritual and emotional experience. They included the Presbyterian, Qua Iboe. Primitive Methodist, Roman Catholic and Anglican Missions. The "spiritual" missions on the other hand possessed a much less rigidly formalized order of religious service or format of worship. They, as a rule, emphasized prayer, fasting, faith-healing, prophesying, revivalism, and, most important, deep spiritual and emotional experience. They were concerned, like the "orthodox" missions, with other-wordly matters like salvation and eternal life in heaven. But much more than the "orthodox" missions, they also greatly cared to solve wordly problems of disease, poveny, barrenness, misfortune, anxiety, and possession or affliction by demonic and other "evil forces" - mostly through prayer. The "spiritual" missions included the so-called Spirit Movement, Christ Army, Apostolic, Assemblies of God, Samuel's Spiritual and Cherubim an~ Seraphim Churches, and the Brotherhood of the Cro~s and Star., The Spirit movement commenced in 1927; and later in the year the Christ Army entered the Region. The Apostolic den~nations and the Assemblies of God, an American - based miss,ion, came in the early and late 1930's respectively. The other spiritual missions came, or were established, as from the 1940's. Although foreign-based as well as "African" missions could be "onhodqx" or "spiQtual,? the "orthodox" missions were largely Euro-American in onen(ation. Adherents to the "spiritual" missions on the other hand tended to interpret or practise Christianity in terms 225



of the ethos and symbolism of African Traditional Religion; and they adapted Christianity better to the African environment and culture. The new "orthodox" missions in the Region after 1905 included the African Methodist Episcopal Zion Mission (AMEZ) and the United Native African Church (UNAC), which entered the Region through Calabar in 1910 and 1913 respectively; the American-based Salvation Army and Lutheran Missions, which came to lbibioland in 1925 and 1935 respectively; and the Anglican Mission (and its African subsidiary, the Niger Delta Pastorate) based in Britain which came in the 1920's 2S ' For purpose of conciseness, and considering the significant, long-term influences they had on the "spiritual" development of the other missions in the Region, only the Spirit Movement, the Christ Army and the Apostolic Churches will be discussed at any length. The Spirit Movement, perhaps the most controversial "church" in the Region, originated from revival services conducted in Uyo district as from mid 1927 by certain Qua Iboe teachers apparently influenced by literature of the Faith Tabernacle Church of America, and initially encouraged by some of the White Qua Iboe missionaries. 26 The revival services encouraged convens to publicly confess their sins such as witchcraft and adultery, and to burn their family's or village's ndem artifacts-sometimes forcibly. The services also encouraged deep spiritual and emotional experience. Some converts became "possessed" by "the spirit": their bodies shoke violently, they "spoke in tongues" or prophesied; and they sang, shouted and clapped "wildly" "like mad people" - to quote some eye witnesses. Because "shaking" was their most distinguishing characteristic, the Spirit Movement became known as "Mbon spirit rryek idem" (people who shake because of spirit).27 By December 1927 the Movement had spread to Itu and Ikot Ekpene districts, and had attracted adherents from virtually all the Protestant denominations. Ahderents erected their own churches or "prayer houses", or they worshipped in private homes.28 By this stage the Movement had practically got out of control of its Qua Iboe originators, and thereby became the first mass religious movement in the region. However, witch-hunting, forced confessions, the tying and torture of confessed witches several of whom died in the process, and the general pandemonium unleased by the "spirit mert" (most of whom were young men and women), attracted vehement opposition 226



by VIllage authorities, the "orthodox" missions and the :!rillsh



~olo~ial government. Many "spiri1 men" were flogged, fined or impnsoned by the native courts "for cundun likelv to cause a breach of the peJce," and seven were hanged hy the provincial c•)un fr,r murder. 29 In this way the excesses of the Movement were checked by th~ ~ginning of 192R. But the Movement itself, and particular!:. its spmtual essence, survived. After 1931, the Movement bec


The Apostolic Church was established at Calabar in 1932 by a Briton, Pastor J.T. Vaughan of the Apostolic Church in Britain. Before this, certain Yoruba Anglicans had established an Apostolic Church independently in the 1920's which they affiliated to the Apostolic Church in Britain in 1931. Vaughan, sent with Pastor 227
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PSALM 23 in Oberi 0/wime Language (Madadrans Kalisulan Psalm 23)



Jehovah sis amari mapronsito Athew aprin obsin ninibendup \jax abrin Karus mea Sido dio auala solko Jax aprim Xton mea su gifry abiu \\ rax. aprin brisodo amy uragin \ Brinalsga rax. rusis mea Iolan fisnara dupald swis emax \\ Ando bolin athew brib extran kin dga disrudom tabagin
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Athew blisatrin nanipin saraus Ju ene dwed mea\ fra lusio mea\ Domikal army alimonta
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Brib crabu mea dwed gibranta Oiligi dio bulen tasran amry dab taus uda
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Xpinion arian dimol axol brib pinios mea kin tuas amry foyametus anadium \\ Ando, athew aprin inrade kin Jehovah frao arysaslin \\ (Rendered by Makreta Abony at her home at Ididep, January 16, 1987).



George Perfect as missionaries to cement the affiliation and expa11c· the mission's operations, took charge of Apostolic work in Calab.:u Province intermittently till 1945.32 Owing to doctrinal differences, a majority of the YorubJ Apostolics who emphasized faith-healing atld prayer (rhe Ala.dura) broke away from the Apostolic Church about 1932 and organized their own African Apostolic Faith Church renamed Christ Aposrolic Church in 1942.33 A branch of the African Apostolic Faith Church was established at Calabar in April 1933 by an Efik convert. Magnus Henshaw, whence it spread to other parts of the Region. Three months later, Pastor Jose ph Babalola, one of the founders of the Yoruba Apostolic Church, visited C~abar and greatly. furthered the Apostolic cause by his numerous heahngs and prophes1es. 34 229



In subsequent years, various independent Apostolic Churches sprang up in the Region. But the most widespread was the affiliated Apostolic Church which had over 180 churches in Calabar Province in 1951,35 and was then probably the largest mission in the Province. Because they emphasized prayer, singing, clapping, prophesying, faith-healing and deep emotion~l and spiritual experience, the Christ Army, Apostolic and Assemblies of God Churches were often confused or identified with, and shared the opposition to, the Spirit Movement. By 1940 the opposition had driven many of the "Spirit Movement" members into these churches where they tended to persist in their spirit practices, particularly "shaking", although warned by the host churches (excepting the Christ Army) to desist. 36 How did the Lower Cross people react to the Christian Missions during the period 1906-1960? As in the nineteenth century various factors influenced their reactions. They included the doctrines, practices and mode of worship of the mission, the extent to which the affected communities already knew the good or evils of the particular mission; and in certain cases, the mission's ability to meet specific expectations of the people, particularly in helping to provide schools for the youths.- British colonial authority, moreover, continued in most cases to approve of, and protect, the missions as partners in the colonial enterprise. Communities receiving Christianity for the first time experienced more of less the usual conflict between Christian converts and the missionaries on the one hand, and the chiefs, ndem priests and secret societies particularly ekpo nyoho, on the other hand. This situation largely prevailed during the 1900's and the 1910's when the pioneer missions expanded over most of the Region.37 By 1935 however, almost every village in the Region had at least one church; and most villages had between two to six different churches with large numbers of Christians. 38 It became apparent, therefore, that Christianity's relentless advance could not be halted or reversed. Hence non-converts could not but tolerate the new faith, which helped to diminish but not eradicate, conflict. In many instances the real conflict came· to exist between the Christian denominations themselves as they competed to control particular regions, villages or schools.39 230



By the late 19lO's, moreover, Africans had become the crucial factor in the expansion and success of the missionary enterprise as the burgeoning class of African clergymen and teachers took the initiative to build churches in their villages and otherwise promote th~ ~ssion~ry cause. Additionally, as Christians and "Pagans" alike mcreasmgly appreciated the advantages of Western education, they took the initiative to invite a mission to build a school in their village (or village group), or themselves built a school and then invited some mission to manage it. As the number of missions increased, and particularly following the rise of the Spirit Movement, mcst village councils (which now comprised "pagan" and Christian members) sought to control the establishment of churches and schools in their communities. It became the practice, supported by the colonial government (which desired social hannony and political stability), for the village council to formally approve (or disapprove) that a new church or school should be established in the village, and to determine which mission should manage the village school to their satisfaction. 40 Should the village council disapprove of a mission, it denied it land for building, except the council was divided and a faction granted the land Most village councils disapproved of the Spirit Movement. As was noted above, the native courts generally prosecuted "shakers". More specifically, in May 1931, the Efik Council prohibited the Movement in Calabar; while the Ibesikpo Clan Council prohibited "shaking" in June 1939.41 Thus embattled, many of the "spirit men" joined the other "spiritual" churches. Of these, the Christ Anny most closely resembled the Spirit Movement. It not surprisingly became controversial and resented by the village councils, elders and "orthodox" churches as from the 1940's. In numerous villages in Abak, Opobo and Uyo divisions which an lbibio Union delegation visited in 1947 in connection with "human leopard" menace, the chiefs and people stated their opposition to the Christ Army Church. They typically described its members as "diviners" whose alarming divinations created social disharmony in the village, and "sacrificers. "42 These descriptions were most probably gross exaggerations and prejudiced; for the Christ Army competed with idiong Society in "divination" and healing, for. e~arnple, and could not in the circumstances have been endeared to 1dwng men and other practitioners of African Traditional Religion. 231



As we noted already, African reactions to Christianity went beyond conve~ion and participation in church activities_ to_ include Africans playing high leadership roles in existing m1ss~ons, or leading break-away factions to independence, or foundmg and managing new missions in their own right. A few examples of these situations would suffice. David Ekong, Joseph Ekandem and Jonathem Udo Ekong, for example, umil their death in 1929,1958 and 1981 respectively, held high positions in their churches. Excepting the Roman Catholic Mission, almost all the missions experienced break-away movements. Resenting Qua Iboe's failure to establish a cenrral primary school in their clan, the lbesikpo churches seceded from the Qua lboe Mission in 1930 and organized an independent "Ibesikpo United Church" which the Lutheran Mission of America took over in 1935. In 1942 Pastors J.U. Bassey and Solomon Okpok led out of the Ap9stolic Mission 20 village congregations in Asutan Ekpe and Eastern Nsit. 43 Similarly in 1946 several Pastors, notably J.E. Etefia, J.B. Etefia and J.O. Assiak led some congregations in Eket, Opobo and Uyo out of the Apostolic Mission, and constituted them into an independent National Christ Apostolic Church44 _with headquarters at Uyo, which later transmorgrified into the Mount Zion Lighthouse Full Gospel Church. These Apostolic secessions were, significantly, protests explicitly stated against failure of the Apostolic Mission to develop education, or to practise solely faith-healing (exclusive of Western medicine), and the racial arrogance of the White missionaries. That by 1954 the African Apostolic Church was managing several schools in Eastern Nsit indicated that secessionist churches had :easonable chances of success.45 Of the churches founded independently by Lower Cross indigenes, the Samuel's Spiritual and National Assembly Churches and the Brotherhood of the Cross and Star are among the most prominent. All three are "spiritual" churches. They were founded respectively by Bishop M.U. Obong of Ete, OpoboDivision, about 1942 with headquarters at Ete; 46 by Etim A. Ottong of Ndiya, Eastern Ibibio Ikono, in September 1953 with headquarters at Calabar; 47 and by Olumba 0. Obu of Biakpan about 1955 with headquarters also at Calabar.48 Both the Samuel's Spiritual Church ana the Brotherhood of the Cross and Star eventually established and" managed their own schools. 232



Surely by 1960, excepting sceptics and an apparently dwindling number of "Pa~ans," the Lower Cross people had come a long way from their ininal indifference, outright opposition to, or cautions acceptance of, Christianity, to active profession and propagation of that faith.



The Christian Missions and Education: It remains to assess the contributions of the Christian Missions to education, health-care, social welfare and economic and social change between 1906 and 1960. These were spheres to which the colonial government (including the Native Administrations) and the people themselves also made contributions but in no way comparable to the missions.' In the educational sphere, the colonial government limited its role primarily to formulating broad educational policies for the establishment, inspection, upgrading and assistance of schools.49 But it also early established and managed its own schools, awarded scholarships, and assisted the better-staffed and equipped mission (or "voluntary agency") schools with annual grants.~ Similarly, the Native Administrations established and funded primary schools, awarded scholarships, and made grants to certai:"l categories of the mission schools not assisted by the govemment.Sl As from 1947, the colonial government made annual grants to the Native Administration (NA) schools.S2 However, colonial education policies and programmes were designed largely to supply the limited needs for interpreters, clerks, dispensers, agricultural extension workers and other low and middle-level manpower for the colonial administration, the commercial sector and the Christian missions. The colonial government and Native Administration schools could therefore hardly advance the real educational needs of the Lower Cross people. Thus by 1960, there was no government secondary school in the entire Calabar Province, even though on countless occasions as from the early 1930's, various clans and organizations like the Ibibio State Union requested for it.S3 By 1957, when the government introduced "Universal Free Primary Education" (UPE), Government primary schools in the province were few and limited to more thickly populated divisions like Eket (1906), Uyo (1911) and Abak (1923), while divisions like Opobo had none. Up to 1938 (and probably beyond), government policy restricted the NA 233



~chools



from advancing beyond standard IV.54 And the NA school~ were too few to influence educational development significamly. In Eket Division (comprising Eket, Oron and Ubium clans), for example,there was only one NA school up to 1946, viz: the school at Okopedi, Oron.55 In that year, there were altogether only 26 NA schools throughout the Old Calabar Province56 In these circumstances, the brunt of providing primary education fell on the Christian missions till the introduction of the UPE. Besides establishing and managing their own schools, the missions also managed schools established by communities. By the mid1930's most missions had besides several lower-primary schools in an area, a "group" or ··central'' school. This ran a full primary course up to standard six, where graduates from the lower-primary schools completed their primary education.5 7 Such schools included Qua Iboe's Central School, Mbioto, the John Kirk Memorial School, Etinan, and the Central School, lbesit, the Methodist Central School, Ndiya; and Lutheran's Boeckler Memorial School, Obot Jdim.ss Some of the older schools, notably Presbyterian's Duke Town School, also served as central schools. Duke Town School, it might be added, was also the largest primary school in West Africa in the 1930's and 1940's. 59 Of the f~w girl's primary schools in the Region, Qua Iboe's Grace Bill School, Eket, Lutheran's Girls' School, Nung Udoe, Roman Catholic's St. Joseph School, Calabar and Methodist's Mary Hanney Girls' School, Oron, were among the best known. 60 The establishment of a school had to be approved by the Department of Education at Calabar on the Divisional Officer's recommendation which included a statement that the community as a whole desired the schooJ.6 1 (They did this if they granted land for the school). A school could hardly be recommended if its establishment was opposed by the village council. 62 The Missions also largely dominated the development of secondary, teacher-training and "Modem School" education till 1976 when the Nigerian Government took over the administration of most Nigerian schools. By 1967 mission secondary schools in the Lower Cross region could be counted in tens, but for brevity's sake Table 13.1 shows the best known of them by 1955. These schools together produced most of the leading men and women of the Region by 1960. Significantly, many of these schools grew out of existing primary schools. 234
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their problems. On the other hand, the numerous m1s~iun dispensaries, clinics. hospitals and leprosaria remained the bulwark of the health services in the Region up to 1960. Table l3.2 6t> shows some of the most outstanding mission hospitJis anr1 leprosaria b~ 1955. As it transpired, the rel~tively few hospitals (notably at !km Ekpene, Opobo and the St. Margaret's at Calabar), clinics, maternity-wards. dispensJries and health extension services run by the colonial government or the Native Administrations merely supplemented the mission efforts by 1960. The missions a!so influenced agriculture and manufacturing. In most mission schools and leper settlements, the pupils or patients cultivated farms which, along with government, NA and cooperative farms and nurseries, were the first to experiment with nonindigenous crops and livestock and manuring techniques. "Handwork" classes and technical departments of the schools also promoted better knowledge and use of crafts_67 In the final analysis, the modem outlook, knowledge, skills and tastes of the educated Africans were themselves the bases for the modern economic development of the Region. The missions' role in social change was however a doubleedged sword; it built probably as much as it destroyed. This was particularly true of mission impact on African culture which assaulted or eliminated harmful practices like twin-killing and human sacrifice as well as intrinsically valuable practices and customs like Table 13.1 Lower Cross Region: Selected Mission Secondary Schools by 1955
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Source: National Census Secretarial, Calabar, List of Historical Evel'lls, South-Eastern State of Nigeria (Calabar: 1973). • Jointly managed by Methodist and Anglican Missions. 236



polygamy, traditional plays, festivals, marriage systems and even names. Excepting for the restraint of some divisional officers and residents/• 11 missionary pressure would have induced the colonial governm~nt to abolish ekpo nyoho as a "diabolical society."69 Jdiong society would similarly have been spared had it not become connected with man-leopard murders in the 1940's which decided the colonial government to proscribe it. 70 In one memorable instance, in 1939, the Roman Catholic Mission was scathingly attacked by the Ibibio State Union for its practice of confining "men and women preparing for marriage under the ordinance" in mission premises and subjecting them to so-called ··penance duties" involving exclusion of visit by friends, nagging and forced labour.?! Conclusion In the final analysis, the Christian missions constituted the most dominant foreign influence on the peoples and societies of the Lower Cross Region by 1960. They had their negative aspects, short-comings and short-sightedness particularly in rabidly deprecating African cuiture. But they also made significant, positive contributions particularly in the fields of education, health-care and social welfare that have largely fonned the basis of the modem economic development of the Region. Table 13.1 Lower Cross Region: Selected Mission Secondary Schools by 1955



Source: National Census Secretarial, Calabar, List of Historical Evenls, Sowh-Eastcrn State of Nigeria (Calabar: 1973).
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CllAI7 )'ER 14



Conclusion: Akwa lbom and Cross River States in Contemporary Nigeria A. 11. Ekpo



Introduction On May 27, 1967, South-Eastern State was created. In I975,when 19 States were created, the then South-Eastern State became known as Cross River State maintaining the same geographical boundaries . In September 1987 Akwa Ibom State was created from the former Cross River State. For the sake of this analysis, contemporary Nigeria would be deemed to have emanated from 1960 - the year the coun~ry attained political independence from Britain. Though the former Cross River State was created seven years after Nigeria's independence, the state (Cross River, that is) took off in 1970 due to the 1967-1970 civil war. Specifically, between 19701975, efforts of the state government centred around the reconstruction and rehabilitation of whatever was damaged during the civil war. In contemporary Nigeria, the aim of government is to accelerate the rate of economic development so as to raise the standard of living of its citizens. Hence, the objectives of Akwa lbom and Cross River State governments must be in line with those of the Federal Government. It is necessary to note that contemporary Nigeria has witnessed periods of 'boom' and crises. In recent years, the economy as a whole has been suffering from l}lassive unemployment, double-digit inflation rate, declining productivity, lack of and or absence of basic needs, social vices, etc. Because of the abundant natural and human resources, Nigerians are beginning to question the country's continued underdevelopment. The "crises management syndrome" has become the sine qua non of government palliative measures. Akwa Ibom and Cross River States as parts of the Federation have their own contributions to contemporary Nigeria. The states are also blessed with natural resources. Between 1960 and 1974, oil
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palm produced in both states conaibuted significantly to the Federal government's foreign exchange earnings; when petroleum became the major earner, about 90%, of foreign exchange, the then Cross River State, as the third producer of crude petroleum in the country, conaibuted her share. The purpose of this paper is to examine the economy of Akwa Ibom and Cross River States in the c.ontext of contemporary Nigeria. Specifically an analysis will be made on these states' agricultural and industrial sectors as well as attempting to elucidate the provision of basic needs. The mapping out of these states' future path of development will also be explored. The paper is organized thus: Section I focuses on the economy of both states while in Section ll, we discuss the states' options for future development and present the conclusions and policy implications of our work.



SECTION I The Economy of Akwa Ibom and Cross River States Nigeria is often classified as underdeveloped or developing. Akwa lbom and Cross River States which are integral pans of the country are also underdeveloped. Therefore the pre-occupation of government at both F~eral and State levels is to achieve economic development . In economic terms, development implies the ability of a country to generate and sustain a yearly increase in its gross national product (GNP) at say 5% and above. Alternatively, the rates of growth of per capita GNP which captures the ability of an economy to expand its output at a rate faster than the growth rate of its population is viewed as an index of development. Consequently, economies have attempted to implement policies that would increase the rate of output per-capita (economic growth) with the belief that this would trickle down to the masses in the form of jobs and other opponunities. The experiences of the past three decades in developing counaies led to a re-evaluation of both the content and meaning of economic development. Today ( 1987), economic development is re-defined in terms of
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the attempt at eradicating poveny, inequality and unemployment in an economy. Development now includes not just economic growth but the provision of basic needs in order to alleviate poveny: The questions 10 ask about a country's development are therefore: what has been happenin& 10 poverty? Whal has been happening 10 unemployment? WhalluiS been happening 10 inequality? If all three of these have declined from high levels, then beyond doubt this has been a period of development for the country concerned. If one or two of these cential problems have been growing worse, especially if all three have, it would be strange to call the result 'development' even 1fper capita income doubled (Seers, 1969, p. 3)



Between 1974 and 1978 in Nigeria, GNP and its per capita measure increased by 8.16% and 5.6% respectively yet poveny and inequality characterized the economy. In Akwa !born and Cross River States, gross domestic product (GDP) is expected to increase annually at 12% but this does not connote development. Development therefore, implies a multidimensional process involving major changes in social structures, popular attitudes and national institutions as well as the acceleration of economic growth; the reduction of inequality and the elimination of poverty (Todaro, 1977, p. 62). In order to quicken the pace of development,the former Cross River State government embarked on a comprehensive (macro economic) plan for the state. The states' 1975-80 Development Plan stated, among others: "in a mixed economy such as ours, the purpose of a Development Plan is threefold: (i)



to help the government pursue policies which encourage ~vile individuals to take decisions which favour the desired growth - 10 invest



more, plant more, increase the use of fertilizers, underio craining, eu:., determine Fiorities for its own expenditures on the recurrent and capital account including investmeniS in government e:ruc:rprises; (ili) to help ensure lhat ~uate finance is mobilized for _private and public investment" (Third Nanonal Development Plan, 1975-1980, p.2).



(u)



10



We hasten to question the "mixed" notion of the Cross River economy since the development path of the economy as a whole is capitalistic. That is, at the federal level, private ownership and control of the means of production is allowed - the role of the swe being that of regulating the economy to remain on the path of free enterprise. The Cross River State which is a subset of the Nigerian economy cannot in theory and practice deviate from Federal objectives. It is due to the low level of incomes, lack of capital and
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abject poverty that "obscures" capitalist development in the state. Alternatively, the economy of the state could be viewed in the context of the centre-periphery framework - Cross River State representi:1g the periphery; hence crude petroleum and other resources from the State are used to develop the centre or metropole (the rest of the country). Against this background, we attempt to examine certain sectors of the Stare's economy.



Agricultural Sector Agriculture remains the mainstay of Akwa !born and Cross River States' economy. The sector not only employs about 70% of the labour force but also 63o/c of these states' GDP is derived from agriculture. (Third National Development Plan, 1975, ?.55). It is generally agreed that agricultural development can promote the economic transformation of developing countries in the undermentioned ways: (1) by increasing food supply available for domestic consumption; (2) by making available the needed labour for industrial employment; (3) by expanding the size of the domestic market for the industrial secror; (4) by raising the availability of internal savings; and (5) by providing foreign exchange earned by agricultural exports. However, the above objectives have not been realized in Akwa Ibom and Cross River States due to factors to be examined below. One of the established facts in economics has to do with the secular decline of the agricultural population and labour force and agriculture's share in GNP in the process of economic development. Another theoretical explanation of the course of structural change concerns the inverse relationship between economic development reflected in rising per capita incomes and the decrease in the relative share of agriculture in appropriate national product and labour force. The paucity of data on Akwa lbom and Cross River States prevents a robust analysis of the agricultural sector. Nevertheless, it is a fact that these states' agricultural sectors su.ffer from the inconsistent policies at the Federal level.
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lmponantly, the ascendancy of petroleum as the major earner of foreign exchange funher worsened the agricultural situation since most people drifted to the urban areas in search of the newly created wealth. It is sad to note that these two states which were once sufficient in the production of palm produce now impon it. In fact, beginning in 1981/82, there are no production data for palm produce in both states since production was, and still is, insignificant (See Survey of Modem Holdings of Agriculture ). In the area of food crops, these states can boast of eleven major crops some of which include beans, cassava, cocoyam, guinea corn, maize, rice and yam. According to a 1984 national agricultural sample census of the Federal Office of Statistics, of the major crops growth in these states, cassava was grown by 96% of all farming households while 77% and 75% grew yam and maize respectively (See Appendix). We have shown elsewhere that aggregate domestic production of food crops kept pace with food demand and that the states were "adequate" in food production between 1975n6-1980. This partly indicates that the states could not be held responsible for the worsening national food situation (Ekpo, 1986, p. 13). The indices of production for selected food crops is presented in Table 14.1 below. All food crops registered huge increases between 1975n6 and 1983 except for rice in 1976/1977-77-n8 in which declining trend seems apparent. Table 14.1 Former Cross Rlnr State: Indices or Production or Selected Food Crops (1975176 100)
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Computed by the author based on data from: Statisitcs Unit. State Ministry of Agriculture, Calabar
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Despite the increases in food production, food prices remain high. "A more serious explanation has to do with the lack of rural infrastructures like good roads anJ communications, storage facilities and marketing organisations" (Ekpo, 1986, p.l2). The agricultural sector benefits from Federal strategies and programmes namely the Green Revolution, Agricultural Development Projects (panly financed by the World Bank), River Basin Development Authority, Agricultural Credit Guarantee Scheme, etc. The performance of these programmes on these states' agricultural sectors is difficult to evaluate due to the dearth of data. Internaliy. the states seem to have moved away from direct production to that of rendering assistance (loans, infrastructures, extension services, etc.) to the agricultural sector. The various loan schemes and other services are expected to lure private individuals and companies into agriculture. The surest way of increasing agricultural productivity is in structurally transforming the rural areas. This could be done by the development of small-scale industries along side with agriculture and government must be the prime mover.



Industrial Sector The former Cross River State's 1975-80 plan document outlines its industrialization ebjectives to include: ( 1) increasing the national and state income; (2) improving the stability of foreign exchange by diversification of ex pons and impon reduction; (3) creating more employment opportunities; (4) providing markets for local raw materials and (5) promoting balanced development in the state (3rd plan, 1975, p.98). As an economy chans its development path, the connibution of the industrial sector to national output should increase both relatively and absolutely when compared to that of agriculture. The total value of indusnial output in the then Cross River State in 1972 stood at N 13.4 million while its share to GDP was 3.8%; the share of agriculture to GDP was 66.6%. On a serious note, to talk of an industrial sector in Cross River State is misleading:
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An examination of lhc Cross Rivc.:r SLate economy during lhe plan phase, reveals lhe absence of a modem and cffcctiv~ private sectorclmplementto public sector development effort especially within the indusuial sector unlike the scene in most other slates within lhe Fedenuion (Usoro, 1984, p.l5).



In a capitalist economy, the private sector moves the industrial aspect of the economy. The private sector takes advantage of existing financial and capital markets and thus t
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,ccror through economic incentives and by provtdmg the necessary mfrastructures. The lnve::.tment Trust Company Limited which was established in 1973 by the Cross River State government was empowered to efficiently use both public and private resources for the industrialization of the state. This underscored the role of government in taking the initiative to provide a financial institution which was needed for capitJ.l formation. The type of project and level of participation by the Investment Trust Company Limited is presented in Table 14.2 below. Table 14.2: Former Cross River State: Financial Institution Economic Participation Level of Type of Project lnstiUJtion Pmticipated in Participation Cross River State lnvcsunent Trust (1) Brewery Almost 50% Coy. Limited Paint Factory Almost60% Biscuit Plant Almost SO% (2) Palm Mill, Asbestos, ) Matches, Plywood, Rice) Majority Dura Foam Plasto ~ Crown, Fishing, Calcemco, Seromwood, Sunshine Batteries.



(3r



Manilla Insurance Company Limited



Notes:



Source:



1. 2. 3.



l



Roofing Sheet Plant, Phannaceutical Plant., Integrated Bakery, Feed Majority Milf, Maize, Piggery, Edible Oil, Paper Ttssue Cross River State Breweries 36% 5% Mercantile Bank International Biscuit 10% Paint Industry 35% Quality Ceramic 8.75% Sunshme Batteries 2.5% Projects started by the Institution Projects inherited from the State Government Proposed projects.



Inanga, Eno and David Ekpeyong (1984), "Capital Formation, Finance Institutions and Economic Development of the Cross River State"- paper presented at the Conference on National Planning and the Development of Backward States in Nigeria, Uyo, 1984, p. 14 - 16.
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We also highlight below a list of industries in the State from 19701982. T11ble 14.3 Former Cross River St11te Go\·ernml'nt-Sponsored Industries lndustrll's



Yen Incorporated



New Ma.nilla Insurance Company Limited Mercantile Bank (Nig.) Ltd. Pamil Industries Limited, Abak Investment Trust Company Limited Cross River Breweries Limited, Uyo Abestonit Limited, Oron Seromwood Industries Limited Cross River Hotels Limited



1970 1970 1972 1973 1974 1972 1973 1977



R eltabi/itated Cross River Estates Limited 1955 Calabar Veneer and Plywood Limited 196.5 Calabar Cement Company Limited 1964 Newer Plasto Crown (Nig.) Limited 1976 Cross River Paints limited 1979 Sunshine Batteries limited 1980 SteelRoll.in& Mills 1978 IntemationafBiscuits Limited 1980 Eastern Matches 1978 Seutate Seafood limited Or. Pepper Bottlina Co. Limited Autopak (Ni&.) Limited Ni&erian Newsprint Limited Dura Foam Limited 1982 Niger Mills Limited 1973 Metal fonnins Industries Limited 1982 Ogoja Mills Limited 1982 Pamol Nigeria Limited Notes: • Private sector initiatives •• Federal Govenunent initiative Source: Ekpott, Ita, "Industrial Development in Cross River Stale" - Paper presented at the National Conference on National Plannin& and the Development of Backward States in Niaeria. Uyo, 1984.



Most of the industries indicated in both Tables 14.2 and 14.3 had high impon contents thereby draining huge amounts of external reserves. It must also be stated that these industries were not evenly
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distributed. For example, there was not one viable industry in the Northern division of the state. It is not the domain of this anicle to cany out detailed cost-benefit analysis of each industry. Yet, it is necessary to state that further secrutiny would suggest that most of the industries were sited for political rather than economic reasons. This explains why some have not made any reasonable profit or impact on the state's economy. It has been recognised by some scholars that :"the structure of the Cross River State (now Akwa !born and Cross River States) social system has to change to accommodate the magnitude of diffusion associated with the development of both private sector entrepreneurship and of the economy" (U soro, 1984, p.17). The issue is whether these states' social system could in fact change positively without a similar restructuring at the Federal level. Alternatively, changes within these states could sum up to mean a total change of the economy. The important aspect here is for these states to lay the foundation for an industrial take-off. It seems to us that emphasis should shift to small-scale industries. Small scale industrial lists should be given the necessary support and encouragement Presently, there is only one Federal industrial project in these states, that is, the Nigerian Newsprint Manufacturing Company Limited at Olru lboku, Itu. Policy makers in both states must strive to get their share of the Federal cake. States like Akwa Ibom and Cross River that have suffered from past neglect must be aided vigorously by the Federal Government. The Federal Government in conjunction with genuine partners should establish heavy industries in backward states. The states need to concentrate on establishing or aiding entrepreneurs in small-scale industries. In 1978, there existed 1,708 small industries in the former Cross River State. These industries ranged from tailoring, iron works to clock repairs and shoe-making (see Table 14.4 below). In the same year 2,675 people were gainfully employed in the state's small scale industries. The goods and services produced by the small-scale industries sector represent a diversity of daily requirements. These products include clothing, foot wear, mattresses, travelling bags, jewelry, bread, drinks, wood and wrought iron furniture, bus bodies, agricultural tools and machinery, etc:
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In the process of supplying a long l1sl ul goods and services 1'1at affect the dally lives of the Clltzcns, the smallmt!usLJy S


Th_ere is no_ doubt th~t a viable industrial sector would go a long way m reducmg the htgh unemployment rate in the state hence red~~ing the over dependence on civil service employment. Intmuvely, the state has not fared well in terms of industrialization. Table 14.4:



Former Cross River State: Number or Small Industries in Selected Areas, 1978
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Oduduma Business Journal, No. 7, 1980, Uyo.



The Cross River Breweries Limited (CRBL) is often cited as a success story partly because it has been able to make profits and has recently attempted to expon its products. The Cross River Breweries Limited initiated the establishment of a plastic industry (Plastocrown Nigeria Limited) to supply plastic containers to CRBL. "Market projections showed that Plastocrown would have fully supplied crates to all breweries within its supply wne over a five year period" (Ekpott, 1984, p.9). Industrial linkages are quite advantageous- the
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multiplier effect creates more employment and development within an economy. Since development has in recent years been linked with the provision of basic needs, we attempt an analysis of this phenomenon within the former Cross River State. Economic Development versus Basic Needs The Basic Needs (BN) Approach perceives economic development as involving the minimization of poverty, unemployment, and income inequalities. The B. N. concept stresses the goal of poverty minimization rather than output maximization. Critics of this approach to development maintain that it leads to a reduction in the rate of growth since it emphasizes activities that are consumption-oriented while proponents contend that the approach raises productivity. Essentially, the debate poses the question as to whether a trade-off exists between development and basic needs. We have shown elsewhere that for Nigeria, the question could be answered by estimating the following function: y Where:



growth rate of real GNP per capita, life expectancy at binh growth rate of import ldullliteriC)' rate,



primcy school enrobnent ratio pen:en!age of population K~Ce~Sible to clean Wller population per doctor (in thouslnd), calorie consumption per c1pita, any other buic: needs index.



Data availability will permit us to use multiple liner regression and explain the relationship between Y• and each independent variable. ''We are not 'interested' in this kind of exercise because we are not concerned about the debate as to whether or not a trade-off exists between growth and basic needs" (Ekpo and Ndebbio, 1985, p.2). We posit that to talk about economic development, the provision of basic needs is fundamental. Consequently, poverty is viewed under
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the B-N concept as the lack of good ,;~!trition, good health. educational opponunities, decent shelter. ~ood transp~n system, etc. How did Cross River State perl'onnt·d 111 1em1s of bas1c ~eeds? Table l4.S below illustrates the state'~ allocation for basiC needs for the period 1970-1985. The plan allocation is not im~ressive; basic needs should take a substantial share for 11 p~ov1des the necessary impetus for growth and developm~nt. Shelter 1~ one of the most basic essentials for the phys1cal surv1val of man; madequate shelter affects the health and well-being of a population. Between 1970-1985, the State Government allocated an average 4% of its total commitment for housing. Table 14.5 Former Cross River State: Plan Allocation on Basle Needs, 1970 • 19&5 (ID %)



Items



1970-74



1975-80



1981~.5·



6.13 4.70 4 . .5 Water Supply 2.8 Sewerage and Drainage .5.0 4.7 Hauling 4.8 21.0 Transport South-Eastern Stale: First State DevelopmenJ Plan 1970-74, Sources: (I) Calabar South-Eastern State: Third National Developmefll Plan 1975-80. (2) Calabar. National Planning Office: Fourth National Developmefll Plan (3) 1981-85, Lagos



Health



Educalion



1.33 14.30 6.9



4.78 13.79 6.53 .96 2.10 14.14



Note: •Percentage of total for all Stales in the country.



According to the state's 1975-80 Plan, only 40,000 people out of a total population of almost 4.6 million were properly housed in 198-73. The situation is even worse today, (Third National Development Plan, p.200). A well-known city like Calabar can only boast of 3.5% of its houses having flush toilet, while 51,6% sewage disposal is by pit latrine. The average consumption of water (litre consumption per day) for Cross River State is 32.4. This is grossly inadequate when compared with minimum of 184litres daily requirement of water per head of population prescribed by the United Nations. For the entire country, Akwa Thorn and Cross River States are two of the six states with the lowest average consumption of water per day. The other 253



states are Bauchi, Kwara. Ogun and Ondo. Only 1.1% of both states' population are served with pipe-borne water (See Tables 14.6, 14.7 and 14.8). Table 14.6 Nigeria: Indications or Housinc Quality ror Selected Urban Areas Percentage or Dwelling With lnfrastructural Senices. Stare
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66.0 33.4 23.8 23.9 25.3 73.0 63.3 49.9 11.3 21.9 30.7 44.8 25.4 73.0 26.1 5.0 73.0 14.0 38.9



30.01 66.9 57.1 95.0 25.4 0.4 3.1 5.6 51.6 18.2 33.4 89.0 95.1 77.7 76.9 48.8



-



Source: Fourth Na1ioNJJ Developmel'll Plan, 1981-85, p. 532
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30.0 25.2 1.6 4.0 9.3 18.6 3.6 26.4 3.5



-



10.3 1.2 0.6 14.1 1.3 5.0 4.8



-



94.0 56.1 37.7 59.3 47.4 79.0 70.8 69.7 26.2 23.1 28.4 30.5 14.2 53.3 69:"3 25.0 61.8



-



Tablt' 14.7 NiRt'ria: Urban Watt'r Supplit's, 1977 Stal~-------
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Source: Fourth NaJional Development Plan·J981-1985 Notes: MLD = Million Litres ' L/C/d =Litre consumption per day.



Education plays a very unique role in the process of development. Education, among other things, seeks to enrich an individual's knowledge and develop his potentiality to the fullest; it also prepares an individual to undertake specific tasks in the process of transforming the society. Between 1975 and 1985, enrolment in primary and secondary schools in the then Cross River State showed upward trends. Nevertheless, the problem is not only on the quality of education by the stratification of educational opponuniti~s along social classes within the economy. This phenomenon is true for the entire country. Comparing the then Cross River State with lhe rest of the country, it is apparent that the enrolment in primary and secondary schools has declined. (See Ta.ble 14.8 below) . _ In _Nigeria, as in Akwa Ibom and. Cross ~Jve.r States,_ educauon 1s not a birthright. The type of educauon a N1genan rece1ves depends 2.H



on several variables, namely, the income bracket of parents religious affiliation, state of origin, etc. Within these states education polices and programmes are not well co-ordinated Educational opportunity are easily available to those from privileged homes and its is clear that the country and state operate, at least, a dual school system, one for the rich and the other for the poor. Table 14.8 Former Cross River State: Enrolment in Primary and Secondary Schools and Teacher Training Compared to the rest of Nigeria, 1975-85 (in%) Year 1~75~~



1976(77 1977(78 1978(79 1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 198m3 1983/84 1984/85



Primary School



'[eacher Training



~:~



IQ.Q 8.9 7.8 7.2 6.7 6.3 6.1 5.9 5.7 5.5



4.6 5.2 4.2 4.4



~econdary



School• ~.7



6.1 6.6 7.5 6.8 5.7



Source: Computed from Fourth National Development Plan, 1981-1985, pp. 265-267. Notes: • includes commercial schools.



Schools in both states are presently plagued with lack of necessary facilities - inadequate text books, and other teaching aids. In 1984, about 13,00 teachers in the then Cross River State were retrenched and yet there are not enough teachers to man both primary and secondary schools (New Nigerian, 1984). In the area of health, both states still have to meet the national minimum requirements in terms of facilities. In the social and economic progress of an economy, health services guarantee healthy manpower which is a necessary variable for the exploitation of resources and the maximization of the benefits of development.
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According to official recor~. about 65% of Nigerians lack any kind of modem health care services. (Four rh National Development Plan 1980, p.272). . ~the then Cross River St~te, as at 1972, the doctor population rauo stood at ~: 100,000 while the World Health Organisation's (WHO) target 1s 1:10,000. ln fact, the state's position is still far b~lo~ th~ national minimum target of 1:12,500. The appalling sttuanon Is the same for other categories of paramedical personnel (Ekpo and Ndebbio, 1985). The number ofhospital beds per 1,000 heads of population is v~~ ~ow and varies w~d~ly from 0.1 f~r Ikot Abasi to 1.4 for Uyo DtVIston. For Calabar It 1s 1.8. The nauonal minimum standards are 2 hospital beds, 0.3 maternity beds and 0.3 health centre beds per 1,000 heads of population.(3rd National Development Plan, 197580, p.157). . Both quantitatively and qualitatively, there is nothing to write home about regarding health services in the state. The rural population in the state have little access to any kind of health facility(ies)~ in the so called urban areas of the state, the health facilities have deteriorated such that citizens seek medical 'treatment' in churches and like places. Except for the University of Calabar Teaching Hospital, Federal presence in the health sphere is grossly lacking yet the state contributes to Federal revenue through petroleum expons. We have attempted to periscope ~e ~onomy of the ~ormer Cross River State in contemporary Nigena, the paucuy of data, notwithstanding. Our task now is to briefly explore what the future holds. SECTION 11



OPTIONS FOR THE FUTURE For states like Akwa Ibom and Cross River whe~e i~co~es are generally low, the government must play a vital role m direcnng the future path of development. It must be understood that the trend should be in line with the objectives of the Fede~ Govem~n_t ~e State Government must device the I?echamsm for Ip~: investments in these .states. There are basicallr t~o ~ ~ocialism. ,economies existing m the world today.- c~pitalism~a lbom and . The Nigerian economy is essentially capitalist hence
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( 'ross River States are also capitalistic, though they are at the periphery of a dependent capitalist economy, that is. Nigeria. The states could "develop" along this path but at the expense of the majority of their citizens. This is so because the capitalist path concentrates wealth in the hands of few individuals. The socialist path by abolishing private ownership and control of the means of production and inherently the relations of production makes it impossible for wealth to be expropriated and appropriated by a few. The present policy of Government (Federal and State) is to privatize the economy. In other words, government parastatals and other government-owned companies are to be sold to individuals. The major argument is that government corporations and companies are inefficiently run thus incurring huge losses. The state governments should not privatize the economy but instead should embark on commercialization. This implies that stateowned corporations and companies must be allowed to run as enterprises with profit-making as their objective. Commercialization requires minimum government interference in the management of the enterprises. This approach would ensure that the commanding heights of the state economy are not left in the hands of few individuals. The future development of the states lies in the development of small scale industries. Small scale industries are defined here as industries employing fifty or less people and whose capital is NlOO,OOO or less. The states should provide loans and other incentives for the development of these industries. The large scale industries in Nigeria are owned and controlled by multinational corporations and the development of Nigeria in general and Akwa Ibom and Cross River States in particular is their least preoccupation. Small scale industrialists are indigenous entrepreneurs and the positive contribution to the state economy would be one of their objectives The policy of the state governments ought to centre around a balanced development strategy. All Local Government Areas should be treated equally in the provision of basic needs (water, electricity, health, etc.). The strategy of proponional balanced development
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ensures that resources of the states are utilized for the satisfaction of all citizens.



utnH,~:



Federal Government Policies The future of \he states' development also dep~:nds on the policic~ of the Federal Government. The issue of oil dichotomy had bearing on the development and welfare of the then Cross River State. "The off-shore component of the State's total annual oil production is 90% and thus did not feature as that pan of revenue allocation attributed to the derivation principle" (Ubok Udom, 1984, p.l J ). Though the Federal Government has reviewed the policy, abolition of dichotomy is yet to be implemented in practice as at December



1987. The then Cross River State was the third producer of crude petroleum in the country (see Table 9) yet there is no federal government petroleum concern in the area. Table 14.9 Annual Crude Oil Production by States 1979 (in barrels) State



Bendel



Rivers Cross River boo



Ondo



On-shore



Utt-shore



141,857,809



305,519,371 241,135,764 10,107,156 51,960,983 1,177,294



88,925,678



TOOII



447,327,180 242,135,764 99,032,834 31,960,983 1,177,294



Source: National Concord, September 4, 1984, p.3



There is need for the siting of a petrochemical industry in what is now the oil producing area- Akwa lbom State. The advantages of this industry have been well documented by scholars hence the enormous positive effects on the economy of the region need no emphasis (Aneke, 1935; Usoro, 1986). The development of ~m agriculture or any viable ind.ustrial sector w~uld be very d1fficult without the use of petrochermcal products. It 1s therefore, necessary that the new state puts all necessary pressure on the Federal Government to locate one of such industries in the state.
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The Federal Government still treats Akwa lbom and Cross River States as parts of the old Eastern Region. Federal projects and programmes are still located at_ ~nugu. If there are. twenty-one states in the counrry then Fedc'rctl pohc1es must reflect th1s phenomenon. Political Stability We have throughout our analysis assumed implicitly that political stability exists. There is no doubt that at the Federal level, a reasonable degree of political equilibrium is necessary for economic transformation. Political stability must by design be in the interest of those who produce the wealth of the economy or state. A necessary ingredient for political stability is for the ruling class to pursue a policy of proponional balanced development of all areas in the country. If programmes and polices are designed and implemented to eradicate poveny by creating employment, providing the basic needs of life of all Nigerians then political stability is inevitable - the reverse, of course, is chaos and discontent. At the state level, the provision of basic needs and the even distribution of resources to all areas of the state would lessen ethnic and clannish tension thus paving the way for meaningful economic development. Conclusion We have attempted to examine the economy of Akwa Ibom and Cross River States in contemporary Nigeria. Our analysis indicates that the states are yet to tap their full potential. Their agricultural sectors are virtually dormant in terms of exponing economic crops. The increase in the states' food production has not lowered the prices of food due to other bottlenecks such as inadequate infrastructures and marketing channels. The private sector has had little or no impact in trying to transform the states' economy. The role of government has been quite minimal in terms of accelerating the rate of growth and development. Acknowledging certain constraints such as insufficient revenue and low incomes in their states, the government can still pursue an aggressive policy of providing basic needs to its citizens. We have inferred that the provision of basic needs is a fundamental pre-requisite for development.
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There is an urgent need to provide incentives for small scale industrialists and for the state governments to put pressure on the Federal Government for the siting of a petrochemical industry in Akwa lbom State. The policies of the Federal Government have not benefitted both Akwa lbom and Cross River States since she (Federal) for the most part considers these States as parts of the old Eastern Region. There is need for comprehensive data on all aspects of the states' economy. Vital statistics on these are either absent or grossly inadequate. Reliable data allow for a robust analysis of any economy and make the prediction of future development path possible. While it is a fact that Akwa lbom and Cross River States are backward, they nonetheless have the natural and human resources to emerge as among the strongest states (economically) in the Federation. This depends heavily on both Federal and State Governments pursuing an economic strategy of proportional balanced development of the entire country. Appendices Table 14A.l: Former Cross River State: Household Engaged in Various Types of Farming by Area (%) All Household
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Table 14A.2: A.-



Former Cross River State: Fannlq Households Cultlvadq Each Major Crop by Area ( '11>) ~ IC..vo
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